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Abstract

Recommender systems have been deployed in many diverse settings, and
they aim to provide a personalized ranked list of items to users that they are
likely to interact with. In order to provide an accurate list of items, models
need to capture various aspects of the users’ proőles, behaviors, and items’
dynamics. Depending on the recommendation settings, these aspects can
be mined from the different auxiliary information sources that might be
readily available in these settings as side information. The more aspects
being covered, the more accurate the learned user and item representa-
tions will be, improving prediction performance and overcoming various
challenges such as sparse interaction data.

These auxiliary information sources might contain static attributes re-
lated to the users’ and items’ proőles or contain historical multi-relational
implicit interactions between users and items, users and users, and items
and items such as clicks, views, bought-together, and friendships. These
interactions can be exploited to capture complex implicit relations that are
usually not visible if the model only focuses on one user-item relationship.

Besides attributes and interaction data, auxiliary information might
also contain contextual information that accompanies the interaction data,
such as timestamps and locations. Incorporating such contextual informa-
tion allows the models to comprehend the dynamics of users and items and
learn the inŕuence of time and environment.

In this thesis, we present four ways in which auxiliary information can be
leveraged to improve the prediction performance of recommender systems
and allow them to overcome many challenges.

Firstly we introduce an attribute-ware co-embedding model that can
leverage user and item attributes along with a set of graph-based features
for rating prediction. In particular, the model treats the user-item relation
as a bipartite graph and constructs generic user and item attributes via
the Laplacian of the co-occurrence graph. We also demonstrate that our
attribute-ware model outperforms existing state-of-the-art attribute-aware
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recommender systems.

Next, we extend the model to handle different multi-relational interac-
tions to overcome the challenges of having few and sparse interaction data
between users and items. First, we extend the model by adding the capab-
ility to capture multi-relational interactions between the same entity types,
particularly between users and users and between items and items. This
is done by simultaneously scoring the different relations using a weighted
joint loss. Later, we extend the model further by including the ability to
accommodate different user and item interactions simultaneously by hav-
ing an independent scoring function for each interaction type. The later
extension allows the model to be employed in scenarios where the main
relation between users and items is extremely sparse such as in auction set-
tings which pose a signiőcant challenge to traditional and state-of-the-art
models.

Additionally, we introduce a sequential context and attribute-aware
model that captures users’ and items’ dynamics through their sequential
interaction patterns and their timestamps. The model can also capture
various aspects of the users’ and items’ proőles through their static attrib-
utes and content information.

Finally, in the end, we also present a framework for optimizing rank-
ing metrics directly, such as the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain
(NDCG) using surrogate losses as an additional way of improving the mod-
els’ performance.
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Zusammenfassung der

Dissertation

Empfehlungssysteme werden in vielen verschiedenen Bereichen eingesetzt
und zielen darauf ab, den Nutzern eine personalisierte Liste von Artikeln zu
liefern, mit denen sie wahrscheinlich interagieren werden. Um eine genaue
Liste von Artikeln zu erstellen, müssen die Modelle verschiedene Aspekte
der Benutzerproőle, des Verhaltens und der Artikeldynamik erfassen. Ab-
hängig von den Empfehlungseinstellungen können diese Aspekte aus den
verschiedenen zusätzlichen Informationsquellen gewonnen werden, die in
diesen Einstellungen als Nebeninformationen leicht verfügbar sind. Je mehr
Aspekte abgedeckt werden, desto genauer werden die gelernten Benutzer-
und Artikeldarstellungen sein, was die Vorhersageleistung verbessert und
verschiedene Herausforderungen wie spärliche Interaktionsdaten überwin-
det.

Diese zusätzlichen Informationsquellen können statische Attribute en-
thalten, die sich auf die Proőle der Nutzer und Artikel beziehen, oder
sie enthalten historische, multirelationale implizite Interaktionen zwischen
Nutzern und Artikeln, Nutzern und Nutzern sowie Artikeln und Artikeln,
wie z. B. Klicks, Ansichten, gemeinsame Käufe und Freundschaften. Diese
Interaktionen können genutzt werden, um komplexe implizite Beziehungen
zu erfassen, die normalerweise nicht sichtbar sind, wenn sich das Modell
nur auf eine Benutzer-Element-Beziehung konzentriert.

Neben Attributen und Interaktionsdaten können Hilfsinformationen
auch Kontextinformationen enthalten, die mit den Interaktionsdaten ein-
hergehen, z. B. Zeitstempel und Standorte. Die Einbeziehung solcher Kon-
textinformationen ermöglicht es den Modellen, die Dynamik von Benutzern
und Objekten zu verstehen und den Einŕuss von Zeit und Umgebung zu
erlernen.

In dieser Arbeit stellen wir vier Möglichkeiten vor, wie Zusatzin-
formationen genutzt werden können, um die Vorhersageleistung von Em-
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pfehlungssystemen zu verbessern und ihnen zu ermöglichen, viele Heraus-
forderungen zu meistern.

Zunächst stellen wir ein attributbasiertes Co-Embedding-Modell vor,
das Benutzer- und Artikelattribute zusammen mit einer Reihe von graph-
basierten Merkmalen für die Vorhersage von Bewertungen nutzen kann.
Insbesondere behandelt das Modell die Benutzer-Element-Beziehung als bi-
partiten Graphen und konstruiert generische Benutzer- und Elementattrib-
ute über den Laplacian des Co-Occurrence-Graphen. Wir zeigen außerdem,
dass unser attributbasiertes Modell die bestehenden modernen attribut-
basierten Empfehlungssysteme übertrifft.

Als Nächstes erweitern wir das Modell, um verschiedene multirelationale
Interaktionen zu behandeln, um die Herausforderungen zu bewältigen,
die sich aus den wenigen und spärlichen Interaktionsdaten zwischen Ben-
utzern und Elementen ergeben. Zunächst erweitern wir das Modell um die
Fähigkeit, multirelationale Interaktionen zwischen denselben Entitätstypen
zu erfassen, insbesondere zwischen Nutzern und Nutzern und zwischen Ele-
menten und Elementen. Dies geschieht durch die gleichzeitige Bewertung
der verschiedenen Beziehungen mit Hilfe eines gewichteten gemeinsamen
Verlustes. Später erweitern wir das Modell, indem wir die Möglichkeit
einbeziehen, verschiedene Benutzer- und Objektinteraktionen gleichzeitig
zu erfassen, indem wir eine unabhängige Bewertungsfunktion für jeden In-
teraktionstyp haben. Die spätere Erweiterung ermöglicht den Einsatz des
Modells in Szenarien, in denen die Hauptbeziehung zwischen Nutzern und
Objekten extrem spärlich ist, wie z. B. in Auktionssituationen, die eine
große Herausforderung für traditionelle und moderne Modelle darstellen.

Darüber hinaus führen wir ein sequentielles kontext- und attribut-
basiertes Modell ein, das die Dynamik von Benutzern und Objekten durch
ihre sequentiellen Interaktionsmuster und ihre Zeitstempel erfasst. Das
Modell kann auch verschiedene Aspekte der Benutzer- und Artikelproőle
durch ihre statischen Attribute und Inhaltsinformationen erfassen.

Schließlich stellen wir auch einen Rahmen für die direkte Optimierung
von Ranking-Metriken vor, wie z. B. den Normalized Discounted Cumulat-
ive Gain (NDCG) unter Verwendung von Surrogatverlusten als eine zusätz-
liche Möglichkeit zur Verbesserung der Leistung der Modelle.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Personalized recommendation systems play a crucial role in many online
platforms at this moment, as never in history has a higher number of differ-
ent online and physical products been readily available to users. However,
having such ever-increasing product catalogs with too many choices poses
a signiőcant challenge for users to search and őnd interesting items in a
reasonable time. Furthermore, in some platforms such as online auction
systems and during sales campaigns, users might even have a time-limited
duration to őnd and select suitable items.

Recommender systems are information systems that aim to learn user
preferences from historical user-item interactions [Resnick and Varian,
1997] (views, clicks, purchases, ratings, etc.) to suggest interesting items
that match such preferences. This can be done either by predicting how
much the user will like or rate an item [Koren, 2009] or by directly predict-
ing the likelihood of interaction between a user or an item such as view,
purchase or click [Deshpande and Karypis, 2004].

Nowadays, with the abundance of various auxiliary information being
stored in many online platforms, such as user proőle and item attributes,
diverse multi-relational interactions logs, and contextual information, it
is crucial during the design phase to take into consideration such diverse
implicit feedback signals and content information for improved prediction
accuracy and applicability.

The purpose of this thesis is to present different supervised machine
learning techniques for building recommender systems that are capable of
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leveraging available auxiliary information under diverse recommendation
settings.

1.2 Overview and Contributions

1.2.1 Overview

In this thesis we present novel methods for item recommendation using
auxiliary information and losses to improve upon the state-of-the-art. The
thesis’s chapters are arranged as follows

• Chapter 2: Recommender Systems Tasks and Approaches
We deőne the different recommendation tasks and the current ap-
proaches for solving these tasks. Additionally we discuss the differ-
ent evaluation protocols and settings that are used to compare and
measure the performance these approaches.

• Chapter 3: Attribute-Aware Recommendation
In this chapter, We present the attribute-aware co-embedding model
GraphRec that can leverage any available side attributes by utilizing
their numerical vector. Additionally, to address the problem of scarce
external side attributes, GraphRec uses the Laplacian information
of the users-items co-occurrence graph as generic internal attributes
which only require the mere rating matrix.

• Chapter 4: Multi-Relational Recommendation
In this chapter, We present two attribute-aware multi-relational mod-
els that can leverage auxiliary relations for item recommendation and
node classiőcation tasks. In the őrst part of this chapter, we present
BRNLE, a multi-relational model that utilizes item-item and user-
user relations for recommending the correct classiőcation labels for
graph nodes. In the second part, we present the MultiRec model, an
extended version of BRNLE that utilizes several user-item relations
for item recommendation in auction systems.

• Chapter 5: Context-Aware and Attribute-Aware Recom-
mendation
In this chapter, we present CARCA, a context and attribute-aware re-
commendation model that captures user proőles’ dynamic nature and
contextual changes seamlessly alongside any available item attributes.
CARCA utilizes several multi-head attention blocks to capture the
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evolving patterns in the user proőle and utilizes a separate dedicated
cross-attention block to capture the inŕuence of all previous historical
interactions on the target items to be recommended.

• Chapter 6: Improving Next-Item Recommendation via Sur-
rogate Loss Learning
In this chapter, we present GuidedRec, a guided learning step-wise
approach that allows recommender system models to directly optim-
ize the NDCG instead of using proxy loss functions by adapting,
stabilizing, and extending the Learning Surrogate Losses approach
[Grabocka et al., 2019] for optimizing the NDCG measure. The pro-
posed GuidedRec approach can be used to optimize any recommender
model that utilizes a point-wise logistic loss function seamlessly and
without requiring any modiőcations to the model itself.

1.2.2 Contributions

This thesis contributions in the őeld of recommender systems can be sum-
marized as follows:

• We introduce a simple attribute-aware co-embedding model
GraphRec for rating prediction. GraphRec can be applied to diverse
settings and can leverage additional attributes and content features
by seamlessly utilizing their numerical vector representations.

• We introduce a set of internal graph-based features that are extracted
from the Laplacian of the user-item co-occurrence graph to capture
users’ and items’ rating proőles. Once integrated into GraphRec,
these features improve the overall accuracy to the extent of outper-
forming multiple state-of-the-art attributes and content-aware mod-
els.

• We introduce BRNLE, a simple yet effective and ŕexible multi-relatio-
nal recommendation model that can be applied to multi-relational
classiőcation tasks and node classiőcation tasks in graphs where en-
tities might have attributes and structured properties such as text.

• We present a simple multi-relational non-linear co-embedding model
(MultiRec) for item recommendation in auction systems. MultiRec
leverages users and items attributes and auxiliary relational informa-
tion that generally exists in auction settings, such as user’s purchase
and bidding histories and őnal sale prices. To the best of our know-
ledge, this is the őrst model that is designed speciőcally for such
problem settings.
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• We present CARCA, a versatile context and attribute-aware sequen-
tial model for next item recommendation, which can be applied to
diverse settings and leverage additional item attributes.

• We show that learning a surrogate loss for NDCG with the Learning
Surrogate Losses approach is unstable and does not yield competitive
results. We also propose an alternative guided learning approach for
surrogate losses that learns the surrogate loss in parallel to learning
the recommender model using the original logistic loss to stabilize
the learning phase. To the best of our knowledge, this is the őrst
approach that learns a surrogate loss for the őrst time to the NDCG
metric.

1.3 Publications

Most of the work presented in this thesis has already been published in the
form of papers at peer-reviewed international conferences, and some work
exists as public preprints:

• (Chapter 3) Ahmed Rashed, Josif Grabocka, Lars Schmidt-Thieme:
Attribute-Aware Non-Linear Co-Embeddings of Graph Features,
Published in The 13th ACM Recommender Systems Conference (Rec-
Sys 2019)

• (Chapter 4) Ahmed Rashed, Josif Grabocka, Lars Schmidt-Thieme:
Multi-Relational Classiőcation via Bayesian Ranked Non-Linear Em-
beddings, Published in The 25th ACM SIGKDD Conference on
Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (SIGKDD 2019)

• (Chapter 4) Ahmed Rashed, Shayan Jawed, Lars Schmidt-Thieme,
and Andre Hintsches:MultiRec: A Multi-Relational Approach for
Unique Item Recommendation in Auction Systems, Published in The
14th ACM Recommender Systems Conference (RecSys 2020)

• (Chapter 5) Ahmed Rashed, Shereen Elsayed, Lars Schmidt-
Thieme :Context and Attribute-Aware Sequential Recommendation
via Cross-Attention, Published in The 16th ACM Recommender Sys-
tems Conference (RecSys 2022)

• (Chapter 6) Ahmed Rashed, Josif Grabocka, Lars Schmidt-Thieme:
GuidedRec: A Guided Learning Framework for Item Recommenda-
tion via Surrogate Loss Learning, Published in The 44th International
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ACM SIGIR Conference on Research and Development in Informa-
tion Retrieval (SIGIR 2021)

I co-authored further publications during the time of my studies that are
not included in this thesis; however, their content are related and inŕuenced
my thesis work.

• Ahmed Rashed, Josif Grabocka, Lars Schmidt-Thieme: Multi-Label
Network Classiőcation via Weighted Personalized Factorizations,
Published in the International Conference on Agents and Artiőcial
Intelligence (ICAART 2019)

• Shayan Jawed, Ahmed Rashed, Lars Schmidt-Thieme: Multi-step
Forecasting via Multi-task Learning, Published In The International
Conference on Big Data (IEEE Big Data 2019)

• Ahmed Rashed, Shayan Jawed, Jens Rehberg, Josif Grabocka, Lars
Schmidt-Thieme, Andre Hintsches: A Deep Multi-Task Approach for
Residual Value Forecasting, Published In The European Conference
on Machine Learning and Principles and Practice of Knowledge Dis-
covery in Databases (ECML 2019)

• Shereen Elsayed, Daniela Thyssens, Ahmed Rashed, Hadi Samer
Jomaa, Lars Schmidt-Thieme: Do we really need deep learning
models for time series forecasting?, arXiv preprint arXiv:2101.02118
(2021)
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Chapter 2

Recommender Systems Tasks

and Approaches

In this chapter, we present an overview of the different supervised ma-
chine learning tasks for item recommendation, and we discuss the different
approaches to accomplish them under offline experimental settings. Fur-
thermore, we present the different datasets and evaluation protocols that
will be used throughout this thesis to perform the different experiments.

2.1 Tasks

In classical item recommendation settings, usually, there exist two main
entity types, namely the users U := {1, . . . , U} and items I := {1, . . . , I}
, and a sequence D := ((u1, i1), . . . , (u|D|, i|D|)) ∈ (U × I)∗ of their past in-
teractions originating from an unknown distribution p on user-item pairs
(with U, I, |D| ∈ N). Sought is a model p̂ : U → (R+

0 )
I for the unknown

conditional density p(i | u), i.e., given a loss function L : I × (R+
0 )

I → R

with minimal expected loss

E(u,i)∼p L(i, p̂(u))

In such settings, we might have different kinds of available auxiliary in-
formation:

• Content information related to an entity such as attributes like age,
gender, location, price, brand, or structured properties such as images
or textual descriptions.
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• Collaborative information indicating different interactions between
users and items. Interactions types can be explicit such as ratings,
likes, or dislikes, or implicit interactions, such as clicks, likes, views,
and purchases.

• Contextual information related to an interaction between user-item
pair, such as timestamp and location.

Interactions between user and items can be represented as a partial
functions r : U × I → R or r : U × I × C → R depending on the existence
of contextual information C that estimates the likelyhood scores for user-
item pairs. Correspondingly, content information about users or items can
be represented as a functions aU : U → AU and aI : I → AI respectively.

Estimating the likelihood of a user interacting with an item can be
estimated throughout different means. Either by predicting a proxy value
such as the expected explicit rating a user will give an item, the number of
clicks or views an item will get, or through predicting the probability of a
user interacting with an item using the historical implicit interactions.

In this thesis we will focus mainly on item recommendation by explicit
rating prediction and item recommendation in implicit feedback settings.

2.1.1 Item Recommendation by Rating Prediction

Ratings with a predeőned scale are a widely used proxy value for estimating
the likelihood of a user interacting with an item, assuming that higher
expected ratings indicate a higher likelihood for interactions. Ratings are
also a very popular kind of feedback employed in many platforms and
applications.

In such explicit feedback settings, the interaction likelihood between a
user-item pair will be estimated by predicting the expected rate a user will
give an item using scoring functions r̂ : U × I → R or r̂ : U × I × C → R

depending on the existence of contextual information C. Finally, this task
is usually considered a supervised machine learning regression task which
is learned by minimizing the expected loss function between predicted and
actual ratings L : R× R̂→ R.
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2.1.2 Item Recommendation by Click-Through Rate
Prediction

Click-through ratings play a curcial role in online advertisements recom-
mendation and similar to the rating prediction task in explicit feedback
settings, the number of interactions an item will get, such as the click-
through rate, can also be used as a proxy value indicating the likelihood of
an item being interacted with by a user. The higher the expected number
of interactions an item will get, like clicks or views, the higher the likelihood
a user will interact with it.

In such settings, the tasks will be very similar to the rating prediction
tasks, replacing the explicit feedback ratings by the historical click-through
rates as the target value to be predicted. The task can be then learned by
minimizing the expected loss function between predicted and actual click-
through rates L : R× R̂→ R.

2.1.3 Item Recommendation from Implicit Feedback

Although rating prediction was and still remains a popular choice for item
recommendation tasks [Hoyer, 2004, Mnih and Salakhutdinov, 2008, Koren,
2008, Zhang et al., 2017a, Li et al., 2015], implicit feedback interactions cur-
rently dominate most recommender systems settings such as clicks, views,
and purchases. They are also generally much easier to collect on online
platforms and do not require any user-side explicit actions [Rendle et al.,
2009, He et al., 2017, Rashed et al., 2021, Rashed et al., 2020].

One main challenge in dealing with implicit feedback settings is that
we have only observed and unobserved interactions; hence only binary rel-
evance feedback exists, and all observed interactions are equally import-
ant. To tackle this challenge, estimating the interaction likelihood between
user-item pairs is usually considered as either a supervised ranking task
or a classiőcation task, and the goal will be to learn a scoring function
r̂ : U ×I → R or r̂ : U ×I ×C → R by minimizing the expected loss func-
tion between predicted and actual binary relevance scores L : R×R̂→ R as
a proxy function [He et al., 2017, Kang and McAuley, 2018, Rashed et al.,
2020]. Alternatively, it is also possible to learn such tasks by minimize a
list-wise ranking loss directly L : R|I| × R

|I| → R [Wu et al., 2016, Liang
et al., 2018, Steck, 2019].
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2.2 Approaches

As item recommendation is the main topic of this thesis, we will shed light
in this section on some typical popular approaches and the current state-
of-the-art methods for the item recommendation tasks. This overview is
not exhaustive, and only serves the purpose of positioning our research in
the broader context.

2.2.1 Typical Methods

Simple methods for item recommendation, like global, user, or item aver-
ages for rating predictions, or the top popular approach for item rankings
are usually employed as experimental baselines that allow researchers to
identify possible issues with implementation or models designs.

2.2.1.1 Average model

The average approach is a popular simple baseline method usually em-
ployed in the rating prediction tasks for item recommendations. This
method simply predicts the same average rating for all items. The av-
erage value can either be calculated using the mean of the users’ ratings,
the mean of the items’ ratings, or the global mean of all ratings.

2.2.1.2 Random

The random method is the most simple and widely used baseline method
for item recommendation tasks in implicit feedback settings. The method
simply assigns random scores to items, resulting in a randomly ordered
recommendation list for each user.

2.2.1.3 Top Popular

Top Popular method is another simple, widely used, and sometimes very ef-
fective baseline method for item recommendation tasks in implicit feedback
settings. This method orders the items based on their popularity given the
number of past interactions they received.
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2.2.2 Collaborative Filtering

2.2.2.1 Neighborhood-Based Models

2.2.2.1.1 User-based K-Nearest Neighbors (UserKNN)
UserKNN rely on the similarity between users to recommend new
items. The őrst step in such a model is to calculate the similarity
between the users either using their historical interactions or through their
attributes. This can be done using different similarity functions such as
the Pearson correlation [Koren and Bell, 2015] in case of rating prediction
or Cosine similarity [Schütze et al., 2008] in the case of implicit feedback
settings.

simPearson
u,v =

∑

i∈|I(u)∩I(v)| (ru,i) (rv,i)
√

∑

i∈|I(u)∩I(v)| (ru,i)
2 ·

∑

i∈|I(u)∩I(v)| (rv,i)
2

(2.1)

where I(u) ∩ I(v) represents the common items that were rated by both
users u and v.

In the case of rating prediction, this similarity can be normalized using
a shrinkage factor that avoids emphasizing correlations that were computed
with few interactions.

sim′
u,v =

|I(u) ∩ I(v)| − 1

|I(u) ∩ I(v)| − 1 + λ
simPearson

u,v (2.2)

Next, the predicted score in case of rating prediction can be calculated
as follows

r̂UserKNN
u,i =

∑

v∈NNk(i,u) simu,v (rv,i)
∑

v∈NNk(i,u) simu,v

(2.3)

where NNk(i, u) represent the k nearest (most similar) neighbors of user u
who have rated item the same item i.

On the other hand, the predicted score in the case of implicit feedback
settings can be calculated by summing the similarity values as follows

r̂UserKNN′

u,i =
∑

v∈NNk(i,u)

simuv (2.4)
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2.2.2.1.2 Item-based K-Nearest Neighbors (ItemKNN) In con-
trast to the user-based k-nearest neighbors model (UserKNN), the item-
based k-nearest neighbors model utilizes the similarities between items in-
stead of users [Linden et al., 2003]. Nevertheless, the similarity scores and
predicted rating and values are calculated similarly to UserKNN but with
items instead of users.

2.2.2.2 Matrix Factorization Based Collaborative Filtering
Models

Matrix factorization is a popular supervised machine learning method for
rating prediction tasks [Rendle and Schmidt-Thieme, 2008, Koren, 2008]
as it can be treated as a matrix completion task, where the rating matrix
R should be completed. R has a dimension of |U| × |I|, where rows of
R corresponds to users, and columns represent items. Each entry ru,i in
R represents a rating given by user u to item i, and the main goal of the
matrix factorization approach is to complete the R matrix by estimating
another matrix R̂. Matrix factorization can also be used in item recom-
mendation tasks from implicit feedback by completing the relevance score
matrix R. In this section, we present some famous matrix factorization ap-
proaches. However, there are other complex and powerful methods in the
literature, such as timeSVD++ [Koren, 2009], non-negative matrix fac-
torization (NMF) [Hoyer, 2004], probabilistic matrix factorization (PMF)
[Mnih and Salakhutdinov, 2008], and neural collaborative őltering (NCF)
[He et al., 2017].

2.2.2.2.1 Basic MF Model The basic matrix factorization model can
be deőned as

R = P TQ+ E (2.5)

where R ∈ R
|U|×|I| is the partially observed rating matrix, P ∈ |U| × K

is the user latent matrix, Q ∈ |I| × K is the item latent matrix, and E
represents the residual errors.

A single user-item rating can be predicted as follows

r̂u,i = P T
u Qi (2.6)

Finally, the model is often optimized using a regression-based loss, such
as the square loss.
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L(P,Q) =
∑

(u,i)∈Rtrain

(ru,i − r̂u,i)
2 + λu||Pu||

2 + λi||Qi||
2 (2.7)

where λu and λi are regularization constants.

2.2.2.2.2 Biased MF The predictive accuracy of the basic matrix fac-
torization model can be further improved by adding global, user, and item
biases as follows

r̂u,i = µ+ bUu + bIi + P T
u Qi (2.8)

where µ is the global average rate, bu and bi are user and item biases.

The extended model can then be optimized also with a squared loss as
follows

L(P,Q, bU , bI) (2.9)

=
∑

(u,i)∈Rtrain

(ru,i − r̂u,i)
2 + λbU ||b

U
u ||+ λbI ||b

I
i ||+ λu||Pu||

2 + λi||Qi||
2

(2.10)

where λbU , λbI , λu, λi are the regularization constants.

2.2.2.2.3 SVD++ SVD++ [Koren, 2008] is a very popular singular
value decomposition model for item recommendation tasks by ratings pre-
diction. This model improve upon the biased matrix factorization model by
incorporating the implicit feedback interactions beside the explicit ratings
as follows

r̂u,i = µ+ bUu + bIi +QT
i



Pu + |N(u)|
− 1

2

∑

j∈N(u)

zj



 (2.11)

where N(u) represents the list of items a user u interacted with through
implicit feedback and zj is their latent vectors.

2.2.2.2.4 MF-BPR Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) [Rendle
et al., 2009] is a popular framework and loss function used for optimiz-
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ing recommender models in implicit feedback settings. BPR was success-
fully applied to matrix factorization models for implicit feedback settings
(MF-BPR), and it is considered a standard baseline in many ranking-based
experiments. BPR is a pairwise loss that tries to maximize the difference
d̂u,i,j between the predicted scores of the user’s positive items I+u and neg-
ative items I−u .

d̂u,i,j := r̂u,i − r̂u,j (2.12)

L (Θ) =
∑

(u,i,j)∈DS

ln ŝu,i,j − λ∥Θ∥
2, DS =

{

(u, i, j) | i ∈ I+u ∧ j ∈ I
−
u

}

(2.13)

where Θ is the matrix factorization model parameters and λ is a regulariz-
ation constant.

2.2.2.3 Auto-encoder-Based Collaborative Filtering Methods

2.2.2.3.1 AutoRec AutoRec [Sedhain et al., 2015] is a very famous
auto-encoder-based model for rating prediction. This model can either
be employed to reconstruct and estimate the rating matrix in a row-wise
fashion as a user-based model (U-AutoRec) or column-wise as an item-
based model (I-AutoRec).

U-AutoRec model is optimized by minimizing a reconstruction loss
across rows as follows

h(r; Θ) = f(W2 · g(W1x+ b1) + b2) (2.14)

L (Θ) =
N
∑

u=1

∥ru − h(ru; Θ)∥2Obs − λ∥Θ∥
2 (2.15)

where h(r; Θ) is a neural network with single k-dimensional layer, Θ =
{W1,W2, b1, b2} represents the network parameters, and x represents the
input vector of observed ratings for user u. Finally, ∥∥2Obs means that only
observed ratings is considered.

Similarly, I-AutoRec is optimized by minimizing the reconstruction loss
in column-wise slices over all items instead of users.
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L (Θ) =
M
∑

i=1

∥ri − h(ri; Θ)∥2Obs − λ∥Θ∥
2 (2.16)

2.2.2.3.2 MultVAE MultVAE [Liang et al., 2018] is a state-of-the-
art model that utilizes variational auto-encoders for item recommendation
tasks in implicit feedback settings. In contrast to traditional user-based
auto-encoders such as U-AutoRec, MultVAE samples the users’ latent vec-
tors zu from variational distributions which are set as fully factorized (di-
agonal) Gaussian distributions with parameters {µu, σ

2
u} .

q (zu) = N
(

µu, diag
{

σ
2
u

})

(2.17)

The individual variational parameters are generated by the decoder part
using parametrized functions µ(xu;ϕ) and σ(xu;ϕ) as follows

g (xu;ϕ) ≡ [µ (xu;ϕ) , σ (xu;ϕ)] ∈ R
2K (2.18)

qϕ (zu | xu) = N
(

µ (xu;ϕ) , diag
{

σ2 (xu;ϕ)
})

(2.19)

where xu represents the input vector of observed ratings for user u,
and ϕ represents the decoder network parameters. Finally, the model is
optimized using the evidence lower bound (ELBO) function

L (xu; θ, ϕ) ≡ Eq(zu|xu;ϕ)[log p (xu | zu; θ)]− β ·KL (q (zu | xu;ϕ) ∥p (zu))
(2.20)

where θ represents the encoder network parameters.

2.2.2.3.3 EASE The Embarrassingly Shallow AutoEncoder model
(EASE) [Steck, 2019], is the latest state-of-the-art auto-encoder based
model that utilizes a simple linear architecture without any hidden layers,
and the model is optimized by minimizing the reconstruction loss similar
to AutoRec

L(B) = ∥X −XB∥2F + λ · ∥B∥2F
s.t. diag(B) = 0

(2.21)
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where X represent the partially observed scores matrix and B ∈ R
|I|×|I|

represent a learnable item-item weight matrix

Instead of optimizing the model using gradient-based methods, authors
have proposed a closed-form solution for optimization, which speeds up the
training speed signiőcantly compared with other methods. However, this
comes at the cost of requiring signiőcantly more memory space, making
the model unsuitable for datasets with a large number of users or items.

2.2.2.4 Graph-Based Methods

Graph Convolution Network (GCN) [Thomas and Welling, 2017] has be-
come a new state-of-the-art for collaborative őltering, and it has been em-
ployed in multiple models. In this section, we will discuss some of these
recent GCN-Based models.

2.2.2.4.1 NGCF Neural Graph Collaborative Filtering (NGCF)
[Wang et al., 2019] is considered the őrst application of GCNs in item
recommendation tasks. By treating the recommendation settings as user-
item bipartite interaction graphs, NGCF can exploit the graph structure to
generate more expressive user and item embeddings. Following the GCN
procedure, NGCF extracts the user and item embeddings through a series
of message passing iterations as follows

Z
(l) = LeakyReLU

(

(L+ I)Z(l−1)
W

(l)
1 + LZ

(l−1) ⊙ Z
(l−1)

W
(l)
2

)

(2.22)

where Z
(l) ∈ R

(|U|+|⟩|)×dl represents the user and item embeddings after l
graph convolution layers, I denotes the an identity matrix, and L represent
the normalized laplacian of the user-item graph.

L = D
− 1

2AD
− 1

2 and A =

[

0 R

R
⊤

0

]

(2.23)

Finally, NGCF is optimized using the BPR loss and the őnal preference
score is predicted as the inner product between the last user and item
embeddings:

ŷNGCF(u, i) = z
T
uzi (2.24)
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2.2.2.4.2 LightGCN LightGCN [He et al., 2020] is an improved
stripped-down light version of NGCF, achieving state-of-the-art perform-
ance on multiple item recommendation datasets. Instead of applying a
series of non-linear GCN layers on user and item embeddings, LightGCN
employs a simple weighted sum aggregator as follows

z
(k+1)
u =

∑

i∈Nu

1
√

|Nu|
√

|Ni|
z
(k)
i

z
(k+1)
i =

∑

u∈Ni

1
√

|Ni|
√

|Nu|
z
(k)
u

(2.25)

where Nu and Ni denote the őrst-hop neighbors of user u and item i.

to generate the őnal embeddings, LightGCN further combine the em-
beddings obtained at each layer to form the őnal representation as follows

zu =
K
∑

k=0

αkz
(k)
u ; zi =

K
∑

k=0

αkz
(k)
i (2.26)

where αk represents the importance weight of the embedding of layer k.

2.2.3 Attribute and Content-Aware Methods

Attribute-aware and content-based models have been shown to be effective
in settings where no or limited prior information exists for the item to be
recommended [Schein et al., 2002, Gantner et al., 2010, Rashed et al., 2020]
or in settings where item content information or attributes play a vital role
in inŕuencing the user preference, such as in online clothes shops [Hou
et al., 2019] or streaming websites [Li et al., 2015, Zhang et al., 2017a].
Such models are usually built as an extension to or through the reuse of
different components from other non-attribute-aware models such as matrix
factorization and auto-encoders

In this section, we will present some renowned attribute-aware and
content-aware methods.
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2.2.3.1 mSDA-CF

The marginalized denoising auto-encoder model (mSDA-CF)[Li et al., 2015]
is a popular attribute-aware model for rating prediction that combines the
matrix factorization approach with auto-encoders. In this approach, auto-
encoders are mainly used to reőne the matrix factorization-based user and
item latent vectors through their attributes by learning to reconstruct the
original attributes by denoising corrupted versions. To optimize (mSDA-
CF), a joint objective function is used, which contains three-loss function
as follows

arg min
P,Q,W1,W2,Q1,Q2

LP (W1, Q1, P ) + LQ (W2, Q2, Q)+

α
∥

∥H ⊙
(

R− PQ⊤
)∥

∥

2

F
+ β

(

∥P∥2F + ∥Q∥2F
)

(2.27)

where

LP (W1, V1, P ) =
∥

∥

∥
ĀU −W1ÃU

∥

∥

∥

2

F
+ λ

∥

∥V1P
⊤ −W1A

U
∥

∥

2

F

LQ (W2, V2, Q) =
∥

∥

∥
ĀI −W2ÃI

∥

∥

∥

2

F
+ λ

∥

∥V2Q
⊤ −W2A

I
∥

∥

2

F

(2.28)

H represents an indicator matrix for empty cells in the rating matrix R,P
and Q represents user and item latent matrices, ĀU and ĀI represent a
repeated version of the user and item attributes matrices AU and AI . On
the other hand, ÃU and ÃI represent the corrupted versions using noise.
W2 and W2 are reconstructive mappings, V2 and V2 are projection matrices,
α, β and λ are tradeoff parameters.

2.2.3.2 ConvMF

Convolutional matrix factorization (ConvMF)[Kim et al., 2016] model ex-
tends the original matrix-factorization model for rating prediction by repla-
cing the items latent matrix P with a convolutional neural network applied
directly on the item’s textual description X.

Pi = cnn(Xi) (2.29)

Such an extension allows ConvMF to leverage any auxiliary item-based
textual information.
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Figure 2.1: CNN architecture of ConvMF. (This illustration is adapted
from [Kim et al., 2016])

2.2.3.3 CDL

Similar to the ConvMF and mSDA-CF models, the collaborative deep
learning model (CDL) [Wang et al., 2015] extends the matrix-factorization
model by learning the items’ latent vectors through a Bayesian stacked de-
noising auto-encoder (SDAE) on their textual description, where the őnal
items latent vectors are extracted from the auto-encoder bottleneck. How-
ever, in contrast to the mSDA-CF model, the CDL does not support any
user-based attributes.

2.2.3.4 AutoSVD

AutoSVD [Zhang et al., 2017a] is one of the recent attribute-aware mod-
els for item recommendation via rating prediction. AutoSVD extends the
SVD and SVD++ models by learning more reőned item attributes through
applying auto-encoders on item attributes similar to the CDL model. How-
ever, without adding noise to the inputs. The item latent features are then
extracted from the bottleneck part of the auto-encoder and predicted rates
are calculated as follows

r̂u,i = µ+ bUu + bIi + (βcae(ai) + ei)



Pu + |N(u)|
− 1

2

∑

j∈N(u)

zj



 (2.30)
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where ei denotes the latent item-based offset vector, mathrmcae(ai) de-
notes the decoder part of the auto-encoder component, ai represents the
item attributes, and β is a merging weight.

2.2.4 Context-Aware Recommendation

Having the ability to leverage interaction-related side information, context-
aware models [Rendle, 2010, Guo et al., 2017, Zhou et al., 2018, Xin et al.,
2019, Zhou et al., 2019] can achieve superior performance compared with
other models due to their ability to capture the high variability of users’ be-
haviors and anticipate their next preferences. Furthermore, many context-
aware models are usually attribute-aware and can be applied to scenarios
where only attributes exist. This section sheds light on some of the popular
and widely used context-aware models.

2.2.4.1 Factorization Machines

Factorization Machines (FM) [Rendle, 2010] is a very ŕexible and widely
used model in a wide range of tasks, including regression, classiőcation,
and ranking. FM model is heavily inspired by the matrix factorization
methods, and it was applied in various item recommendation tasks via
rating prediction. In addition, having the ability to take numerical features
vectors as input allowed the FM models to be used as context and attribute-
aware recommendation model. In such scenarios, item attributes, user
attributes, and contextual features are simply concatenated to form the
model’s input vector, and the model tries to estimate the predicted ratings
as follows

r̂u,i,c(x) := w0 +
lx
∑

k=1

wkxk +
lx
∑

k=1

lx
∑

j=k+1

⟨hk,hj⟩ xkxj (2.31)

where
x = [vu, vi, au, ai, cu,i] (2.32)

vu, vi denotes user and item one-hot encoded vectors of their IDs. au, ai
denotes user and item attributes, and cu,i represent the contextual features.
lx denotes the length of the input feature vector x. w0 ∈ R, w ∈ R

lx , and
h ∈ R

lx×d are the model learnable parameters.
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Finally, the FM model is often optimized using the regularized squared
loss similar to the SVD++ and MF models.

Figure 2.2: Illustration of the FM model. Every row represents a feature
vector x with its corresponding target y The different columns represent the
user and item attributes and other contextual features. (This illustration
is adapted from [Rendle, 2010])

2.2.4.2 DeepFM

DeepFM [Guo et al., 2017] was a proposed extended version of the factor-
ization machines model, and it remains a widely used baseline model in
many click-through rating prediction tasks.

DeepFM can be considered as a mixture of experts model that combines
factorization machines and deep neural networks for features embeddings.
The őnal predicted score is calculated as the sum of the factorization ma-
chines and the deep neural network components’ predicted scores.

2.2.4.3 NFM

Another recent extention for the factorization machines is the Neural Fac-
torization Machines model (NFM) [He and Chua, 2017], which similar to
DeepFM, tries to extend and increase the experssivness of the FM model
by incorporating deep neural networks (DDNs). However, instead of com-
bining FM and DNNs in a parallel manner like DeepFM, NFM adds a
series of fully connected layers on top of the factorization machines em-
beddings allowing the model to harness the non-linearity of neural network
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Figure 2.3: DeepFM architecture. (This illustration is adapted from [Guo
et al., 2017])

in modelling higher-order feature interactions. The őnal predicted score is
calculated by NFM as follows

ŷNFM(x) = w0 +

|x|
∑

k=1

wkxk

+ v
TσL (WL (. . . σ1 (W1fBI (x) + b1) . . .) + bL)

(2.33)

fBI (x) =

|x|
∑

k=1

|x|
∑

j=k+1

xkhk ⊙ xjhj (2.34)

where fBI (x) represents the bi-linear interaction layer, v
T denotes the

őnal prediction layer, ⊙ denotes element-wise multiplication, and Θ =
{w0, {wi,hi} ,v, {Wl,bl}} denotes the model parameters.

2.2.4.4 AFM

Similar to NFM, Attentions factorization machines (AFM) was proposed
as an extended, improved version of the factorization machines that employ
attention based pooling as follows

ŷAFM(x) := w0 +

|x|
∑

k=1

wkxk + v
T

|x|
∑

k=1

|x|
∑

j=k+1

αk,j ⟨hk,hj⟩ xkxj (2.35)
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where

α′
kj = v

T ReLU (W (hk ⊙ hj) xkxj + b)

αkj =
exp

(

α′
kj

)

∑

(k,j)∈|x| exp
(

α′
kj

)

(2.36)

2.2.5 Sequential and Time-aware Models

Recently, time-aware sequential models have achieved state-of-art perform-
ances on item recommendation tasks compared with other collaborative
őltering methods [Kang and McAuley, 2018, Ma et al., 2019, Zhou et al.,
2020, Wu et al., 2019, Sun et al., 2019, Zhang et al., 2019, Wang et al.,
2020a, Wang et al., 2020b, Li et al., 2020]. These models rely on mining
the sequential patterns in users’ historical interactions, allowing the model
to capture the high variability of user behavior and anticipate the user’s
next preferences. This section presents some of the popular and recently
used sequential and time-aware recommendation models.

2.2.5.1 Gru4Rec

GRU4Rec [Hidasi et al., 2015] was one of the earliest applications of recur-
rent neural networks RNNs in the recommender system domain. GRU4Rec
utilized the sequence of item embeddings as the input representation of a
user session. This sequence is then fed to GRU-based RNN layers and
the mode output scores that represent the interaction likelihood over all
possible items.

2.2.5.2 SASRec

Self-Attentive Sequential Recommendation (SASRec) is one of the recent
sequential models that have achieved impressive results on many item re-
commendation tasks, and it remains one of the widely used baselines in such
tasks. Instead of using RNNs like GRU4Rec, SASRec rely on self-attention
blocks to capture the sequential patterns in the user history.

First, the sequence of embeddings of the historical items EP ∈ R
|Pu|×d

are fed to a sequence of self-attention blocks similar to the transformer
architectures, and each block is deőned as follows
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Attention(Q,K,V) = softmax





QKT

√

d
H



V (2.37)

SP = SA(EP )

= concatcol

(

Attention(EPWQ
h ,E

PWK
h ,E

PWV
h )
)

h=1:H

(2.38)

F P = FFN(SP )

= concatrow
(

Leaky_ReLU(SPr W
(1) + b(1))W (2) + b(2)

)

r=1:|Pu
t |

(2.39)

where P u denotes the sequence of historical items user u interacted with,
Q, K and V represents the queries, keys and values respectively. WQ

h ,

WK
h , WV

h ∈ R
d× d

H represent the linear projection matrices of the head
at index h and H represents the total number of heads in the attention
block. FFN(SP ) denotes the point-wise two-layer feed-forward network
that is applied identically to all elements SPr of SP , Additionally, concatcol
concatenates vectors column-wise, concatrow concatenates vectors row-wise

and
√

d
H

is a scaling factor that controls the values of the inner products.

Finally, the predicted scores is calculted as the inner product of the
sequence latent representation F P and the target item embedding Zi.

r̂u,i = F PZi (2.40)

2.2.5.3 BERT4Rec

Analogous to SASRec, BERT4Rec [Sun et al., 2019] utilizes the sequence of
historical item embeddings for learning user representations. However, in-
stead of using a sequence of multi-head self-attention blocks for encoding,
BERT4Rec utilizes a Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Trans-
former (BERT) [Devlin et al., 2019] component extending the model’s ca-
pacity to capture correlations between future and past interactions. Also,
in contrast to using a shifted input sequence as a training target in SAS-
Rec, BERT4Rec is trained using the Cloze task, which relies on randomly
masking items from the input sequence.
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Figure 2.4: : Differences in sequential recommendation model architectures.
(This illustration is adapted from [Sun et al., 2019])

2.2.6 Hybrid Methods

Figure 2.5: : The overview of S3Rec architecture in the pre-training stage.
(This illustration is adapted from [Zhou et al., 2020])

Hybrid recommendation models are usually built as a combination of
different methodologies that aim to achieve a better quality of recommend-
ations than models that employ one method. Occasion-Aware Recom-
mender (OAR) [Wang et al., 2020b] is a recent example of a hybrid model
that combines sequential recommendation using self-attention blocks with
context features such as timestamps embeddings allowing the model to
learn the inŕuence of context on historical interaction. Another recent hy-
brid model is S3Rec [Zhou et al., 2020] which combines the sequential
architecture of SASRec with attribute-aware embedding layers, extending
the model capacity to ingest categorical item attributes. Deep Interest
Evolution Network (DIEN) [Zhou et al., 2019] is also a recent hybrid
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sequential, context, and attribute-aware model for click-through rate pre-
diction that combines items sequence embeddings with context features
and user proőle attributes.

Figure 2.6: : The MBHT model’s ŕow (This illustration is adapted from
[Yang et al., 2022])

Another emerging group of hybrid models is the multi-behavior-aware
models, such as the MBHT model [Yang et al., 2022], which incorporates
the interaction types as contextual features and employs a transformer ar-
chitecture for next-item prediction. Another model that belongs to this
group of models is KHGT [Xia et al., 2021a] which utilizes attribute-aware
graph embedding layers to mine the global user-item heterogeneous inter-
action graph for multi-behavior recommendations.

2.3 Evaluation Protocols and Datasets

In this section, we present a set of widely used evaluation protocols and
measures in the different item recommendation tasks. This thesis is mainly
concerned with evaluating the method’s predictive accuracy and quality of
the ranked lists. However, other aspects [Shani and Gunawardana, 2011]
can be evaluated too, such as coverage, conődence, trust, novelty, diversity,
robustness, and scalability.

2.3.1 Evaluation Protocols for Rating Prediction

2.3.1.1 Ratio-Based Data Splits

Ratio-based data splitting and evaluation is a widely used protocol for
evaluating regression and classiőcation tasks, and it is a popular protocol
for rating prediction tasks. Data is usually split into training, validation,
and testing using őxed ratios in this protocol. The experiments are usually
repeated several times with random data shuffling to measure the statistical
signiőcance of the reported metrics. If the data is chronologically ordered,
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the splits are often selected to respect that order such that the test data
arrives after the validation data, which in turn occurs after the training
data.

Once the data is split, regression-based metrics are often calculated on
the test set to measure the predictive accuracy, such as the mean absolute
error (MAE) or the root mean squared error (RMSE)

RMSE(R, R̂) =

√

∑

(u,i)∈R

(rui − r̂ui)
2 (2.41)

MAE(R, R̂) =
∑

(u,i)∈R

|rui − r̂ui| (2.42)

2.3.2 Evaluation Protocols for Ranking-Based Tasks

2.3.2.1 Leave-one-out Data Splits

The Leave-one-out protocol is a very popular and widely used protocol for
evaluating ranking-based item recommendation models. In such protocol,
the two last interactions of each user are held out for validation and test,
while the rest of the interactions are used for training. To evaluate the
model’s performance, a sample of negative items that were not interacted
with by the user are selected randomly and injected with the held-out items.
The sample size of the negative items is often őxed [He et al., 2017, Kang
and McAuley, 2018]. However, using the full list of negative items has also
been suggested [Krichene and Rendle, 2020]. Finally, the models are then
tasked to rank all items, and the overall quality is measured based on the
relative positions of the held-out items.

In such settings, the predive performance and the quality of the ranked
list are usually measured using the average of ranking-based metrics such as
the HitRatio, Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG), and Area
Under The ROC Curve (AUC). However, accuracy-based metrics can also
be used in case of using item recommendation models for single and multi-
label classiőcation tasks such as Accuracy, Micro and Macro F1 scores.
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2.3.2.1.1 Area Under The ROC Curve (AUC) The Area Under
The ROC Curve (AUC) per-user can be deőned as follows:

AUC(u) =
1

|I+u | |I
−
u |

∑

i∈I+
u

∑

j∈I−
u

δ (r̂u,i > r̂u,j) (2.43)

where ŝ is the item relevance score and delta is deőned as:

δ(c) :=

{

1, condition c holds

0, else
(2.44)

2.3.2.1.2 Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG)
The Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) per-user can be
deőned as follows:

DCG@k =
k

∑

p=1

rp
log2(p+ 1)

(2.45)

NDCG@k =
DCGk

IDCGk

(2.46)

where rp is the relevance of the item at position p. IDCGk is the best
possible value for DCG for the best possible ranking of relevant items at
threshold k.

2.3.2.1.3 Hit Ratio The Hit Ratio can be deőned as follows:

HR@k =
1

|U|

∑

u∈U

δ
(

iTestu ∈ Sku
)

(2.47)

where iTestu is held-out test item and Sku is the truncated recommended
items list.

2.3.2.1.4 Micro and Macro F1 Scores The Micro and Macro F1
Scores can be deőned as follows:

F1(x) :
TP (x)

TP (x) + 1
2
(FP (x) + FN(x))

(2.48)
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MacroF1 :=

∑

u∈UTest F1(u)

|UTest|
(2.49)

MicroF1 :

∑

u∈UTest TP (u)
∑

u∈UTest TP (x) + 1
2
(
∑

u∈UTest FP (x) +
∑

u∈UTest FN(x))
(2.50)

where TP , FP , and FN represent true positives, false positives, and false
negatives, respectively.

2.3.2.2 Ratio-Based Data Splits

Ratio-based data splitting and evaluation is also widely used in ranking-
based item recommendation tasks [Liang et al., 2018]. In this protocol,
a őxed ratio of historical items is being selected instead of using a single
held-out item for evaluation, like in the leave-one-out protocol. The quality
of the recommended list can then be measured using similar ranking-based
metrics as the leave-one-out protocol.

2.3.3 Datasets

Throughout the thesis, we evaluate our machine learning methods in offline
experiments, which measure the models’ predictive accuracy on historical
user interactions collected from different real-world systems with real users.

These historical interactions are usually stored in datasets that contain
logs for one or more interaction types between users and items such as clicks,
views, and purchases. It might also contain auxiliary information such as
user and item attributes, content information, and logs for multi-relational
interactions between users or items such as friendships or bought-together
relationships.

In the following sub-sections, we present the different datasets we will
use throughout this thesis. Table 2.1 shows the comparison between the
general characteristics of the datasets.
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Table 2.1: General statistics of the datasets that will be used throughout this thesis

Dataset Users Items Interactions Item User Contextual Multi-Relation
Attributes Attributes Information Information

MovieLens 100K 943 1,682 100,000 ✓ ✓ ✓ -
MovieLens 1M 6,040 3,952 1,000,209 ✓ ✓ ✓ -
MovieTweeting 7,505 10,455 50,000 - - - -
Amazon Instant Videos 15,149 29,757 135,188 - ✓ - -
Cora 2708 7 2708 - ✓ - ✓

PPI 3890 50 6640 - ✓ - ✓

Email-Eu-core 1005 42 1005 - ✓ - ✓

Citeseer 3312 6 3312 - ✓ - ✓

Amazon Men 34,244 110,636 254,870 ✓ - ✓ -
Amazon Fashion 45,184 166,270 358,003 ✓ - ✓ -
Amazon Games 31,013 23,715 287,107 ✓ - ✓ -
Amazon Beauty 52,204 57,289 394,908 ✓ - ✓ -
VWFS 3220 269,104 269,104 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Ebay 3388 626 626 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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2.3.3.1 MovieLens

MovieLens1 is a well-known dataset that has been widely used for rating
prediction, and it was collected from the MovieLens website. These data-
sets have different versions, and in our work, we mainly focus on the 100K
and 1M versions that contain 100,000 and 1,000,209 rating interactions,
respectively. The scale of the rates in these datasets are between 1 and 5,
and they contain auxiliary information about users and items.

2.3.3.2 MovieTweeting

MovieTweeting [Dooms et al., 2013] is a dataset that consists of movies
ratings that were collected from a stream of tweets on Twitter. This dataset
is exceptionally sparse, and we employ the 50K version containing 50,000
rating interactions. The scale of the rates in this dataset is between 0 and
10.

2.3.3.3 Amazon Instant Videos

Amazon Instant Videos (AIV) [Kim et al., 2016] is a dataset that contains
135,188 rating interactions on Amazon instant videos, and it is extremely
sparse. Each item has a textual description as its external content-based
features. The scale of the rates in this dataset is between 1 and 5

2.3.3.4 Amazon Reviews

Amazon review datasets are a set of diverse and widely used real-world
datasets extracted from products’ reviews crawled from Amazon.com [Kang
and McAuley, 2018, Wu et al., 2020, Steck, 2019, Zhou et al., 2020, He and
McAuley, 2016, Hou et al., 2019]. These datasets cover a wide range of
products and has the timestamp as contextual information and a set of
item attributes and structured properties such as the item brand, category,
images, and description. This thesis mainly focuses on four subcategories
of products from these datasets: the Men dataset for mens’ clothing, the
Fashion dataset for diverse fashion categories, the games dataset for video
games, and őnally, the Beauty dataset for beauty products.

1https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/
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2.3.3.5 Cora

Cora [Sen et al., 2008] is a citation network with two relations: a target
relation representing the class label of a document and an auxiliary relation
representing citation links between documents. This dataset is widely used
for node classiőcation tasks [Thomas and Welling, 2017, Hamilton et al.,
2017]. However, we treat this problem setting and dataset as an item
recommendation setting where documents act as users and classiőcation
labels as items. The őnal goal is to recommend the best-matched label for
each document.

2.3.3.6 Citeseer

Similar to the Cora dataset, Citeseer [Sen et al., 2008] is another citation
network with the exact same characteristics. We also treat it as a multi-
relational item recommendation dataset where documents act as users and
classiőcation labels as items. The őnal goal is to recommend the best-
matched label for each document.

2.3.3.7 Protein-Protein Interactions (PPI)

PPI [Breitkreutz et al., 2007] dataset is a protein-protein interactions graph
for homo sapiens. Similar to Cora and Citeseer, it is widely used for multi-
label node classiőcation tasks [Krohn-Grimberghe et al., 2012, Perozzi
et al., 2014, Grover and Leskovec, 2016]. It has two relations: a target
one representing the relation between protein-labels and proteins and an
auxiliary relation representing the interactions between proteins. Similarly,
we treat it as a multi-relational item recommendation dataset where pro-
tein act as users and protein labels as items. The őnal goal is to recommend
the best-matched set of labels for each protein.

2.3.3.8 Email-Eu-core

Email-Eu-core [Yin et al., 2017] is a dataset that represents a network
of emails from a large European research institution. Similar to Cora,
Citeseer, and PPI, it is used for node classiőcation tasks. This dataset
has two relations: a target one representing the relation between persons
and the departments of the research institute, and an auxiliary relation
representing email communications between institution members. We also
treat this dataset as a multi-relational item recommendation dataset where
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persons act as users and departments names as items. The őnal goal is to
recommend the best-matched departments name for each user.

2.3.3.9 VWFS

VWFS is a business-to-business (B2B) proprietary dataset was collected by
Volkswagen Financial Services used-cars center during the period between
2015 and 2021. The dataset contains historical used-cars purchase and
bidding records done by multiple brands and independent dealers. This
dataset can be considered a unique item recommendation setting such as
auction systems because each used vehicle can only be sold once.

2.3.3.10 Ebay

eBay 2 is a auction-based dataset collected from eBay. The dataset has
similar characteristics to the VWFS dataset and is also considered a unique
item recommendation setting.

2https://www.kaggle.com/onlineauctions/online-auctions-dataset/data#

auction.csv
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Chapter 3

Attribute-Aware

Recommendation

Recommender systems for the rating prediction tasks are usually categor-
ized into content őltering and collaborative őltering (CF) approaches [Li
et al., 2015]. Although CF approaches such as matrix factorization (MF)
provide very competitive performance, they cannot directly leverage any
additional external side features, and further modiőcations are required [Li
et al., 2015, Kim et al., 2016, Zhang et al., 2017a]. Such modiőcations often
lead to overly complicated hybrid models that might not generalize again
to the simple scenarios where external side information is scarce.

This chapter presents our proposed Attribute-Aware Recommender Sys-
tem GraphRec to tackle this challenge. GraphRec is a simple non-linear
co-embedding model that extracts item and user latent features similar to
the matrix factorization techniques, however, with non-linear embedding
functions like the neural networks. Unlike the matrix factorization ap-
proaches, GraphRec can leverage any available side attributes seamlessly
by utilizing their numerical vector representation similar to the factoriza-
tion machines. To address the problem of scarce external side attributes,
GraphRec uses the Laplacian information of the users-items co-occurrence
graph as generic internal attributes which only require the mere rating
matrix. Once employed to GraphRec, these features allow it to outperform
attribute and content-aware models without using any actual side features.

Our contributions in this chapter can be summarized as follows :

• We present a simple non-linear co-embedding model GraphRec for rat-
ing prediction. GraphRec can be applied to diverse settings and can
leverage additional attributes and content features by seamlessly util-
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izing their numerical vector representations.

• We introduce a set of internal graph-based features that are extracted
from the Laplacian of the user-item co-occurrence graph to capture
users’ and items’ rating proőles. Once integrated into GraphRec,
these features improve the overall accuracy to the extent of outper-
forming multiple state-of-the-art attribute and content aware models.

• We evaluate the proposed model on three real-world recommender data-
sets for rating prediction. The results show that graph-based features
can effectively replace the scarce external side features and they allow
the GraphRec model to outperform state-of-the-art matrix factoriz-
ation, attribute-aware, and content-aware models without using any
external side information.

3.1 Related Work

Earlier collaborative őltering approaches relied mainly on neighborhood
based [Herlocker et al., 1999, Deshpande and Karypis, 2004] methodolo-
gies and they were succeeded by the matrix factorization (MF) approaches
[Hoyer, 2004, Mnih and Salakhutdinov, 2008, Koren, 2008] with their im-
pressive performance [Kim et al., 2016]. Learning the expressive latent
factors plays an important role in traditional MF techniques, and it is
achieved by factorizing the rating matrix. However, despite their impress-
ive performance, MF models usually cannot directly support additional
sources of information such as the demographics of user and item attrib-
utes. To address this drawback, Steffen Rendle [Rendle, 2010] proposed
the factorization machines(FM) which capture the second order interac-
tion between features and are able to leverage any additional information
by the simple concatenation of all feature vectors. Subsequently, further
hybrid models were introduced that improve the underlying feature ex-
traction process by merging deep neural networks and MF techniques. An
earlier example of such models is mSDA-CF [Li et al., 2015] which is a com-
bination between MF and marginalized stacked denoising autoencoders.
Another more recent hybrid approach is ConvMF [Kim et al., 2016] which
combines convolutional neural networks with MF to extract latent features
from the items’ textual descriptions. Recently, more powerful hybrids have
also been introduced such as AutoSVD [Zhang et al., 2017a] and the Non-
linear factorization machines (NFM) [He et al., 2017]. AutoSVD relies
on contracted autoencoders for features extraction and an SVD model for
rating predictions. NFM follows a different approach by stacking an FM
layer and a fully connected one to capture the higher order non-linear in-
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teractions between features. Although these hybrid models provide better
performance compared to the MF techniques, they tend to be more com-
plicated and less generalizable across different scenarios especially when
the additional information on which the model relies on are nonexistent
such as the items’ descriptions. Similar challenges are encountered in the
graph embedding domain. To tackle it, multiple models have utilized the
Laplacian information as internal features for gaining better performance
[Wang et al., 2016, Thomas and Welling, 2017]. Using such information
has also been studied in recommender systems [Ying et al., 2018], however,
they are used as auxiliary features from an available item-item interaction
graph but not for the main user-item graph.

In this chapter, we aim to tackle these challenges and drawbacks sim-
ultaneously by presenting the GraphRec model that is as simple as the
MF models but with the power of non-linearity as neural networks. By
merging those two approaches, the model can extract rich latent repres-
entations through the co-embedding of the item’s and user’s input features
which capture the higher order non-linear interactions between them. To
tackle the scarce side information, the model utilizes the Laplacian inform-
ation as input features which signiőcantly improves the performance to
the extent of outperforming multiple state-of-the-art matrix factorization,
attribute-aware, and content-aware models.

3.2 Problem Definition

In explicit rating prediction tasks, there exist a set of users U := {u1, u2, ...,
uN} with proőle attributes AU ∈ R

NxL, a set of items I := {i1, i2, ..., iM}
with attributes and content information AI ∈ R

MxJand a sparse rating
matrix R ∈ R

NxM that indicate user’s preferences on items. The main goal
of the prediction task is to őll the missing entries in the rating matrix that
indicate the preferences of users on some items they did not interact with
yet. In matrix factorization models, this is done through factorizing the
original rating matrix using two separate latent matrices P ∈ R

NxK and
Q ∈ R

MxK for user and items respectively. After the model is learned, the
rating r̂ui of user u on item i is computed using the dot-product of their
latent feature vectors r̂ui = P T

u Qi. In this work we aim to follow a sim-
ilar approach to the matrix factorization, however, we extend it to utilize
any available side information through a dedicated non-linear embedding
functions ϕU , ϕI that will extract a more expressive latent feature vectors
Pu and Qi by utilizing any side information through its numerical vector
representation.
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3.3 Proposed Model
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Figure 3.1: GraphRec Architecture

The proposed GraphRec model is divided into two main components.
The őrst component is a non-linear factorization model that predicts user-
item ratings by extracting user and item latent factors through the non-
linear co-embeddings of their input features. The second component is a
set of graph-based features that allow the model to learn expressive latent
features especially when item and users side attributes are not available.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the architecture of a one-layer GraphRec model and
each component will be discussed in details in the following subsections.

3.3.1 Non-linear Co-Embeddings

Given the set of user U := {u1, u2, ..., uN} and the set of items I :=
{i1, i2, ..., iM}, we deőne a latent embedding of the users’ proőles as the
function P := ϕU : RN×(N+L) → R

N×K , which is inputted with a concat-
enation of user-speciőc features, concretely the indicator variable of the id
vu ∈ {0, 1}

N ,with vu,n = 1, if u = n, and vu,n = 0 otherwise; and the addi-
tional user proőle features AU ∈ R

N×L. Similarly, the latent item embed-
ding is a function Q := ϕI : RM×(M+J) → R

M×K , that uses the indicator
variable of the item id vi ∈ {0, 1}

M ,with vi,m = 1, if i = m, and vi,m =
0 otherwise; and the additional item content features AI ∈ R

M×J .

Pu = ϕU(xu; θU), Qi = ϕI(xi; θI) (3.1)

xu = [vu, au], xi = [vi, ai] (3.2)
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The őnal output of the embeddings are the latent user features Pu ∈
R
N×K , and the latent item featuresQi ∈ R

M×K . Notice that the embedding
functions ϕU and ϕI are nonlinear functions parameterized with θU and
θI . Similar to the matrix factorization techniques, the rating of a speciőc
user-item interaction can then be predicted by learning the higher order
non-linear interaction between user and item latent features through the
inner-product of the learned vectors

r̂ui = P T
u Qi. (3.3)

An important difference between our model and the standard matrix
factorization is that latent embedding vectors are not directly expressed
as parameters. Instead, they are the activation values of neural network
layers. Therefore, in contrast to the factorization case, our parameters are
not P,Q, but the weights θU , θI of the neural networks ϕU , ϕI that output
P,Q. All the network model’s parameters are learned by minimizing a
sparsely regularized squared error loss on the training set Rtrain of observed
ratings:

L(Θ) =
∑

(u,i)∈Rtrain

(rui − r̂ui)
2 + λu||Pu||

2 + λi||Qi||
2 (3.4)

where λu||Pu||
2 and λi||Qi||

2 are sparse-L2 (activity) regularization [Glorot
et al., 2011] components applied directly to the output of the embedding
functions instead of applying dense L2 regularization to their weights θU
and θI . These sparse L2 regularization components will induce a similar ef-
fect to the inverse of the frequency based regularization [Menon and Elkan,
2010] such that only the weights that contribute to the output latent values
will get penalized, hence, the more frequent the training instance, the more
penalty it receives. These components are also suitable for sparse feature
vectors since weights multiplied by zero inputs will receive no penalty. This
effect can also be achieved using dropout, however, sparse-L2 gave a better
performance in all experiments.

In all of our comparative experiments, we found out that using a single-
layered embedding function with CReLu [Shang et al., 2016] activation and
sparse-L2 regularization had the best performing setting. This is because
CRelu activations constrain the output ratings(scores) to be positive only,
eliminating any negative values; hence, they are better for positive rating
predictions tasks. Comparisons between different settings for the embed-
ding functions are discussed in Section 3.4.3.
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3.3.2 Graph-Based Features

In some situations, user and item side information is scarce, hence,
attribute-aware and content-aware models will under-perform. To address
this problem, we need to deőne a set of internal features that can ap-
proximate the user and item proőles without relying on any external side
information. Recent advances in graph embedding and node classiőcation
techniques [Wang et al., 2016, Thomas and Welling, 2017] have shown that
decomposing the Laplacian matrix and using its vectors as node features,
greatly increases the prediction accuracy because it implicitly encapsulates
many useful properties of the interaction graph. Laplacian matrix of an
interaction graph can be simply calculated only once by taking the differ-
ence between the degree and the adjacency square matrices L = D − A.
However, to migrate and utilize such features in the recommender systems
and user-item interaction graphs, some changes will be required. The users-
items interaction graph is a weighted bipartite graph with two node sets
U and I, hence, the degree and adjacency matrices are no longer square
matrices. To solve this problem, we deőne a set of graph-based features
that imitate the users’ and items’ Laplacian information as follows:

lu = [degree(u), adj(u)], lu ∈ R
M+1, degree(u) ∈ R, adj(u) ∈ R

M

(3.5)

li = [degree(i), adj(i)], li ∈ R
N+1, degree(i) ∈ R, adj(i) ∈ R

N

(3.6)

where lu is the Laplacian feature vector for user u which is constructed
by concatenating his weighted items interaction (adjacency) vector adj(u)
and his frequency (degree) of rating degree(u). Similarly we construct item
i’s Laplacian feature vector li by concatenating adj(i) and degree(i). The
frequency of ratings is calculated by counting the number of interactions
instead of summing the interactions weights for simplicity. The adjacency
vectors adj(u) and adj(i) are weighted vectors using the actual rate values
of the interactions instead of being a binary encoded vectors of the implicit
feedback.

Since the values of the adjacency vectors and the degrees have different
scales, we scale all values to be between 0 and 1, such that a 0 value in
the adjacency vector will indicate that the user or item have never been
interacted with (missing value), while 1 means that the user or item have
been interacted with and the maximum rate was given. The normalization
of degrees is done by dividing over the maximum degree in the train set
while adjacency vectors are normalized as follows:
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adj(u, i) =

{

(rui+ϵ)
max_rate+ϵ

, if (u, i) ∈ R

0, otherwise
(3.7)

where max_rate is the maximum possible rate allowed in the dataset, while
ϵ is a constant value for adjusting the rates scale to be > 0, hence, all
missing entries will have 0 value and the whole vector can be treated as a
sparse one. It is worth noting that all user and item Laplacian features can
be computed only once using the training set.

To utilize the extracted Laplacian features in the proposed non-linear
co-embedding model, we simply concatenate the features to the rest of the
user and item feature vectors deőned in Equation 3.2.

xu = [vu, au, lu], xi = [vi, ai, li] (3.8)

3.4 Experiments

We conduct multiple experiments that aim to answer the following research
questions:

RQ1 Do non-linear activation functions help in learning rich latent rep-
resentations?

RQ2 Which kind of regularization is best suited for the non-linear co-
embeddings?

RQ3 How many hidden layers are needed for GraphRec to learn expressive
latent features?

RQ4 How well does GraphRec perform in comparison with other state-of-
the-art models for rating predictions?

RQ5 What is the impact of adding the graph-based features?

In the following subsections, we present our experimental settings fol-
lowed by answering the research questions.

3.4.1 Datasets

In following sections, we used three publicly available real-world datasets:
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1. MovieLens 100K1: A well-known movie rating dataset that has been
widely used for rating prediction, This version contains 100,000 rat-
ings.

2. MovieLens 1M: This is a bigger version of the MovieLens 100K that
contains 1,000,209 ratings.

3. Amazon Instant Videos (AIV) [Kim et al., 2016]: This dataset con-
tains 135,188 ratings on Amazon instant videos, and it is extremely
sparse compared with the other two datasets. Each item has a textual
description as its external content-based features.

Detailed statistics of the datasets are shown in Table 3.1.

1https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/
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Table 3.1: Datasets Statistics

Dataset Items Users Ratings Density (%) User Features Item Features

MovieLens 100k 1,682 943 100,000 6.30 Age, gender, and occupation Genres and year
MovieLens 1M 3,952 6,040 1,000,209 4.46 Age, gender, and occupation Genres and year
Amazon Instant Video 29,757 15,149 135,188 0.030 - Text Description
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3.4.2 Experimental Protocol

For the MovieLens datasets, we followed the same experimental protocol
employed in [Zhang et al., 2017a, Li et al., 2015]. We used 5-fold cross-
validation for hyper-parameters tuning using different percentages (50%
and 90%) of ratings for training. Finally, We used the average root mean
squared error (RMSE) on the test set of 5 different runs as the evaluation
metric.

On the other hand, for the AIV dataset, we employed the same exper-
imental protocol introduced in the original paper [Kim et al., 2016]. The
data is split into a training set (80%), a validation set (10%) and a test set
(10%). For evaluation, this process is repeated őve times, and the average
test RMSE is reported.

The optimal hyper-parameters have been estimated via grid search for
GraphRec and other models. For GraphRec we tested the embedding di-
mensions of [2, 3, 5, 10, 20. 30, 40, 50, 70, 100], the learning rates of
[0.001, 0.0005, 0.0003, 0.0002, 0.0001, 0.00005, 0.00003, 0.00002, 0.00001,
0.000005] and the regularization weights of [0.1, 0.09, 0.08, 0.07, 0.06, 0.05,
0.04, 0.03, 0.02, 0.01]. We use the Adam optimizer for training. More
details about the selected hyper-parameters and the experiments reprodu-
cibility are discussed in the last subsection.

3.4.3 Linear vs Non-linear Co-Embeddings (RQ1)

In this experiment, we compare the performance of four different activa-
tion functions for the co-embedding component using the MovieLens 100k
dataset, 50 latent factors and 90% of ratings for training.

Figure 3.2 (a) shows that the recent non-linear activation function
CReLU [Shang et al., 2016], outperforms other activation functions by
capturing more expressive latent features from the entities. This can be
attributed to the ability of CRelu functions to be activated in both positive
and negative directions while maintaining the same degree of non-saturated
non-linearity similar to ReLU activation. Also, CRelu activations constrain
the output values to be positive only, eliminating the possibility of having
negative ratings as output scores; hence, they are a better őt for the positive
rating predictions task.
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(a) Activation Functions (b) Drouput vs Sparse-L2

Figure 3.2: Performance comparison on MovieLens 100K: (a) Different
activation functions; (b) Different dropout rates and the best Sparse L2
regularization

3.4.4 Dropout vs Sparse-L2 Regularization (RQ2)

Input vectors of the co-embedding functions are often very sparse, hence,
a suitable regularization technique will be required that is immune to data
sparsity. Two candidate techniques that fulőll this requirement are Dro-
pout and the sparse-L2 regularization (activity regularization). Both tech-
niques can be applied in the case of sparse input feature vectors, however,
they work differently. Dropout creates an implicit ensemble inside the lay-
ers while the sparse-L2 regularization penalizes the weights of the layers
in a sparse frequency-based fashion. To compare the two techniques, we
applied them on MovieLens 100k using 90% of the ratings for training.
Results in Figure 3.2(b) show that the sparse-L2 regularization has a very
similar performance to dropout with small ratios (0.05 and 0.1), however,
the sparse-L2 is preferable because it has a more stable performance with
less RMSE ŕuctuations on the validation sets.

3.4.5 Impact of Co-Embedding Layers (RQ3)

In order to őnd the best number of layers for the co-embedding component,
we compared the performance of different single-layered and double-layered
architectures with varying sizes of hidden units. This experiment was con-
ducted on the MovieLens 100k dataset using 90% of ratings for training.

Figure 3.3 shows that a single-layered architecture is sufficient to cap-
ture the higher order interaction between the input features and adding a
further layer does not provide any lift.
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Figure 3.3: Performance comparison on MovieLens 100K dataset
between different single-layered and double-layered architectures of the co-
embedding component.

3.4.6 Performance comparison with state-of-the-art
models for rating prediction (RQ4)

In this experiment, we compare the performance of GraphRec with and
without the graph-features on all three datasets against multiple state-of-
the-art matrix factorization, attribute-aware and content-aware models.

3.4.6.1 Baselines

1. NMF [Hoyer, 2004]: Non-negative matrix factorization model for rat-
ing prediction.

2. PMF [Mnih and Salakhutdinov, 2008]: Probabilistic matrix factoriz-
ation model that only uses ratings for collaborative őltering.

3. SVD [Koren, 2008]: The popular singular value decomposition model
for ratings prediction.

4. SVD++ [Koren, 2008]: This is the improved version of SVD that
utilizes the user’s implicit feedback information.

5. FM [Rendle, 2010]: The traditional factorization machines model
that utilizes the őrst and second order interaction between features
for regression and classiőcation problems.
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6. mSDA-CF [Li et al., 2015]: This attribute-aware model is a com-
bination between traditional matrix factorization with marginalized
stacked denoising auto-encoders.

7. CTR [Wang and Blei, 2011]: Collaborative Topic Regression for rat-
ing prediction that combines PMF with LDA for topic modeling. This
model relies mainly on the textual description of items.

8. CDL [Wang et al., 2015]: Collaborative Deep Learning model that
utilizes the textual description of items similar to CTR and it relies
on stacked denoising auto-encoders for text analysis.

9. ConvMF [Kim et al., 2016]: A state-of-the-art convolutional matrix
factorization model for rating prediction using items’ textual descrip-
tions.

10. ConvMF++ [Kim et al., 2016]: A pre-trained version of ConvMF
that uses pre-trained word embeddings.

11. AutoSVD [Zhang et al., 2017a]: A state-of-the-art attribute-aware
recommender model that combines SVD with contractive auto en-
coders.

12. AutoSVD++ [Zhang et al., 2017a]: Similar to AutoSVD, this ver-
sion uses SVD++ instead of SVD to ultilze the implicit feedback
information.

13. NFM [He and Chua, 2017]: State-of-the-art non-linear factorization
machines that capture higher order non-linear interactions between
input features by stacking a multi-layered feed-forward neural net-
work on top of factorization machines.

For all models except NFM and FM, we directly report their results
from [Li et al., 2015, Kim et al., 2016, Zhang et al., 2017a] for the same
experimental protocol and data splits. While for NFM and FM we used
grid-search for parameter tuning as no results were reported on the same
datasets.

On the AIV dataset, we only used CTR, CDL, ConvMF and Con-
vMF++ for comparison as content-aware models because they are able to
leverage the items’ textual descriptions. Hyper-parameter details of NFM
and FM are discussed in the experiments reproducibility section.
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Model RMSE
90% 50%

Without External Side Features

NMF [Hoyer, 2004] 0.958 0.997
PMF [Mnih and Salakhutdinov, 2008] 0.952 0.977
SVD [Koren, 2008] 0.911 0.936
SVD++ [Koren, 2008] 0.913 0.938
FM [Rendle, 2010] 0.909 0.935
NFM [He and Chua, 2017] 0.910 0.935

GraphRec (w/o Graph Feat.) 0.898 0.932
GraphRec (w/ Graph Feat.) 0.887 0.918

With External Side Features

FM [Rendle, 2010] 0.903 0.925
mSDA-CF [Li et al., 2015] - 0.931
AutoSVD [Zhang et al., 2017a] 0.901 0.925
AutoSVD++ [Zhang et al., 2017a] 0.904 0.926

GraphRec (w/o Graph Feat.) 0.899 0.923
GraphRec (w/ Graph Feat.) 0.883 0.911

Table 3.2: Average RMSE on MovieLens 100k using 90% and 50% training
data percentages.

3.4.6.2 Results

Results in tables 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, show that GraphRec without external
or graph features consistently outperforms all other models that similarly
do not utilize any external information. All of these results are statistically
signiőcant compared to NFM with a p-value less than 0.01 using a paired
t-test. Once the graph-based features are added to GraphRec in MovieLens
100k and 1M, it outperforms almost all models including multiple state-of-
the-art attribute-based and content-based models even without yet using
the available external features. This shows that graph-based features can
be used as a substitute for the external features when they are not available.
Adding the external features to GraphRec improves its accuracy even more
which also indicates that graph-based and the external side features capture
different aspects of the user’s and item’s proőles.

On the other hand, results on the AIV dataset show that the graph-
based features did not improve the accuracy of GraphRec, however, the
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Model RMSE
90% 50%

Without External Side Features

NMF [Hoyer, 2004] 0.915 0.927
PMF [Mnih and Salakhutdinov, 2008] 0.883 0.890
SVD [Koren, 2008] 0.876 0.889
SVD++ [Koren, 2008] 0.855 0.884
FM [Rendle, 2010] 0.856 0.873
NFM [He and Chua, 2017] 0.858 0.881

GraphRec (w/o Graph Feat.) 0.845 0.869
GraphRec (w/ Graph Feat.) 0.843 0.862

With External Side Features

FM [Rendle, 2010] 0.855 0.870
mSDA-CF [Li et al., 2015] - 0.861
ConvMF [Kim et al., 2016] - 0.890
AutoSVD [Zhang et al., 2017a] 0.864 0.877
AutoSVD++ [Zhang et al., 2017a] 0.848 0.875

GraphRec (w/o Graph Feat.) 0.845 0.864
GraphRec (w/ Graph Feat.) 0.842 0.860

Table 3.3: Average RMSE on MovieLens 1M using 90% and 50% training
data percentages.

two versions of GraphRec still outperform all other models. This negative
effect can be contributed to the fact that the dataset is extremely sparse
compared to the other two datasets and the Laplacian feature vectors will
be almost all zeros, hence, it does not contain much helpful information
about the entities.

It is worth noting that we only report the accuracy without using any
external features on the AIV dataset because using the binary vector of
word occurrences did not improve the accuracy.

3.4.7 Impact of Graph-Based Features (RQ5)

To analyze the impact of graph-based features, we conducted three different
experiments using MovieLens 100K dataset with 50% and 90% of ratings
for training. First, we checked if other models can also leverage the graph-
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.4: Experimental analysis of the graph-based features on the
MovieLens 100K: (a) Impact on different models using 90% of ratings;
(b) Impact on different models using 50% of ratings; (c) Impact of different
graph features on GraphRec’s performance

Model RMSE

Without External Side Features

PMF [Mnih and Salakhutdinov, 2008] 1.412
FM [Rendle, 2010] 1.236
NFM [He and Chua, 2017] 1.093

GraphRec (w/o Graph Feat.) 1.037
GraphRec (w/ Graph Feat.) 1.085

With External Side Features

CTR [Wang and Blei, 2011] 1.550
CDL [Wang et al., 2015] 1.359
ConvMF [Kim et al., 2016] 1.134
ConvMF++ [Kim et al., 2016] 1.128

Table 3.4: Average test RMSE on AIV using 80% of the data for training,
10% for validation and 10% for testing.

based features for further improvement gains. To do so, we added the
graph-based features to FM and AutoSVD++ models then we compared
their performance with and without such features. Results in Figures 3.4
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(a) and (b) show that FM, AutoSVD++ and GraphRec can beneőt from
the graph-based features. However, the improvements for AutoSVD++
and GraphRec are much higher than for the FM model that unlike the őrst
two models, uses a joint latent dimension for all features. These results
also show that the proposed graph-based features are a good substitute for
the side features when they are missing.

In the second experiment, we compared the impact of users and items
graph features separately. Figure 3.4 (c) shows that item features have
a slightly higher impact on the accuracy, however, merging both feature
types maximize the performance.

Finally, we analyzed the impact of the different feature combinations
over items and users that have different rating frequencies using the 50%
data split. Figure 3.5 shows that the graph-based features have a smaller
effect on items and users that have too few ratings (<10) compared to
the external side features, however, their impact increases with increasing
the number of available ratings. Merging both feature types gives the best
performance which indicates that both feature types encapsulate a different
kind of information.

Interestingly, results in Figure 3.5 (a) show that the external side fea-
tures are sensitive to noisy users that have many ratings such as bots and
group accounts, while the graph-based features, on the other hand, are
less sensitive to such noisy users because they capture the users’ implicit
preferences and frequencies of rating.

(a) Users (b) Items

Figure 3.5: Impact of graph and external side features on the model per-
formance across different rating frequencies.
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3.4.8 Reproducibility of the Experiments

The source code of GraphRec is available at our GitHub repository2. The
code for FM is available at the LibFM home page3. The code for NFM is
available at the authors’ GitHub repository4.

Regarding the hyper-parameters we used the followings during the ex-
periments:

• GraphRec (w/o Graph Feat.): The best found hyper-parameters are
λu = 0.08, λi = 0.06, embedding sizes = [50, 40], learning rate =
0.0002 and number of iterations = [600, 550] for the MovieLens 100K
50% and 90% splits respectively; λu = 0.08, λi = 0.06, embedding size
= 40, learning rate = 0.0002 and number of iterations = [300, 510]
for the MovieLens 1M 50% and 90% splits; and λu = 0.05, λi = 0.05,
embedding size = 3, learning rate = 0.0002 and number of iterations
= 100 for the AIV dataset.

• GraphRec (w/ Graph Feat.): The best hyper-parameters are λu = 0.05,
λi = 0.02, embedding sizes = [10, 50], learning rate = 0.00003 and
number of iterations = [559, 195] for the MovieLens 100K 50% and
90% splits; λu = 0.05, λi = 0.06, embedding size = 50, learning rate
= 0.000005 and number of iterations = 545 for the MovieLens 1M
50% and 90% splits; and λu = 0.05, λi = 0.05, embedding size = 3,
learning rate = 0.00003 and number of iterations = 450 for the AIV
dataset.

• GraphRec (w/ External Feat. & w/o Graph Feat.): The best found
hyper-parameters are λu = 0.08, λi = 0.06, embedding size = 40,
learning rate = 0.0002 and number of iterations = [400, 310] for the
MovieLens 100K 50% and 90% splits respectively; and λu = 0.08,
λi = 0.06, embedding size = 40, learning rate = 0.0002 and number
of iterations = [320, 330] for the MovieLens 1M 50% and 90% splits.

• GraphRec (w/ External Feat. & w/ Graph Feat.): The hyper-parameters
are λu = 0.05, λi = 0.02, embedding sizes = [20, 50], learning rate
= 0.00003 and number of iterations = [321, 195] for the MovieLens
100K 50% and 90% splits; λu = 0.05, λi = 0.06, embedding size
= 50, learning rate = 0.000005 and number of iterations = 545 for
the MovieLens 1M 50% and 90% splits.

2https://github.com/ahmedrashed-ml/GraphRec
3http://www.libfm.org/
4https://github.com/hexiangnan/neural_factorization_machine
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• FM (w/o External Feat.): The hyper-parameters are λ = 0.1, embedding
size = 5, learning rate = 0.001 and number of iterations = 600 for
the MovieLens 100K 50% and 90% splits; λ = 0.05, embedding size
= 5, learning rate = 0.001 and number of iterations = [500, 800] for
the MovieLens 1M 50% and 90% splits; and λ = 0.5, embedding size
= 10, learning rate = 0.005 and number of iterations = 270 for the
AIV dataset.

• FM (w/ External Feat.): The hyper-parameters are λ = 0.2, embedding
size = 4, learning rate = 0.0002 and number of iterations = 300 for
the MovieLens 100K 50% and 90% splits; and λ = 0.05, embedding
size = 5, learning rate = 0.001 and number of iterations = 270 for
the MovieLens 1M 50% and 90% splits

• NFM:The hyper-parameters are hidden factors = [3, 5], layer sizes=[3, 5],
dropout rates of [0.8, 0.5], learn rate = 0.02 and number of epochs
= 400 for the MovieLens 100K 50% and 90% splits; hidden factors
= 10, layer size=10, dropout rates of [0.8, 0.5], learn rate = 0.02 and
number of epochs = 250 for the MovieLens 1M 50% and 90% splits;
and hidden factors = 5, layer size=5, dropout rates of [0.8, 0.5], learn
rate = 0.02 and number of epochs = 250 for the AIV dataset.

3.5 Summary and Outlook

In this chapter, we presented GraphRec a simple non-linear co-embedding
model for rating prediction that extracts rich latent representations for
users and items. In situations where external attributes are scarce,
GraphRec utilizes the Laplacian of the user-item interaction graph to ex-
tract generic graph-based attributes. GraphRec seamlessly leverages any
available external attributes without any further modiőcations to the model
structure. Experimental results on three real-world recommender data-
sets show that GraphRec outperforms state-of-the-art attribute-aware and
content-aware models with the mere graph-based features.

Possible future work is to extend GraphRec for multi-relational settings,
item ranking, and implicit feedback settings. We will present two possible
extensions that follow these directions in the following chapters.
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Chapter 4

Multi-Relational

Recommendation

In this chapter, we present two attribute-aware multi-relational models that
can leverage auxiliary relations for item recommendation and node classi-
őcation tasks. In the őrst part of this chapter, we present BRNLE, a multi-
relational model that utilizes same-entity type auxiliary relations such as
item-item and user-user relations for recommending the correct classiőca-
tion labels for graph nodes. In the second part, we present MultiRec, an
extended version of the BRNLE model that utilizes several user-item rela-
tions simultaneously for unique item recommendations in auction systems.
MultiRec also tackles a major limitation of the BRNLE model, which is
its inability to differentiate between multiple relations that have the same
interacting entity types as it uses a simple non-parametric dot-product
scoring function for all relations.

4.1 Multi-Relational Recommendation for

Entity Classification

The tasks of classifying graph nodes and multi-relational data span a wide
range of domains such as document classiőcation in citation networks, clas-
siőcation of emails, and protein labeling in proteins interaction graphs.
Current state-of-the-art classiőcation models rely on learning per-entity lat-
ent representations by mining the whole structure of the relations’ graph.
However, they still face two major problems. Firstly, generating express-
ive latent representations in sparse multi-relational settings with implicit
feedback relations is very challenging as there is very little information per
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entity. Secondly, for entities with structured properties such as titles and
abstracts (text) in documents, models have to be modiőed ad-hoc.

This section presents our proposed BRNLE model, a ŕexible extended
version of the GraphRec model for multi-relational recommendations that
utilizes auxiliary same-entity type relations such as user-user and item-
item relations. We apply BRNLE to multi-relational node classiőcation
tasks in graphs by treating the classiőcation task as a ranking task for
class labels. In addition, the proposed model can be applied to graphs
entities with structured properties such as text by utilizing the numerical
vector representations of those properties.

Throughout this section, we treat the node classiőcation task in graphs
as a multi-relational classiőcation task where there exists a single relation
between graph nodes and themselves and a single relation between the
graph nodes and their class labels.

Our contributions in this part of the chapter can be summarized as
follows :

• We introduce a simple, yet effective and ŕexible multi-relational recom-
mendation model (BRNLE) that can be applied to diverse multi-
relational classiőcation settings where graphs entities might have
structured properties such as text, and it has the potential to be
extended for other complex structured properties.

• We utilize a sparsely regularized multi-relational Bayesian ranked loss
for training the BRNLE to overcome the challenges of sparse implicit
feedback relations.

• We conduct multiple experiments on four real-world datasets for node
classiőcation from diverse domains. The results show that the pro-
posed BRNLE model outperforms state-of-the-art models in multi-
relational classiőcation and achieves improvements of up to 18.3% on
accuracy and Micro F1. It also outperforms the best state-of-the-art
models on two datasets with 40% less training data.

4.1.1 Related Work

Current approaches for multi-relational node classiőcation rely on learn-
ing per-entity latent features by mining the relations graph structure and
analyzing entity interactions within the graph. Earlier approaches [Tang
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and Liu, 2009a, Tang and Liu, 2009b], produced K-dimensional latent fea-
tures for each entity by using either the őrst K-eigenvectors of a modularity
matrix that was generated for the friendship relation [Tang and Liu, 2009a]
or a sparse k-means clustering of friendship edges [Tang and Liu, 2009b].
After the extraction of the K-dimensional latent features, they are fed into
a supervised SVM classiőer for predicting their labels.

Recently, unsupervised [Grover and Leskovec, 2016, Perozzi et al.,
2014, Yang et al., 2015, Tu et al., 2016, Yang et al., 2015] and semi-
supervised [Thomas and Welling, 2017, Wang et al., 2016, Hamilton et al.,
2017] approaches have been proposed for node classiőcation. Most of these
approaches are inspired by the recent breakthroughs in the domain of nat-
ural language processing for learning word latent representations using
convolutional neural networks and the Skip-gram model [Mikolov et al.,
2013]. The Skip-gram model was őrstly used in DeepWalk [Perozzi et al.,
2014] which was extended later to handle entities with text properties [Tu
et al., 2016, Yang et al., 2015] and was improved by Node2Vec [Grover
and Leskovec, 2016] for better random walk generations. Recently, Qiu et
al. proposed a uniőed matrix factorization approach called NetMF [Qiu
et al., 2018]. NetMF incorporated aspects from multiple Skip-gram mod-
els and was able to achieve the current state-of-the-art performance on
graph embeddings. However, it cannot utilize any structured properties
that may be embedded in the graph entities, such as text features. Skip-
gram approaches learn the latent features by casting the multi-relation node
classiőcation problem as a words classiőcation problem where relations are
treated as documents and entities as a sequence of words. The Skip-gram
model will then classify an entity based on its similarity to other labeled
entities.

On the other hand, semi-supervised approaches such as GCN [Thomas
and Welling, 2017] and GraphSAGE [Hamilton et al., 2017] were proposed
to tackle the problem by relying on customized Graph Convolutional Net-
works (GCN) and pooling layers for learning latent entity features by util-
izing the structured properties of their neighboring entities in the relations
graph. Although those two approaches achieve state-of-the-art perform-
ance, they cannot be applied to graphs where entities lack any structured
properties, which is their major limitation.

Although these recent unsupervised and semi-supervised models achieve
competitive accuracy, they still suffer from two major drawbacks; őrstly,
they underperform when applied to sparse multi-relational settings.
Secondly, some models cannot represent entities with structured proper-
ties, which leads to poor classiőcation accuracy, while others mainly rely
on entity properties which are not always available in real cases. Most
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graph embedding models are also naturally limited to two-relational set-
tings (Entity-to-Entity and Entity-to-Labels) and cannot be extended for
an arbitrary number of relations, with the exception of multi-relational
factorization models.

To overcome the sparsity problem and the limited number of suppor-
ted relations, MR-BPR was proposed [Krohn-Grimberghe et al., 2012] as a
learning to rank approach for multi-relational node classiőcation by extend-
ing the original BPR model [Rendle et al., 2009] for sparse multi-relational
settings. This approach formulates the problem as a multi-relational matrix
factorization trained to optimize the AUC measure using BPR loss. Each
available relation is represented by a matrix, and the relation between tar-
get entities and labels will be the target to be predicted. Although this
model is suitable for any number of sparse relations, it still cannot repres-
ent entities with structured properties.

4.1.2 Problem Definition

In multi-relational settings [Krohn-Grimberghe et al., 2012], there exists
a set of entity types E := {E1, E2, ..., E|E|}, where each type contains a

set of instances Ek := {e(1)k , e
(2)
k , ..., e

(|Ek|)
k }. An entity instance ek is rep-

resented as a one-hot encoding vector of size |Ek| and it might have some
embedded structured properties aek that can be represented as numerical
vectors such as the case of text. There exists also a set of binary relations
R := {R1, R2, ..., R|R|} where each relation Rr represents the interaction
between two entity types Er,1 and Er,2 such that Rr ⊆ Er,1 × Er,2.

The primary goal of multi-relational classiőcation tasks is to predict
missing edges in a target relation Y ⊆ Ep × Elabels that represents the
relation between the entities to be classiőed Ep and the class labels Elabels.
Other relations are considered auxiliary information A := R \ {Y } that
might be used in the prediction task.

Since each entity might have multi-class labels, we formulate the clas-
siőcation problem as a ranking-based item recommendation problem by
deriving a ranked list of labels for each entity sorted according to the likeli-
hood that the entity belongs to each one of them. To achieve this, a scoring
function R̂ : Ep × Elabels → R is learned to predict the scores of all labels
with respect to the predictor entities.
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Figure 4.1: BRNLE architecture for documents citation graphs. Initially
for all document entities edoc, a one-hot encoding vector vedoc and a nu-
merical vector aedoc representing its structured properties are generated.
These two vectors are concatenated and fed to a per-entity type embed-
ding function ϕEdoc

which is learned to generate latent features zdoc. Same
procedure is applied to the class label entities elabel but without concat-
enating any structured properties. Finally, two scoring functions R̂Y and
R̂A are learned jointly to predict the relations scores for the target relation
Y ⊆ Edoc × Elabel and the auxiliary relation A ⊆ Edoc × Edoc by utilizing
the learned entities latent features
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4.1.3 Proposed Model

The proposed BRNLE model is composed of two main components. The
őrst component contains the non-linear co-embeddings which are respons-
ible for extracting latent features for every entity based on all of its observed
relations and its embedded structured properties. The second component
is the Bayesian personalized ranking function which is responsible for util-
izing the generated entities latent features for deriving the ranked list of
labels. Figure 4.1, illustrates the architecture of the BRNLE model and
each component will be discussed in details in the following subsections.

4.1.3.1 Non-Linear Embeddings

Given the set of entity types E , we deőne a set of latent entities embeddings
Z := {Z1, Z2, ..., Z|E|} and a per-entity type latent embedding function ϕEk

to extract the latent features vectors Zk := {z(1)k , z
(2)
k , ..., z

(|Ek|)
k } from all

instances that belong to the entity type Ek as follows:

zk = ϕEk
(xek ; θϕk) (4.1)

xek = [vek , aek ] (4.2)

where zk are the extracted latent feature vectors for entity instance ek. ϕEk

is a series of non-linear fully connected layers with network parameters θϕk .
xek is a concatenation between a one-hot encoded vector vek of instance ek
and the numerical vector representing its structured properties aek . aek is a
structure-dependent variable which can be omitted if no structured proper-
ties exist for the entity, e.g. in document classiőcation vek will be the doc-
ument id and aek the binary/tf-idf vector representation of the document
text. In contrast to GraphRec, we didn’t utilize any graph-based features
in BRNLE as it showed no relative improvement in extremely sparse im-
plicit feedback settings with no interaction weights such as ratings. Also,
in this work, we address only binary vector representations of words as
structured properties. However, aek can be extended to other types. We
also utilize a single-layer embedding function in most of our comparative
studies because its capacity was found to be expressive enough for the util-
ized datasets. Comparison between different layered architectures for ϕ is
discussed in Section 4.1.3.2.

In order to extract expressive latent features, one needs to carefully
select the activation functions for ϕ. In case of single-layer embedding
function, the activation function will be applied directly to the output
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of that layer. After an experimental study with different functions, we
selected CReLU [Shang et al., 2016] activation which is activated in both
positive and negative direction while maintaining the same degree of non-
saturated non-linearity similar to ReLU activation. Also, CRelu activations
constrain the output values to be positive only, eliminating the possibility
of having negative output scores. Results of this study are discussed in
Section 4.1.4.1.

4.1.3.2 Bayesian Personalized Ranking

For all binary relations Rr ⊆ Er,1 × Er,2, we deőne a scoring function

R̂r → R that utilizes the latent features vectors pairs z
(i)
r,1, z

(j)
r,2 of all available

instances pairs e
(i)
r,1 and e

(j)
r,2 respectively.

R̂r(e
(i)
r,1, e

(j)
r,2) := z

(i)T

r,1 z
(j)
r,2 (4.3)

R̂r can either be a direct dot product between the latent features vec-
tors or a parameterized function gR̂r

(z
(i)
r,1, z

(j)
r,2 ; θgRr

). We only utilized the
dot product version in all comparative experiments of the BRNLE model
because it achieved higher accuracy against multiple parameterized ver-
sions. Experiments with different choices of R̂r are discussed in Section
4.1.4.2.2.

To learn the parameters of the embedding function ϕ and the scoring
function g, we need a suitable loss function that is immune to the sparsity of
implicit feedback relations. To do so, we utilized the Bayesian personalized
ranking loss to train the BRNLE model which was inspired by [Krohn-
Grimberghe et al., 2012, Rendle et al., 2009]. In a single relation setting of
user-item interactions, BPR makes use of the assumption that, for a given
user u, any item i he interacted with (observed), should be ranked higher
than any item j he didn’t interact with (unobserved). To achieve this,
the BPR loss aims to maximize the difference d̂Rr

u,i,j between the predicted

ratings scores R̂r(u, i) and R̂r(u, j).

d̂Rr

u,i,j = R̂r(u, i)− R̂r(u, j) (4.4)

To follow the same notations in multi-relational settings, for any relation
Rr, the user u will represent an entity of type Er,1, while i and j will
represent two entities of type Er,2. During the training phase, a set of
triples DRr

:= {(u, i, j)|(u, i) ∈ Rr ∧ (u, j) /∈ Rr} will be sampled using
bootstrap sampling with replacement.
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BRNLE is then optimized by maximizing the overall objective function
J(Θ) which is the sum of all differences between the predicted rating scores
of the observed and unobserved edges for all relationsR. The maximization
is done by applying a stochastic gradient ascent on Equations 4.5 and 4.6.

J(Θ) =
∑

Rr∈R

∑

(u,i,j)∈Rr

J(Rr, u, i, j) (4.5)

J(Rr, u, i, j) = αRr
ln σ(d̂Rr

u,i,j)− Reg(Er,1, Er,2, u, i, j) (4.6)

where σ is the logistic function, αRr
is the weight of relation Rr, and Θ is

a set of all model parameters. Reg(Er,1, Er,2, u, i, j) is a sparse L2 regular-
ization term which will be discussed in details in Section 4.1.3.3.

Finally, in the inference phase, we only use the predicted rating scores
of the target relation Y ⊆ Ep×Elabels as the classiőcation output. The full
pseudocode for BRNLE is described in Figure 1.

Algorithm 1: LearnBRNLE(D,R, E)

1 Initialize Θ := {θϕk , ∀k ∈ {1, ..., |E|}}
2 for Rr ∈ R do
3 draw (u,i,j) from DRr

∈ D

4 z
(u)
r,1 ← ϕEr,1(xu; θϕr,1) ▷ Eq.(4.1)

5 z
(i)
r,2 ← ϕEr,2(xi; θϕr,2)

6 z
(j)
r,2 ← ϕEr,2(xj; θϕr,2)

7 d̂Rr

u,i,j ← z
(u)T

r,1 z
(i)
r,2 − z

(u)T

r,1 z
(j)
r,2) ▷ Eq.(4.3&4.4)

8 θϕr,1 ← θϕr,1 + µ∂J(Rr,u,i,j))
∂θφr,1

▷ Eq.(4.5&4.6)

9 θϕr,2 ← θϕr,2 + µ∂J(Rr,u,i,j))
∂θφr,2

▷ Eq.(4.5&4.6)

10 end

4.1.3.3 Sparse Regularization Updates

In sparse multi-relation settings with implicit feedback relations, the input
vector xek of the embedding function ϕ will be very sparse which means
most of the őrst-layer weights will be multiplied by zeros and they will
not contribute to the resulting latent feature values. If we apply normal
L2 regularization on all θϕk weights, the gradient of the objective function
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will be zero for all őrst-layer weights that were multiplied by zero input.
However, the gradient of the L2 regularization component will always be a
positive value, hence all őrst-layers weights will be penalized by the gradient
of the L2 regularization component, regardless of whether they contributed
to the resulting latent feature or not. This means that weights will be
repeatedly penalized over all iterations, although, in reality, they might
have been used only a few times. To avoid such unnecessary regularization
gradient updates to the weights θϕk , we deőne a sparse L2 regularization
term as follows:

Reg(Er,1, Er,2, u, i, j) =λEr,1ϕEr,1(u)
2 + λEr,2ϕEr,2(i)

2

+ λEr,2ϕEr,2(j)
2

(4.7)

where Reg(Er,1, Er,2, u, i, j) is a L2 regularization term applied to the latent
features output of the embedding function ϕ instead of applying it on all
weights θϕk . λEr,1 and λEr,2 represent the sparse regularization weights for
entity types Er,1 and Er,2. This term will allow the regularization gradients
to propagate back only through the weights that were activated by the
entity instance and contributed to the resulting latent feature.
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Table 4.1: Datasets Statistics

Entity Features Relations Dimensions # of observations Sparsity

Email-Eu-core - Target 1005x42 1005 97.61%
Auxiliary 1005x1005 25571 97.46%

PPI - Target 3890x50 6640 96.58%
Auxiliary 3890x3890 76584 99.49%

Cora 1433 Target 2708x7 2708 85.71%
Auxiliary 2708x2708 5429 99.92%

Citeseer 3703 Target 3312x6 3312 83.33%
Auxiliary 3312x3312 4732 99.95%
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4.1.4 Experiments

In this section, multiple experiments were conducted to evaluate and őnd
the best architecture for BRNLE. These experiments aim to answer the
following research questions:

RQ1 Are non-linear activation functions helpful for learning rich latent
representations?

RQ2 How many layers of hidden units are needed for BRNLE to learn and
score entity relations?

RQ3 How well does BRNLE perform in comparison with other state-of-
the-art models for multi-relational settings that contain rich entity
features?

RQ4 How well does BRNLE perform in comparison with other state-of-
the-art models for multi-relational settings that lack any entity fea-
tures?

RQ5 What are the effects of BRNLE individual components on the clas-
siőcation accuracy?

Table 4.1 shows the detailed statistics of all datasets that were used
in our experiments. In the following subsections, we answer the research
questions by presenting the results of their related experiments.

4.1.4.1 Linear vs Non-linear Activations in Latent Embeddings
(RQ1)

Figure 4.2 shows a performance comparison on Cora [Sen et al., 2008] using
a 10% of labeled nodes for training. This comparison was done between
different versions of the single-layer embedding function ϕ using Linear,
CReLU [Shang et al., 2016] and ReLU activation functions. Results show
that the CReLU and Linear versions have higher accuracies than ReLU.
The results also show that the CReLU version has higher accuracy than
its linear counterpart due to its non-linearity and imposing positive-only
constraint on the output values. Finally, in comparison to other well-known
models, BRNLE with CReLU is able to outperform all of them, while the
Linear counterpart is on par with the best GraphSAGE variant [Hamilton
et al., 2017]. The BRNLE hyper-parameters used in this experiment are
discussed in details in Section 4.1.4.6.
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Figure 4.2: Performance comparison on the Cora dataset with 10% labeled
nodes between Linear, CReLU and ReLU activations for the embedding
function ϕ with a single layer.

4.1.4.2 Model Structure and Complexity (RQ2)

In order to őnd the best architecture for the embedding and scoring func-
tions, two experiments were conducted on Cora dataset [Sen et al., 2008]
using 10% labeled nodes for training.

4.1.4.2.1 Embedding Function In order to őnd the best number of
layers for the embedding function ϕ, we studied the performances of differ-
ent combinations of two-layered and three-layered architectures with dif-
ferent sizes of hidden units per-layer ranging from 100 to 3000 units. Per-
formances of different two-layered versions are as shown in Figures 4.3(a)
and 4.3(b). We also compared the training objective value and accuracy of
the best two-layered version (3000 hidden units per-layer) against the best
single-layered version (900 hidden units) and three-layered version (2000
hidden units per-layer) as shown in Figures 4.4(a) and 4.4(b).

Figure 4.3(b) shows that with controlled sparse regularization updates,
increasing the size of the őrst layer is sufficient to capture most important
information in the given dataset and adding an extra layer provides no
signiőcant lift. On the other hand, Figures 4.4(a) and 4.4(b), show that
all models are capable of achieving the same training accuracy with a őxed
regularization weights, however, the two-layered and three-layered versions
start overőtting after 50 and 25 iterations. The results also show that the
single-layered version has sufficient capacity to express the entities in the
given dataset and no further layers are required.
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(a) Without L2 regularization (b) With L2 regularization

Figure 4.3: Comparison between several two-layered architectures of the
embedding function ϕ. Figure (a) shows the results without sparse L2
regularization while (b) show results with sparse L2 regularization

According to those őndings, we employed a single-layered embedding
function ϕ in all of our comparative experiments.

(a) Train Objective (b) Train and Test Accuracy

Figure 4.4: Performance comparison between the best two-layered and
three-layered versions of the embedding function ϕ against the best single-
layered one.

4.1.4.2.2 Scoring Function To select the best scoring function R̂r

for the BRNLE model, we compared the performance of the dot product
version against two parametric versions as shown in Table 4.2. The őrst
version relies on concatenating the entity features before feeding them to
two fully connected layers that predict the őnal relation score. The second
version relies on multiplying the entity features element-wise to maintain
their spatial alignment before feeding them to the fully connected layers.
Best results were achieved by using 900-dimensional latent embeddings for
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the dot product versions, 400 for the multiplication version and 1000 for
the concatenation version. We also tried different sizes for the őrst fully
connected layer of the scoring function. The őnal fully connected layer has
only one output linear unit to predict the relation score. Table 4.2 shows
that the dot product version outperforms various parametric versions with
different settings.

Table 4.2: Comparison between different choices for the scoring function
on Cora dataset with a 10% labeled nodes for training. There are two ways
to align the entities features which are either by concatenating them or
multiplying them element-wise before they are fed to the scoring function.

Function Type Feature Alignment Layer Size Accuracy

Dot Product - - 83.79 %

Parametric Concatenated 1000 64.52 %
800 66.32 %
200 65.66 %

Parametric Multiplied 1000 71.41 %
800 70.79 %
200 70.01 %

4.1.4.3 Comparison with state-of-the-art models for multi-
relational classiőcation with entity features (RQ3)

4.1.4.3.1 Datasets In order to compare the performance of BRNLE
against other state-of-the-art models that utilize entity features, it was ap-
plied on the following two well-known multi-relational classiőcation data-
sets that contain entity features.

1. Cora [Sen et al., 2008]: A citation network where each document
has 1433 binary features representing word occurrences. It has two
relations, a target relation which represents the class label of a docu-
ment, and an auxiliary relation that represents citation links between
documents.

2. Citeseer [Sen et al., 2008]: Another citation network where each doc-
ument has 3703 binary features representing word occurrences. It
has two relations, a target relation which represents the class label of
a document, and an auxiliary relation that represents citation links
between documents.
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4.1.4.3.2 Baselines

1. MR-BPR [Krohn-Grimberghe et al., 2012]: A multi-relational matrix
factorization model optimized using the BPR loss for sparse multi-
relational classiőcation. This model is considered equivalent to a
basic version of BRNLE without the non-linearity and the support
for entity features.

2. MMDW [Tu et al., 2016]: State-of-art model for multi-relational clas-
siőcation. It is also considered an extended version of DeepWalk using
max-margin SVM classiőer for entities with text structured proper-
ties.

3. TADW [Yang et al., 2015]: Well-known model for document classi-
őcation in citation networks. It is considered an extended version of
DeepWalk using low-rank matrix factorization for entities with text
structured properties.

4. GCN [Thomas and Welling, 2017]: State-of-art model for document
classiőcation by learning graph representations. It utilizes a multi-
layered graph convolutional neural network for learning vertex rep-
resentations with text features.

5. GraphSAGE [Hamilton et al., 2017]: Current state-of-the-art for
graph embedding that leverages node feature information (e.g., text
attributes) to efficiently generate node embeddings. We used the
GCN and mean aggregated variants of GraphSAGE for comparison
with BRNLE.

In order to measure the performance of MR-BPR on datasets with text
features, we had to use a workaround by deőning the relation between
documents and their binary words vectors as a separate third relation.

4.1.4.3.3 Experimental Protocol For our experimental protocol, we
followed a similar approach as [Krohn-Grimberghe et al., 2012, Perozzi
et al., 2014, Grover and Leskovec, 2016]. We applied a 5-fold cross-
validation using different percentages of labeled nodes for training which
are 10%, 50% and 90% respectively. In each experiment, we only utilized
the deőned percentage of labeled nodes for training along with all the aux-
iliary relations, while the remaining percent of nodes were used for testing.
To follow the same evaluation metrics as the original papers, we used the
accuracy measure for Cora and Citeseer.
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We used the same hyper-parameters that were used in the original
baselines’ papers, and grid-search was used to őnd the best hyper-
parameters if none were mentioned. The optimal hyper-parameters for
BRNLE have been estimated via grid search on the 10% split of each re-
spective dataset. Hyper-parameter details for all baselines and BRNLE are
discussed in Section 4.1.4.6.

Table 4.3: Accuracy(%) of document classiőcation on Cora.

%Labeled Nodes 10% 50% 90%

MR-BPR [Krohn-Grimberghe et al., 2012] 75.03 78.76 81.66
MMDW [Tu et al., 2016] 74.94 84.71 88.19
TADW [Yang et al., 2015] 75.24 85.99 85.60
GCN [Thomas and Welling, 2017] 78.37 86.53 86.39
GraphSAGE-GCN [Hamilton et al., 2017] 83.31 86.79 86.93
GraphSAGE-mean [Hamilton et al., 2017] 82.23 86.98 87.89
BRNLE (Our model) 83.79 87.35 90.54

Table 4.4: Accuracy(%) of document classiőcation on Citeseer.

%Labeled Nodes 10% 50% 90%

MR-BPR [Krohn-Grimberghe et al., 2012] 43.91 45.36 48.70
MMDW [Tu et al., 2016] 55.60 66.93 70.95
TADW [Yang et al., 2015] 67.48 72.90 70.80
GCN [Thomas and Welling, 2017] 71.59 76.14 77.42
GraphSAGE-GCN [Hamilton et al., 2017] 70.66 71.59 75.34
GraphSAGE-mean [Hamilton et al., 2017] 71.82 73.87 76.61
BRNLE (Our model) 73.58 77.53 80.01

4.1.4.3.4 Results Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show the single-label classiőca-
tion accuracies with different training split ratios on Cora and Citeseer
datasets.

Results show that BRNLE consistently outperforms state-of-the-art
models that rely on entity features for multi-relational classiőcation. All
BRNLE improvements over the baseline models are statistically signiőcant
with a p-value less than 0.01 using a paired t-test except only for the gain
of BRNLE over the GraphSAGE variants on the 10% and 50% splits of the
Cora dataset where the p values are between 0.3 and 0.1. BRNLE achieves
around 2.5%, 3.5% improvements over the best baseline on Citeseer when
ratios are 10% and 90%; It is worth to note that BRNLE outperforms the
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best baseline with 40% less data on Citeseer. On Cora, GraphSAGE had
a close competitive performance to BRNLE but the proposed model signi-
őcantly outperformed it after increasing the number of training instances
to 90%.

4.1.4.4 Comparison with state-of-the-art models for multi-
relational classiőcation without entity features (RQ4)

4.1.4.4.1 Datasets In order to compare the performance of BRNLE
against other state-of-the-art models that don’t utilize any entity features,
it was applied on the following two well-known multi-relational classiőca-
tion datasets from two different domains.

1. Email-Eu-core [Yin et al., 2017]: A network of emails from a large
European research institution. It has two relations, a target one
which represents the relation between persons and the departments
of the research institute, and an auxiliary relation that represents
email communications between institution members. Entities in this
dataset have no structured properties.

2. Protein-Protein Interactions (PPI) [Breitkreutz et al., 2007]: Protein-
protein interactions graph for homo sapiens. It has two relations, a
target one which represents the relation between protein-labels and
proteins, and an auxiliary relation that represents the interactions
between proteins. This dataset has no structured properties.

4.1.4.4.2 Baselines

1. MR-BPR [Krohn-Grimberghe et al., 2012]: A multi-relational matrix
factorization model optimized by using BPR loss for sparse multi-
relational classiőcation. This model was also used in Section 4.1.4.3.

2. DeepWalk [Perozzi et al., 2014]: Well-known model for multi-
relational classiőcation and learning network representations. It util-
izes random walks and Skip-Gram models to learn the vertex latent
features.

3. Node2Vec [Grover and Leskovec, 2016]: Well-known unsupervised
graph embedding model for multi-relational classiőcation and usually
considered as an improved version of DeepWalk with two guiding
directional parameters p and q.
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4. SDNE [Wang et al., 2016]: Well-known model for multi-relational
classiőcation that utilizes deep networks to extract nonlinear entity
information from the graph structure.

5. NetMF [Qiu et al., 2018]: Current state-of-the-art uniőed matrix
factorization approach for multi-relational classiőcation.

4.1.4.4.3 Experimental Protocol We followed the same experi-
mental protocol discussed in Section 4.1.4.3. To follow the same evaluation
metrics as the original papers, we used Micro-F1 and Macro-F1 measures
for performance evaluation on PPI as it has multi-labeled entities and we
used the accuracy measure for Email-Eu-core.

Table 4.5: Accuracy(%) of multi-relational classiőcation on Email-Eu-core.

%Labeled Nodes 10% 50% 90%

MR-BPR [Krohn-Grimberghe et al., 2012] 60.15 74.93 74.80
DeepWalk [Perozzi et al., 2014] 57.31 71.53 73.27
Node2Vec [Grover and Leskovec, 2016] 57.81 72.49 77.22
SDNE [Wang et al., 2016] 51.56 64.53 70.70
NetMF [Qiu et al., 2018] 45.59 60.00 63.17
BRNLE (Our model) 65.76 76.94 82.20
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Table 4.6: Micro and Macro F1 scores of multi-relational classiőcation on PPI.

%Lable Nodes 10% 50% 90%

Micro-F1(%) MR-BPR [Krohn-Grimberghe et al., 2012] 17.11 22.61 23.44
DeepWalk [Perozzi et al., 2014] 15.89 20.85 24.11
Node2Vec [Grover and Leskovec, 2016] 15.09 20.38 22.65
SDNE [Wang et al., 2016] 16.11 20.56 23.23
NetMF [Qiu et al., 2018] 17.93 23.23 23.26
BRNLE (Our model) 19.63 25.20 28.51

Macro-F1(%) MR-BPR [Krohn-Grimberghe et al., 2012] 12.88 18.81 19.48
DeepWalk [Perozzi et al., 2014] 12.73 18.50 19.15
Node2Vec [Grover and Leskovec, 2016] 12.17 18.01 18.76
SDNE [Wang et al., 2016] 12.67 16.88 19.20
NetMF [Qiu et al., 2018] 13.97 20.21 19.98
BRNLE (Our model) 15.27 21.22 23.86
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4.1.4.4.4 Results Tables 4.5 and 4.6 show the single-label and multi-
label classiőcation accuracy using different training split ratios on Email-
Eu-core and PPI datasets.

Results show that BRNLE signiőcantly outperforms state-of-the-art
models that don’t rely on entity features for multi-relational classiőcation.
All BRNLE improvements over the baseline models are also statistically
signiőcant with a p-value less than 0.01 using a paired t-test. BRNLE
achieves around 9.4%, 6.5% improvements on Email-Eu-core when ratios
are 10% and 90%; and around 9.6%, 8.5%, and 18.3% improvements over
the best baseline on PPI when ratios are 10%, 50% and 90%. It is worth
to note that BRNLE also outperforms the best baseline with 40% less data
on PPI similar to the Citeseer dataset.

Another interesting őnding was that the MR-BPR model introduced in
2012, has a very competitive performance with the most recent baselines
on PPI and Email-Eu-core. However, it was never mentioned in the more
recent papers.

4.1.4.5 Ablation Study (RQ5)

In this section, different conőgurations of BRNLE were compared to study
the effects of each individual model component on the classiőcation accur-
acy. This experiment was applied on Citeseer dataset using 10% of labeled
nodes. The following BRNLE conőgurations were tested:

1. With linear activation

2. With linear activation and sparse L2 regularization

3. With linear activation and entity features

4. With linear activation, sparse L2 regularization and entity features

5. With CRelu activation

6. With CRelu activation and sparse L2 regularization

7. With CRelu activation and entity features

8. With CRelu activation, sparse L2 regularization and entity features

It is worth mentioning that BRNLE conőguration (1) is equivalent to the
basic version of matrix factorization model MR-BPR [Krohn-Grimberghe
et al., 2012].
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Table 4.7: Accuracy(%) of different BRNLE conőguration on Citeseer.

%Labeled Nodes 10%

(1) Linear Act. 43.72
(2) Linear Act. + L2 Reg. 46.30
(3) Linear Act. + Entity Features 70.70
(4) Linear Act. + L2 Reg. + Entity Features 72.30
(5) CRelu Act. 47.18
(6) CRelu Act. + L2 Reg. 48.45
(7) CRelu Act. + Entity Features 71.51
(8) CRelu Act. + L2 Reg. + Entity Features 73.58

The results in Tables 4.7 show that the L2 component alone improves
the accuracy by 1% to 2.5% regardless of the activation function. The im-
provements induced by the non-linearity alone are ranging from 1% to 3%
without any regularization. Combining the non-linear activation function
and L2 regularization in conőguration (6) achieves an improvement of 4.7%
over the basic conőguration (1). Entity features on the other hand, have
the highest effect on the accuracy which was an expected őnding and the
achieved improvements ranging from 51% to 65% Finally, the best conőg-
uration (8) was found to achieve an improvement of 68% over the basic
conőguration (1).

Table 4.8: BRNLE hyper-parameters settings

Dataset
Embedding

size
µ λentity λlabel Iterations

Email 700 0.05 0.005 0.0005 1000
PPI 500 0.02 0.0125 0.0005 500
Cora 900 0.005 0.05 0.005 200
Citeseer 1000 0.005 0.005 0.0005 100

4.1.4.6 Reproducibility of the Experiments

For BRNLE, we tested the embedding dimensions ranging from 100 to
1000, the learning rate of [0.1, 0.05, 0.02, 0.01, 0.005, 0.002, 0.001, 0.0005],
the regularization weights of [0.1, 0.05, 0.015, 0.0125, 0.01, 0.005, 0.0005,
0.0001] and the number of iterations ranging from 100 to 1000. We őxed the
relations’ weight α to 0.5 for all datasets to allow equal contribution. The
best BRNLE hyper-parameters are shown in Table 4.8 and the following
hyper-parameter settings were used for the baseline models.
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• MR-BPR [Krohn-Grimberghe et al., 2012]: We tested embedding di-
mensions ranging from 100 to 1000, learn rate of [0.1, 0.05, 0.04,
0.03, 0.02, 0.01, 0.005, 0.001] and regularization weights of [0.1, 0.05,
0.015, 0.0125, 0.01, 0.005, 0.0005, 0.0001, 0.00005]. The best hyper-
parameters were k = 500, µ = 0.01, λprotein = 0.0125, λlabel = 0.0005,
400 iterations and α = 0.5 for PPI; k = 300, µ = 0.05, λuser = 0.005,
λlabel = 0.0005, 400 iterations and α = 0.5 for Email-Eu-core;
k = 900, µ = 0.03, λdocument = 0.005, λlabel = 0.0001, λwords = 0.0001,
1400 iterations and α = 0.33 for Cora; and k = 1000, µ = 0.05,
λdocument = 0.05, λlabel = 0.005, λwords = 0.005, 1000 iterations and
α = 0.33 for Citeseer.

• DeepWalk [Perozzi et al., 2014]: The used hyper-parameters are d = 128,
r = 10, l = 80 and k = 10 for PPI and Email-Eu-core similar to the
original paper.

• Node2Vec [Grover and Leskovec, 2016]: For p and q, we tested different
values of [0.25, 1, 2, 4], while for the rest of the hyper-parameters,
we used the original paper values. The best found parameters were
d = 128, r = 10, l = 80, k = 10, p = 4 and q = 1 for PPI and
Email-Eu-core.

• SDNE [Wang et al., 2016]: We tested layer sizes of [32, 64, 128, 256,
512, 1024] and learn rate of [0.1, 0.05, 0.01, 0.005, 0.001]. The best
hyper-parameters we found were layer sizes = [256, 256] and the learn
rate = 0.005 for PPI; layer sizes= [128, 128] and the learn rate = 0.01
for Email-Eu-core.

• NetMF [Qiu et al., 2018]: We used the original paper hyber-parameters
for PPI which are h = 256 and embedding dimension of size 128. For
Email-Eu-core, we select 128 embedding dimension and h = 256 as
well after testing different dimensions of [32, 64, 128, 256, 512].

• MMDW [Tu et al., 2016]: In this chapter, we directly report the original
paper results on Cora and Citeseer using their best version (η =
10−2).

• TADW [Yang et al., 2015]:The same hyper-parameters from the original
paper were used which are k = 80 and λ = 0.2 for Cora and Citeseer.

• GCN [Thomas and Welling, 2017]: Same default hyper-parameters from
the original paper were used which are dropout rate = 0.5, L2 regu-
larization = 5.10−4, 16 (number of hidden units), 200 epochs for Cora
and Citeseer.
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• GraphSAGE [Hamilton et al., 2017]: Hyper-parameters where set using
grid search as follows, S1 = 5, S2 = 5, learn rate= 0.7, and embed-
ding size = 128 for Cora and Citeseer. We tested S1 and S2 values of
[1, 5, 10, 15], Learn rate of [0.9, 0.7, 0.5, 0.2, 0.005] and embedding
sizes of [64, 128, 256, 512].

The code for MR-BPR is available at the author’s home page1. The code
for DeepWalk, Node2Vec, SDNE, GCN, TADW is available at the open
source toolkit for network embedding (OpenNE)2. The code for NetMF is
available at the authors’ GitHub repository3. The code for GraphSAGE-
GCN and GraphSAGE-mean is available at the authors’ GitHub reposit-
ory4.

4.1.5 Summary and Outlook

In this section, we presented the Bayesian ranked non-linear embeddings
model (BRNLE), a scalable multi-relational recommendation and classiőc-
ation model that can utilize entities’ structured properties such as text.
BRNLE is optimized via a multi-relational pair-wise Bayesian personal-
ized ranking loss (BPR) with sparse regularization updates to extract rich
latent features that are capable of capturing entities’ interactions within
sparse relations graph. Experimental results on four real-world datasets
show that BRNLE outperforms state-of-the-art models in multi-relational
classiőcation with or without the existence of textual structured properties.

In future works, we can explore different approaches to improve the
BRNLE model, such as by using non-uniform samplers for the learning
procedure [Rendle and Freudenthaler, 2014] and adaptive sparse regulariz-
ation.

1https://www.ismll.uni-hildesheim.de/mymedialite/index.html
2https://github.com/thunlp/OpenNE
3https://github.com/xptree/NetMF
4https://github.com/williamleif/graphsage-simple
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4.2 Multi-Relational Approach for Unique

Item Recommendation in Auction Sys-

tems

Nowadays, there is an increasing demand in employing recommender sys-
tems in other applications such as large auction-based systems, including
but not limited to online auction markets and used cars centers. In such
systems, users usually get presented with hundreds to thousands of items
in a short period of time, and they have to őlter and bid on a shortlist
of those items to buy them. Given the time constraints, users will have
little to no time to go through all items and eventually miss most of the
items that might have been interesting. On the other hand, some items
will have few bids because the best-matched users could not őnd them on
time. Providing users with a short personalized list of recommended items
in such scenarios will signiőcantly improve customer satisfaction and the
overall distribution of bids across items. Unfortunately, though, there has
been limited progress in designing recommender systems targeted explicitly
to the auctions domain as it poses a signiőcant challenge to the current
models. In such settings, every item is unique and can only be bought
once; hence, users’ historical purchase records will be unique, and no com-
mon items will exist across them. Since items are unique, collaborative
őltering models that rely heavily on mining similar patterns from the user-
item interaction graph without using attributes [Mnih and Salakhutdinov,
2008, Rendle et al., 2009, Koren, 2008, Liang et al., 2018] will be rendered
inapplicable. Some of those models, however, can be extended into hy-
brid models that take into account user and item attributes. However,
recent studies have shown that even though such models show some lift
over the basic versions, most of their performance lift is still coming from
the patterns mined from the historical user-item interactions and not from
the attributes [Rashed et al., 2019]. These studies also showed that care-
fully tuned models that do not leverage attributes could also outperform
state-of-art hybrid models.

Nevertheless, a major limitation of this model is that it cannot model
and differentiate between multiple relations that have the same interacting
entity types because it uses a simple non-parametric dot-product scoring
function for all relations.

In this section, we discuss our multi-relational model (MultiRec), an-
other extended version of the GraphRec model for multi-relational recom-
mendations in auction systems. MultiRec utilizes user and item attributes
along with the auxiliary relational information that generally exists in most
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auction settings, such as the bidding history of users and the őnal sale prices
of items. The model is divided into two main components trained in an
end-to-end fashion. First, the model co-embeds the user and item attrib-
utes similar to GraphRec. It then constructs separate scoring functions
for predicting the likelihood of purchasing, bidding, and the expected sale
price for which a user will purchase the target item. Using independent
parametric scoring functions allows the MultiRec model to overcome a ma-
jor limitation of the BRNLE model presented in Section 4.1 since it cannot
model and differentiate between multiple relations that have the same in-
teracting entity types because it uses a simple non-parametric dot-product
scoring function for all relations.

Our research thus őlls an essential gap in the recommender systems
literature and shows promising results in fueling the growth of these im-
portant but neglected online auctions.

Our contributions in this part of the chapter can be summarized as
follows :

• To tackle the challenges of unique item recommendation in auction sys-
tems, we introduce a simple multi-relational non-linear co-embedding
model (MultiRec). MultiRec leverages users and items attributes
along with auxiliary relational information that generally exists in
auction settings, such as user’s purchase and bidding histories and
őnal sale prices of items. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
őrst model that is designed speciőcally for such problem settings.

• We propose an end-to-end learning procedure for MultiRec that trains
and optimizes all model components seamlessly for the multiple aux-
iliary relations that exist in auction systems.

• We conduct multiple experiments on a proprietary dataset from Volk-
swagen Financial Services used cars center and on a publicly avail-
able eBay auction dataset. Results show that the proposed MultiRec
model outperforms state-of-the-art hybrid models for personalized
item recommendation and achieves improvements of up to 9.12% and
135.7% on the two datasets. It also shows that the auxiliary rela-
tional information can provide a signiőcant lift in model performance
in such settings.
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4.2.1 Related Work

On a fundamental level, recommender systems can be categorized into
two main groups, collaborative őltering models, which also include the
attribute-aware subgroup of models and content-based models. The work-
ing principle behind collaborative őltering approaches is that if users have
a similar purchase history, then future recommendations could be crafted
by exploiting these similar purchases. On the other hand, content-based
methods are more user-centric, where recommendations are followed by
comparing item similarities between the user’s past liking and contender
items to be recommended. The building block for the content-based meth-
ods is hence the user/item features that are exploited for learning methods.
Building on the same principle, researchers proposed to bridge the two ap-
proaches in the form of hybrid methods that utilized user and item features
in the collaborative őltering process.

There have been a plethora of recommender system approaches that
have attempted to incorporate user and item attributes. Of speciőc in-
terest are the deep neural network-based methods, that are most related to
our approach. We őrst note works that fall under the umbrella of explicit
feedback-based approaches where the task is to predict ratings that indic-
ate users’ preferences on items. We note the work by Li et al. [Li et al.,
2015] where a hybrid model was designed via capturing user and item at-
tributes latent representations via an autoencoder and then regularizing
using a contrastive loss between these learned autoencoder representations
and matrix factorization latent representations. Kim et al. [Kim et al.,
2016] proposed to learn item latent features by applying convolutions to
documents and then to multiply these with user’s latent features from mat-
rix factorization with overall learning proceeding in a coordinate descent
framework. Additional models that exploited attributes were proposed by
Zhang et al. [Zhang et al., 2017a], where autoencoders again were used to
learn items attributes which are then subsequently normalized and added
to the item latent features from matrix factorization. This approach differs
from the one proposed by Li et al. [Li et al., 2015] as the optimization was
done sequentially in the sense that training of the autoencoder was disjoint
from matrix factorization. Another approach is our proposed GraphRec
model, where a deep neural network was devised that, in contrast to prior
approaches, noted so far directly embedded user and item features into a
joint latent space together with their attributes. Moreover, Laplacian fea-
tures were exploited from the user-item interaction graph that leads to a
signiőcant lift in modeling accuracy. This model is also used as a baseline
in this chapter, and the details are further elaborated in the experiments
section.
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Implicit feedback, on the other hand, has recently garnered speciőc
attention in comparison to explicit feedback works. The task in implicit
feedback works is to learn on only binary indicators of user preferences and
output a probability for the latest items that can then be ranked to build a
recommendation list. We note autoencoder based methods that proposed
to model collaborative őltering jointly with side information [Wang et al.,
2015, Wu et al., 2016, Zhang et al., 2016]. Wang et al. [Wang et al.,
2015] proposed a Bayesian learning method designed for jointly learning
item’s attributes and collaborative őltering. The method was based on
an autoencoder that was trained on the item’s attributes, and the bottle-
neck then used to draw latent features for items for collaborative őltering
bridging the two tasks. Building upon the popularity of the autoencoder
works, Wu et al. [Wu et al., 2016] proposed to reconstruct the users’ feed-
back vectors jointly together with users-speciőc attributes. Through an
ablation study, it was also shown that these attributes were vital to the
success of the model. A signiőcant őnding was reported by Zhang et al.
[Zhang et al., 2016], where item latent representations are learned from dif-
ferent heterogeneous sources such as images and text and simultaneously
integrated together with the latent offset vector from past user-item in-
teractions. A different approach to auto-encoders that can be extended
easily to attribute-aware settings has been proposed by He et al.[He et al.,
2017], where instead of modeling the user and item input vectors with deep
learning methods they proposed resorting to matrix-factorization for col-
laborative őltering by exploiting deep non-linear feedforward network for
modeling the user-item interaction matrix. An extended attribute-aware
version of this model is also used as a baseline in this work, and further
details are elaborated in the experiments section. Moreover, we also note
works where the attention mechanism was used to speciőcally cater to
the attributes to learn rich features for collaborative őltering [Chen et al.,
2017, Tay et al., 2018].

Attribute-aware and content-based models have been shown to be ef-
fective in settings where no prior information exists for the item to be
recommended [Schein et al., 2002, Gantner et al., 2010]. Given that in our
problem formulation, all used vehicles are by virtue unique, we propose to
exploit the user’s and item’s attributes directly. Wang et al. [Wang and
Wang, 2014] proposed a uniőed model that optimized for content features
and parameters guiding user preferences. The content features were learned
from a deep Bayesian network, while the recommendations are generated
by an inner product between the learned features and user preferences. We
note the work by Huang et al. [Huang et al., 2013], where interestingly, a
latent semantic model, was proposed to learn the distance, a cosine simil-
arity explicitly between queries and documents for modeling click-through
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data. We further shed light on this model in the experiments section, as
we propose to use this model as a baseline. Also notably, this model was
further on expanded to a multi-view setting catering for cross-domain fea-
tures from multiple sources by Elkahky [Elkahky et al., 2015] where pairwise
similarities were learned between the user and each of the different item
views. Additionally, we note the approach by Suglia et al. [Suglia et al.,
2017], where deep recurrent methods were utilized to model textual features
of item descriptions. These learned representations were concatenated in
contrast to previous noted work and then fed to logistic regression layers.
Moreover, Lian et al. [Lian et al., 2017] proposed a hybrid model that aug-
ments item latent features from a deep neural network-based collaborative
őltering with separately embedded latent content features.

Another sub-class of attribute-aware approaches that merits a discus-
sion here are the factorization machine [Rendle, 2010] and methods based
on it [Guo et al., 2017, He and Chua, 2017, Lian et al., 2018]. Factoriza-
tion Machines (FM) have shown to learn feature interactions automatically,
leading to signiőcant gains in performance. Successful extensions include
the work by Guo et al. [Guo et al., 2017], where the objective was laid to
learn low and high order feature interactions with FM and deep feedforward
networks, respectively. We further shed light on this model in the exper-
iments section, as we proposed to use it as a baseline. Since the learning
was done end-to-end, the model was able to generalize well to both sorts of
interactions. On the other hand, a parallel effort was made by He et al. [He
and Chua, 2017] to design a hierarchical structure with FM as the building
block and the structure advancing with a deep feedforward network to learn
non-linear high order feature interactions from this representation. More
recently, Lian et al. [Lian et al., 2018] focused on learning feature interac-
tions explicitly like similar to the work of Wang et al. [Wang et al., 2017]
but in a vector setting like in FM in contrast to the feedforward networks
which model at the feature level.

Additionally, we take note of the multi-relational approaches in the liter-
ature. Broadly speaking, the approaches can be divided into either models
that focus on item-item relations [McAuley et al., 2015], user social rela-
tions [Guo et al., 2015], and a combination of explicit and implicit user-item
relations [Koren, 2008]. The recurring theme in these works is to exploit
rich latent information from multiple sources as input that can effectively
augment the generalizability of the model in sparse settings. Pioneering
work from Koren et al. [Koren, 2008] exploited users’ implicit interactions
and their explicit feedback jointly in a matrix factorization model. Guo et
al. [Guo et al., 2015] proposed to leverage implicit and explicit trust inform-
ation for modeling users. From a methodological perspective, the model is
built as an extension to the model proposed by Koren et al. [Koren, 2008]
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and hence captures multiple relations via low-rank matrix factorization.
On the other hand, the item-item relational information was modeled in
a content-based setting to recommend users with similar items that they
preferred historically in the work by McAuley et al. [McAuley et al., 2015].
More speciőcally, since the method focused on learning visual similarity,
it utilized Convolutional Neural Networks that learned distances between
features of items that were brought together or served as substitutes. We
note the work’s similarity to the work by Huang et al.’s and Elkahky et al.’s
[Huang et al., 2013, Elkahky et al., 2015], which learn similar distance-based
functions to model items’ similarities. Additionally, our proposed BRNLE
can be considered a general relational model for multi-relational classiőca-
tion and recommendation. The model comprehensively learned structured
data for different entities in the relational graph and modeled the auxili-
ary relations between entities as auxiliary tasks while classifying the target
relation jointly. The model additionally demonstrated the effect of non-
linear modeling in learning rich latent features in multi-relational settings.
Moreover, the auxiliary tasks also relate to our multi-objective optimiza-
tion as opposed to input-only multi-relational information. Nevertheless,
a major limitation of this model is that it cannot model and differentiate
between multiple relations that have the same interacting entity types be-
cause it uses a simple non-parametric dot-product scoring function for all
relations.

Finally, we note the works concerning auctions for online advertisement,
where the focus has been on either estimating click-through rate [Guo et al.,
2017, Lian et al., 2018, He and Chua, 2017] or bid estimation [Guo et al.,
2017, He and Chua, 2017].

With motivation set forth from the literature review, we draw the fol-
lowing insight: a plethora of works where attributes from both users and
items have been actively used to model the user preferences in either ex-
plicit or implicit settings. However, for an auction-based recommender
system, our MultiRec model is the őrst to tackle a multi-objective end-
to-end optimization for implicit purchases, implicit bidding behavior, and
regressing the őnal price of all purchases all the while leveraging user and
item attributes.

4.2.2 Problem Definition

In item recommendation tasks, there exists a set of users U :=
{u1, u2, ..., uN} with attributes AU ∈ R

N×J , a set of items I :=
{i1, i2, ..., iM} with attributes AI ∈ R

M×O, and a sparse binary interac-
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tion matrix R ∈ R
N×M that indicate user’s preferences on items through

historical implicit feedback interactions such as purchase records RP .

RP(u,i)
=

{

1, if (u, i) is observed in RP

0, otherwise
(4.8)

The main goal of the recommendation task is to estimate the unobserved
scores in R that will indicate the likelihood of an item being purchased
or consumed by users. These scores are then used to provide a ranked
personalized short-list of items to users. In traditional settings, we generally
have one main interaction matrix R available; e.g., in online markets, this
matrix usually represents purchase interactions between users and items,
while in online media websites, it represents items consumption by users.

On the other hand, auction-based settings have slightly different char-
acteristics. In such settings, users tend to bid on items őrst, and then the
items get sold to the highest bidder. Having such a dual-phase process
means we have two implicit feedback relations between users and items,
which are the bidding and purchase relations, respectively. The bidding
relation with its interaction matrix RB ∈ R

N×M mostly provides a weak
signal that indicates users’ initial interests in items, while the purchase rela-
tion RP ∈ R

N×M provides a stronger signal that indicates users’ willingness
to buy the items for the highest price. Another dimension of the purchase
relation is the őnal sale price; as a higher sales price indicates a more sub-
stantial interest in buying the item than a lower sales price. Therefore, the
purchase relation can be further divided into two sub-relations, a binary
implicit feedback relation for purchase records RP and a positive real-value
implicit feedback relation for the őnal sale prices RS ∈ R

N×M . More form-
ally, we can deőne all the auxiliary relations that will be considered in this
work along with the main purchase relation RP as follows:

RB(u,i)
=

{

1, if (u, i) is observed in RB

0, otherwise

RS(u,i)
=

{

price(u, i), if (u, i) is observed in ∈ RP

0, otherwise
(4.9)

In this work, we limit our focus on the binary implicit bidding rela-
tion; however, we note that following the same notation, the bidding price
relation could also be subsequently derived and exploited.

It is also worthy to note that since every item can only be sold once,
the dimension M in all relations matrices will increase with every new item
being introduced, and it cannot be őxed.
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Finally, since the purchase relation provides the ultimate signal that in-
dicates the user’s maximum willingness to buy an item, the goal of auction-
based unique item recommendation task will be to estimate the missing
likelihood scores in the main purchasing matrix RP by utilizing the previ-
ously observed interaction in all available relations R := {RP , RB, RS} to
present users with a ranked short-list of items.

4.2.3 Method

0 0 1 0 ......

1 0 1 1 ......

(Sale Price)

Feature Extraction

(Purchase score)

(Bidding score)

Scoring Functions

Figure 4.5: Illustration of the MultiRec model, which is composed of two
main modules, namely feature extraction and scoring functionality for re-
spective tasks. Interacting entities are embedded separately with non-linear
full connected layers and subsequently multiplied element-wise. Scoring
functions tune the common representations to task-speciőc representations
and output predictions.

The proposed MultiRec model mainly consists of a feature extrac-
tion component that relies on non-linear co-embedding layers inspired by
GraphRec [Rashed et al., 2019] and a set of scoring functions gr for the
available relations R := {RP , RB, RS}. We will discuss each component
in detail in the following subsections. The full architecture of MultiRec is
illustrated in Figure 4.5.

4.2.3.1 Feature Extraction

Given the set of all users U := {u1, u2, ..., uN} and items I := {i1, i2, ..., iM}
with their attributes vectors au and ai, we deőne two non-linear co-
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embedding functions fU : RN×(N+J) → R
N×D and fI : RM×O → R

M×D

to extract their latent feature vectors zu and zi as follows:

zu = fU(xu; θU), zi = fI(xi; θI) (4.10)

xu = [vu, au], xi = ai (4.11)

where xu represents the user’s personalized input feature vector, which
is a concatenation between the one-hot encoding vector vu of the user id
and the user’s attributes au. Item’s input vector is denoted as xi, which
consists only of the item attributes ai as we explicitly indicated that items
are unique. We denote the latent embedding vectors of user and item
input vectors with zu and zi, respectively. Finally, fU and fI are a series of
non-linear fully connected layers with parameters θU and θI , respectively.

4.2.3.2 Scoring Functions

After extracting the users and items latent non-linear embeddings, we
deőne an independent scoring function gR for every relation in R :=
{RP , RB, RS} that utilizes the learned embedding to predict the target
values ŷP ,ŷB and ŷS for any user-item pair. Notice that gR can be a series
of non-linear fully connected layers with parameters θR or a simpler non-
parametric function such as a dot-product operation. The scoring functions
are deőned as follows:

ŷB = gB(zu ⊙ zi; θB) (4.12)

ŷS = gS(zu ⊙ zi; θS) (4.13)

ŷP = gP (zu ⊙ zi; θP ) (4.14)

where gB, gS, and gP are the scoring functions for the bidding, sale price and
purchase relations respectively. θB, θS, and θP are the networks weights
for the scoring functions gB, gS, and gP . The element-wise product of
two vectors is denoted by ⊙. Notice that the input vectors to the scoring
functions are constructed by the element-wise product of the user’s and
item’s latent embeddings instead of concatenating them. The main goal
for the element-wise product is to maintain the alignment of the features
between the latent vectors and to capture the multiplicative interaction
between them similar to matrix factorization.
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4.2.3.3 Optimizing MultiRec

In this section we discuss the end-to-end learning approach for optimizing
the MultiRec model. Given the scores ŷB, ŷS and ŷP for all available
relations R := {RP , RB, RS}, we deőne three separate loss functions as
follows:

LP = −
∑

(u,i)∈Y+
P
∪Y−

P

yP log(ŷP ) + (1− yP ) log(1− ŷP ) (4.15)

LB = −
∑

(u,i)∈Y+
B
∪Y−

B

yB log(ŷB) + (1− yB) log(1− ŷB) (4.16)

LS =
∑

(u,i)∈Y+
S

(yS − ŷS)
2 (4.17)

where Y+
P , Y+

B and Y+
S represent the observed positive interactions in

RP , RB and RS. On the other hand, Y−
P and Y−

B represent the unobserved
negative interactions in RP and RB. We have employed binary-cross en-
tropy loss for optimizing the purchase and bidding scoring functions, which
are generally optimized by sampling positive and negative pairs from the
observed and unobserved interactions uniformly across users. For the sale
price scoring function, we employed a means squared error loss, which is
trained on only the observed interactions Y+

S in RS. We used an equal ratio
between positive and negative samples during the training phase because
it provided the best prediction performance.

It is also important to note that the sampling is done uniformly across
users to avoid having a bias toward users who have more interactions and to
match the user sampling strategy of the leave-one-out evaluation protocol
[He et al., 2017] that will be used in the experiments section.

Finally, the model is then optimized by minimizing the overall objective
function L(Θ), which is the weighted sum of three loss functions as follows:

L(Θ) =
∑

R∈R

αRLR (4.18)

where αR is the loss weight of each relation in R and Θ is a set of all model
parameters. The full pseudo-code of MultiRec is described in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2: MultiRec (U , I, B, E,R)

input : The set of users U , set of items I, batch size B, number
of epochs E, and all relations matrices that includes
purchases, biddings, and sales prices R := {RP , RB, RS}

output: The predicted values ŷB, ŷS and ŷP for the missing entries
in all relations in R

1 Initialize model parameters Θ
2 for E epochs do
3 for R ∈ R do
4 Draw B/2 users
5 for each user do
6 if R == RS then
7 Draw a pair (u,i) from Y+

R

8 else
9 Draw a pair (u,i) from Y+

R and another pair (u,i)
from Y−

R

10 end

11 end
12 zu ← fU(xu; θU)
13 zi ← fI(xi; θI)
14 ŷR ← gR(zu ⊙ zi; θR)
15 Update θU , θI and θR by minimizing L(Θ)

16 end

17 end
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4.2.4 Experiments

In this section, multiple experiments were conducted to evaluate the per-
formance of MultiRec and to answer the following research questions.

RQ1 How well does MultiRec perform compared to the state-of-the-art
recommender system models on auction-based settings?

RQ2 What is the impact of adding the auxiliary relational information?

RQ3 What is the effect of using different relations loss weights on MultiRec
performance?

4.2.4.1 Datasets

In order to evaluate the performance of MultiRec against the state-of-art
models on auction-based settings, we used the following datasets.

1. VWFS: This Business-to-business (B2B) proprietary dataset was col-
lected by Volkswagen Financial Services used-cars center during the
period between 2015 and 2019. The dataset contains historical used-
cars purchase and bidding records done by multiple brands and inde-
pendent dealers. Usually, in such settings, dealers bid and purchase
multiple used-cars directly from Volkswagen Financial Services. Then
they offer them again to their private customers with some added
proőt margin.

2. eBay5: A publicly available auction-based dataset collected from
eBay. The dataset has similar characteristics to the VWFS data-
set and contains auction information on Cartier wristwatches, Palm
Pilot M515 PDAs, Xbox game consoles, and Swarowski beads.

Our main focus throughout the experiments will be on the VWFS data-
sets. However, to promote reproducibility, we utilized the eBay dataset in
the comparative study to demonstrate the generalizability of the proposed
model across other datasets. Table 4.9 presents a summary of the most
important statistics of the datasets used for validating the experimental
performance of MultiRec. These real world auction datasets differ consid-
erably across dimensions and serve to demonstrate the model’s unbiased
performance against different data generating processes in the area.

5https://www.kaggle.com/onlineauctions/online-auctions-dataset/data#

auction.csv
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Table 4.9: Datasets Statistics

VWFS eBay

Users 3220 3388
Items 269,104 626
Purchases 269,104 626
Biddings 375,349 10,055
Purchases Density (%) 0.031 0.029
Biddings Density (%) 0.043 0.474
Users Features 7750 2
Items Features 572 4
Unique Items (%) 99.999 35.943

4.2.4.2 Evaluation Protocol

To evaluate the proposed MultiRec model on the item recommendation
task, we employed the widely used leave-one-out evaluation protocol [He
et al., 2017]. For each user, we held out his latest two interactions for
validation and testing, while the rest are used for training. In the evaluation
phase, the test item is ranked among 99 randomly sampled items that are
not interacted by the user. To avoid violating the chronological order of
instances in the VWFS dataset, the sampled 99 negative instances are
composed of vehicles that were available at auctions in the same month.
Finally, the ranked list is truncated at different threshold values K and its
quality is judged by the Hit-Ratio (HR) and the Normalized Discounted
Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [He et al., 2017] metrics. Both metrics are
calculated separately for each test user, and we use the average NDCG and
HR as the őnal performance metrics for the model.

To measure the statistical signiőcance of the reported results, we repeat
this process őve times with different random weights initialization, and we
report the average metrics across all runs along with the p-values of a paired
t-test.

The optimal hyper-parameters for MultiRec and other baselines have
been estimated via grid search on the validation set. More details about
the hyper-parameters and the reproducibility of the experiments will be
discussed in detail in Section 4.2.4.6.
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4.2.4.3 Performance comparison with state-of-the-art item re-
commendation models (RQ1)

In this experiment, we compare the performance of MultiRec against mul-
tiple state-of-the-art models for implicit feedback item recommendation.
Traditional recommender system baselines such as auto-encoder models
[Liang et al., 2018], matrix factorization models [Mnih and Salakhutdinov,
2008, Rendle et al., 2009, Koren, 2008], and neighborhood-based models
were not included in this experiment because they were not applicable to
the auction-based settings as they rely on the similarity between user’s
purchase records which are inherently unique in such settings.

4.2.4.3.1 Baselines

1. Random: A simple baseline model that ranks items randomly.

2. TopPopular: A naive baseline model that ranks used-cars based on
the number of sales records of their model type. This baseline is only
applied to the VWFS dataset because there was no similar feature
that can be used for indicating popularity in the eBay dataset.

3. DSSM [Huang et al., 2013]: An attribute-aware deep learning recom-
mender model that relies on optimizing the cosine similarly between
user and item latent features extracted by deep feedforward networks.
To use DSSM in auction-based settings, we used the concatenation
between the user’s one-hot encoded vector and the user’s attributes
vector as one input feature vector for the user. On the other hand,
we only used the item’s attributes vector as an input feature vector
for the item.

4. DeepFM [Guo et al., 2017]: State-of-the-art model for click-through
rate prediction that relies on learning low and high order feature
interactions using an ensemble of Factorization Machines (FM) and
deep feedforward networks. To use DeepFM, we concatenated the
user’s one-hot encoded vector, the user’s attributes vector, and the
item’s attributes vector into one big input vector.

5. AANeuMF: This is an extended attribute-aware version of the
state-of-the-art NeuMF model [He et al., 2017] that merges matrix
factorization and deep neural networks for item recommendation in
implicit feedback settings. Given that the original NeuMF architec-
ture relied mainly on user’s, and item’s ids, we modiőed it such that
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it takes into account the users’ attributes vectors along with their ori-
ginal one-hot encoded input vectors, and we completely replaced the
items’ one-hot encoded input vectors with their attributes vectors.

6. Graph2R: This is an extended version of the GraphRec model for
item recommendation in implicit feedback settings. GraphRec relies
on co-embedding user and item attributes through non-linear embed-
ding layers with CReLU activation. To extend the model for ranking
items in implicit feedback auction settings, we replaced the means
squared error (MSE) loss function with a logistic loss function, and
we omitted the items’ one-hot encoded input vectors. One important
aspect of the extended GraphRec is that it could not use the Graph-
Features because the adjacency matrix rows will be unique across
items and users.

We emphasize that for all models except TopPopular and Random, we used
the same training protocol and sampling strategy.

4.2.4.3.2 Results Tables 4.10 and 4.11 show that training MultiRec on
auxiliary relational information such as the sale price and previous bidding
interactions can improve the prediction performance signiőcantly across
different threshold values K. MultiRec trained on all auxiliary relational
data achieves up to 10.9% improvements in HR and NDCG over the next
best baseline on VWFS, and it achieves up to 6.5% improvements over the
basic model that was not trained on the relational data.

On the eBay dataset, MultiRec with auxiliary relational data achieves
signiőcantly higher improvements over the next best baseline, with per-
centages ranging between 31% and 135.7%. It also achieves up to 44%
improvements over the basic model that was not trained on the relational
data. Such high improvement percentages on the eBay dataset are mainly
due to the fact that eBay bidding relation had 16 times more density than
the main purchase relation, which means we have 16 times more informa-
tion to learn from bidding than from purchase interactions alone. On the
other hand, the difference between the two relations densities was much
smaller in the VWFS dataset, which explains the lower improvement per-
centages.

Results also show that most of the lift in performance is achieved by
incorporating the bidding relation, and a slight lift can still be achieved by
training on the sale price. This is due to the fact that bidding relation have
much more implicit interactions between users and items compared to the
purchase and sale price relations.
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Table 4.10: Performance comparison on the VWFS dataset

Model HR@10 HR@20 HR@50 NDCG@10 NDCG@20 NDCG@50

Random 0.095 0.193 0.520 0.041 0.066 0.129
TopPopular 0.302 0.388 0.628 0.238 0.260 0.307
DSSM [Huang et al., 2013] 0.445 0.577 0.792 0.272 0.305 0.348
DeepFM [Guo et al., 2017] 0.461 0.606 0.836 0.290 0.326 0.372
AANeuMF 0.480 0.627 0.836 0.299 0.336 0.377
Graph2R 0.470 0.596 0.825 0.285 0.317 0.363

MultiRec 0.492 0.635 0.843 0.311 0.347 0.389
MultiRec + Sale Price 0.497 0.636 0.838 0.316 0.351 0.391
MultiRec + Bidding 0.510 0.650 0.859 0.324 0.359 0.401
MultiRec + Bidding + Sale Price 0.518* 0.657* 0.862* 0.331* 0.366* 0.407*

Improvement over best baseline (%) 7.84 4.69 3.05 10.91 9.12 7.87

(*) Significantly outperforms the best baseline at the 0.01 levels.
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Table 4.11: Performance comparison on the eBay dataset

Model HR@10 HR@20 HR@50 NDCG@10 NDCG@20 NDCG@50

Random 0.120 0.270 0.540 0.057 0.094 0.148
DSSM [Huang et al., 2013] 0.150 0.300 0.580 0.069 0.107 0.162
DeepFM [Guo et al., 2017] 0.190 0.300 0.550 0.077 0.103 0.152
AANeuMF 0.160 0.340 0.600 0.068 0.112 0.156
Graph2R 0.170 0.380 0.700 0.067 0.119 0.183

MultiRec 0.290 0.570 0.840 0.109 0.177 0.227
MultiRec + Sale Price 0.270 0.560 0.830 0.103 0.173 0.225
MultiRec + Bidding 0.420* 0.600 0.910 0.160* 0.204* 0.257*
MultiRec + Bidding + Sale Price 0.400 0.610* 0.920* 0.158 0.202 0.256

Improvement over best baseline (%) 135.29 60.53 31.43 135.75 70.24 39.99

(*) Significantly outperforms the best baseline at the 0.01 levels.
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Table 4.12: Best found hyper-parameters on VWFS dataset

Model Embedding gP gB gS Activation αP αB αS lr Epochs
layers Function

MultiRec [60] Dot [5] [5] Leaky_ReLU for 1.0 0.5 8× 10−5 1× 10−5 495
product Embedding and

Scoring Functions
AANeuMF [128,64,32,16] - - - ReLU - - - 2× 10−5 620
DSSM [60,30] - - - Tanh - - - 2× 10−5 20
Graph2R [60] - - - CReLU - - - 1× 10−5 620
DeepFM FM : [32] - - - ReLU - - - 1× 10−5 110

FFN :[32,32] +
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Table 4.13: Best found hyper-parameters on eBay dataset

Model Embedding gP gB gS Activation αP αB αS lr Epochs
layers Function

MultiRec [85,60] Dot product [5] ReLU for Embedding 1.0 0.5 8× 10−5 3× 10−5 2000
and Linear for

Scoring Functions
AANeuMF [128,64,32,16] - - - ReLU - - - 3× 10−5 2000
DSSM [30] - - - Tanh - - - 3× 10−5 385
Graph2R [60] - - - CReLU - - - 3× 10−5 2000
DeepFM FM : [8] - - - ReLU - - - 3× 10−5 110

FFN :[32,32]
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4.2.4.4 Impact of using auxiliary relational information on Mul-
tiRec performance (RQ2)

To further study the impact of using auxiliary relational information during
the training process, we compared the impact of using this information on
the HR@20 and NDCG@20 of different users who had a different number
of purchase interactions in the training phase.

Figure 4.6a shows that training on the auxiliary relational data provides
a lift for all users in terms of NDCG with a slightly higher impact on users
with the fewest number of interactions and on the noisy users with an
extremely high number of interactions. On the other hand, Figure 4.6b
shows that the positive impact on the HitRatio affects 80% of the users
whom all cover 60% of the sales records. It also shows a similar trend to
the NDCG, where there is a higher impact on noisy users and users with
the least number of interactions.

(a) NDCG (b) HitRatio

Figure 4.6: Impact of the relational information on MultiRec performance
across different users’ interaction frequencies on the VWFS dataset.

4.2.4.5 Impact of different relations’ weights (RQ3)

In this section, we study the sensitivity of MultiRec’s performance with
respect to the relation weights by analyzing the MultiRec performance
using a őxed αP of 1.0 and different values of αB and αS. Figure 4.7 shows
that the relation weights are crucial and have a more signiőcant effect on
the MultiRec’s performance on the eBay dataset than on VWFS. On the
VWFS dataset, the model performance is relatively stable with respect
to the bidding relation weight αB while lower weight values for the sale
relation provide better overall performance than higher values.
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(a) eBay HR@20 (b) eBay NDCG@20

(c) VWFS HR@20 (d) VWFS NDCG@20

Figure 4.7: Sensitivity analysis on the different relations weights values αR

4.2.4.6 Reproducibility of the Experiments

The source code of MultiRec is available at our GitHub repository6. The
best found hyper-parameters are indicated in Tables 4.12 and 4.13. We
used ADAM optimizer with weight decay β = 0.00001 [Loshchilov and
Hutter, 2017] and batch sizes of 1000 and 100 for the VWFS and eBay
datasets respectively. We tuned the hyper-parameters using a grid-search
as follows:

• MultiRec: We tested different number of embedding and scoring layers of
[1, 2, 3, 4] with sizes that range from 5 to 150, learning rates of [0.0005,
0.0001, 0.00001, 0.00002, 0.00003, 0.00006, 0.00008, 0.000001], αS
of [0.01, 0.001, 0.0001, 0.00008, 0.00006, 0.00004, 0.00002, 0.00001,
0.000001], αB of [0.0001, 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1 ,0.5, 1.0, 10.0],
and activation functions [Linear, Leaky_ReLU, Relu and CReLU].

• AANeuMF: We tested layers numbers of [1, 2, 3, 4], prediction factors of
[8, 16, 32, 64], and learning rates of [0.0005, 0.0001, 0.00001, 0.00002,
0.00003, 0.00006, 0.00008, 0.000001]

6https://github.com/ahmedrashed-ml/MultiRec
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• DSSM: We tested layers numbers of [1, 2, 3, 4] with sizes that range
from 5 to 150, and learning rates of [0.0005, 0.0001, 0.00001, 0.00002,
0.00003, 0.00006, 0.00008, 0.000001].

• DeepFM: We tested different embedding sizes of [8, 16 , 32, 40], layers
numbers of [1, 2, 3, 4] with sizes that range from 5 to 50, and learning
rates of [0.0005, 0.0001, 0.00001, 0.00002, 0.00003, 0.00006, 0.00008,
0.000001]

• Graph2R: We tested different embedding sizes that range from 5 to
150, and learning rates of [0.0005, 0.0001, 0.00001, 0.00002, 0.00003,
0.00006, 0.00008, 0.000001]

4.2.5 Summary and Outlook

In this part of the chapter, we presented MultiRec, an extended version
of the BRNLE model for unique item recommendation settings such as
auction systems. MultiRec leverages user and item attributes along with
the auxiliary relational information that generally exists in most auction
settings, such as biddings and sale prices. Experimental results on two
real-world auction datasets show that MultiRec signiőcantly outperforms
state-of-the-art attribute aware models on the task of item recommendation
in auction-based settings. Results also showed that auxiliary relational
information could signiőcantly improve the model performance across all
users regardless of having different interaction frequencies.

Recently, emerging multi-behavioral models [Yang et al., 2022, Xia
et al., 2021a, Jin et al., 2020, Xia et al., 2021b] have been proposed that
share some similarities with our MultiRec but utilize graph convolutional
layers for generating user and item embeddings. Nevertheless, these mod-
els are mainly built for traditional recommendation settings and not on
unique-items settings with limited support for item attributes. In the fu-
ture, a comparative study can be set up between a slightly modiőed version
of MultiRec against these recent approaches by including item ids along
with the item attributes.
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Chapter 5

Context-Aware and

Attribute-Aware

Recommendation

Recommendation systems play an essential role in many online platforms,
including but not limited to online shops, online media providers, and social
networks. In these online platforms, users usually exhibit strong dynamic
behavior heavily inŕuenced by ever-changing users’ contexts and content
information. Due to such dynamic proőles, recent time-aware sequential re-
commendation approaches that capture sequential patterns in the user pro-
őles [Kang and McAuley, 2018, Zhou et al., 2020, Wu et al., 2020, Wu et al.,
2019, Sun et al., 2019] have shown superior performance when compared
against traditional non-sequential techniques [Rendle et al., 2009, Song
et al., 2019] and context-aware models [Rendle, 2010]. However, despite
their competitive performance, many of those approaches only utilize the
sequential order of consumed items and assume equal time gaps between
the interactions. Such an approach completely ignores the actual time gaps
between the consumed products and the context in which the user interac-
ted with them. These two aspects encapsulate vital information, which is
crucial for determining what item to recommend next. A third aspect that
usually gets left out is the item attributes, which are indispensable for any
model to overcome highly sparse settings and achieve superior performance
[Zhou et al., 2020, Rashed et al., 2019, Rashed et al., 2020, Zhang et al.,
2019]. Additionally, many recent sequential ranking models for item re-
commendation share a principal limitation as they rely only on the latent
features of the most recent item in the user proőle to predict scores for the
target items. Such a scoring approach signiőcantly downweights the older
items’ inŕuence on the next items to be recommended.
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To tackle these limitations and address the three aspects, we present in
this chapter a ŕexible context and attribute-aware recommendation model
CARCA. CARCA captures user proőles’ dynamic nature and contextual
changes seamlessly alongside any available item attributes. CARCA utilizes
several multi-head attention blocks to capture the evolving patterns in
the user proőle and utilizes a separate dedicated cross-attention block to
capture the inŕuence of all previous historical interactions on the target
items to be recommended.

Our contributions in this chapter can be summarized as follows :

• We introduce a versatile context and attribute-aware model for item
recommendation (CARCA), which can be applied to diverse settings
and can leverage any additional item attributes.

• We evaluate the proposed model on four real-world datasets for item
recommendation. Results show that the proposed CARCA model
signiőcantly outperforms all state-of-the-art models in item recom-
mendation and achieves improvements of up to 53% in Normalized
Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) and Hit-Ratio. Results also
show that CARCA outperforms several state-of-the-art image-based
recommender systems by merely using precomputed image features.

• We conduct a comprehensive ablation study to show the effect of the
different model components on the prediction performance.

5.1 Related Work

There has been a plethora of context and attribute-aware recommend-
ation models that have shown consistent competitive performance on a
wide variety of recommendation tasks, including, but not limited to, next-
item recommendation [Rashed et al., 2020, Sun et al., 2019, Zhou et al.,
2020, Zhang et al., 2019, Wu et al., 2019], rating prediction [Rashed et al.,
2019, Rendle, 2010, Zhang et al., 2017a], and click-through rate predic-
tion [Guo et al., 2017, Zhou et al., 2018, Xin et al., 2019, Zhou et al.,
2019]. Context-aware models [Rendle, 2010, Guo et al., 2017, Zhou et al.,
2018, Xin et al., 2019, Zhou et al., 2019] can achieve superior performance
compared with other models due to their ability to capture the high vari-
ability of users’ behaviors and anticipate their next preferences. On the
other hand, attribute-aware models [He and McAuley, 2016, Rashed et al.,
2019, Zhang et al., 2017a, Rashed et al., 2020, Zhou et al., 2020, Zhang
et al., 2019] utilize the additional item, and user attributes to generate rich
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latent representations and provide better recommendations. These addi-
tional attributes proved crucial in getting high-quality recommendations in
highly sparse settings with rich item attributes such as in online fashion
stores [He and McAuley, 2016] and unique item recommendation settings
like online auctions [Rashed et al., 2020].

Context-aware models can be categorized into two main groups,
models that utilize contextual features and other additional attributes in
plain single vector format [Rendle, 2010, Guo et al., 2017, Xin et al., 2019]
and time-aware models that utilize the time and the sequential order of
user’s interactions. A popular example that belongs to the őrst group are
the Factorization Machines (FM) [Rendle, 2010] relying on mining inter-
action between latent embeddings of the various attributes and contextual
features. Such feature extraction approach was later improved by adding
deep neural networks [He et al., 2017, Guo et al., 2017] and attention mech-
anisms [Xiao et al., 2017] to capture higher-order interactions between the
different features’ latent vectors. DeepFM [Guo et al., 2017] another popu-
lar model that utilizes a separate deep neural network to extract non-linear
attributes representations along with a traditional FM component. We fur-
ther shed light on this model in the experiments section, as we propose to
use it as a baseline. Similarly, NFM [He et al., 2017] uses a dedicated
deep neural network component on top of the latent features extracted
from an FM layer to capture higher-order interactions. Finally, CFM [Xin
et al., 2019] which is one of the latest model in this family, utilized convo-
lutional neural networks on the attributes’ latent vectors outer product for
better representations learning. However, recent studies [Ferrari Dacrema
et al., 2020] have shown that it performed signiőcantly worse when com-
pared against well tuned simple baselines. Nevertheless, despite the com-
petitiveness of such context-aware approaches in item rating prediction
and click-through rate prediction tasks, they are signiőcantly outperformed
by time-aware sequential models when employed in item recommendation
tasks in implicit feedback settings [Kang and McAuley, 2018, Zhou et al.,
2020, Zhang et al., 2019]. Such inferior performance is due to their inab-
ility to capture the sequential patterns in the user’s historical interactions
as they only treat the contextual features as static input features vectors.

The second group of context-aware models are the time-aware se-
quential models [Kang and McAuley, 2018, Ma et al., 2019, Zhou et al.,
2020, Wu et al., 2019, Sun et al., 2019, Zhang et al., 2019, Wang et al.,
2020a, Wang et al., 2020b, Li et al., 2020] which achieve state-of-art per-
formances on item recommendation tasks. Even though these models do
not use explicit contextual features, they can capture the evolving user
behavior by mining the sequential patterns in their historical interactions.
Earlier approaches such as GRU4Rec [Hidasi and Karatzoglou, 2018] re-
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lied on recurrent neural networks to mine such sequential patterns. This
approach was later improved by using bidirectional transformer blocks in
BERT4Rec [Sun et al., 2019]. Another recent approach proposed by Kang
et al. [Kang and McAuley, 2018] that utilizes self-attention blocks to ex-
tract the sequential patterns in past user interactions is SASRec. SASRec
also utilized a dot-product between the sequential latent features of the
most recent item in the user proőle and the target items’ embeddings for
scoring. SASRec was later extended by adding personalized latent user
vectors in the current state-of-the-art model SSE-PT [Wu et al., 2020],
adding more robust regularization through stochastic shared embeddings
in SSE-SASRec [Wu et al., 2019], adding the ability to model the time
intervals between interactions in TiSASRec [Li et al., 2020], and őnally
adding the ability to handle sparse categorical attributes in the state-of-
the-art hybrid S3Rec model [Zhou et al., 2020]. All of those approaches,
however, maintained the same limited scoring approach that was used in
the original SASRec. Lastly, a similar parallel work by Wang et al. [Wang
et al., 2020b] proposed an occasion-aware model (OAR) that utilizes the
timestamps embeddings and recurrent memory network to predict the next
item to be recommended. OAR also utilized the same dot-product scor-
ing similar to SASRec. We propose using all of the later seven models as
baselines in our experimental section as their implementations were readily
available.

Besides context-aware models, attribute-aware models have also
shown very competitive performance in various settings despite their in-
ability to capture the users’ contexts and their evolving behavior. Earlier
approaches such as mSDA-CF [Li et al., 2015] utilized a dedicated denoising
auto-encoder component for extracting latent item features from its attrib-
utes. This approach was later improved by using a contracted autoencoder
in the AutoSVD model [Zhang et al., 2017a]. Also, the VPBR model [He
and McAuley, 2016] using pre-computed item attributes such as its latent
image features has signiőcantly outperformed many non-attribute-based
approaches. This approach was later outperformed by a dedicated image-
based item recommendation model [Hou et al., 2019], which utilizes two
CNN networks ensembled to extract global features and local features from
different regions of interest. We likewise propose using both approaches as
baselines in our experiments. Another recent state-of-the-art attribute-
aware model (GraphRec) was proposed by Rashed et al. [Rashed et al.,
2019] that utilizes graph features along with users and items attributes for
rating prediction. We further shed light on this model in the experimental
section as we propose using it as an additional baseline.

With motivation set forth from the literature review, we draw the fol-
lowing insight: plenty of works where the user context, time, and item
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attributes have been actively used to model the user preferences in vari-
ous recommendation tasks. However, many of these works only focus on
one or two of these three aspects, ignoring the correlation between com-
plete contextual information and the crucial item attributes. Also, many
of the recent sequential next-item recommendation models rely only on the
sequential latent features of the most recent item for scoring, which only
captures a limited view of the full user proőle. Another essential feature
that needs to be considered is the ability to handle not just sparse cat-
egorical attributes besides the contextual information but also any number
of real-valued attributes to ensure the mode generalizability for different
settings. Our work is the őrst to tackle the all of these aspects and limita-
tions simultaneously for the next-item recommendation task while having
the ability to utilize any numerical item attributes.

5.2 Problem Definition

An item recommendation problem consists of a set U := {1, . . . ,
U} of users, a set I := {1, . . . , I} of items and a sequence D :=
((u1, i1), . . . , (u|D|, i|D|)) ∈ (U × I)∗ of their past interactions originating
from an unknown distribution p on user/item pairs (with U, I, |D| ∈ N).
Sought is a model p̂ : U → (R+

0 )
I for the unknown conditional density

p(i | u), i.e., given a loss function L : I × (R+
0 )

I → R with minimal
expected loss

E(u,i)∼p L(i, p̂(u))

One calls the problem having item attributes, if additionally there
is a given matrix AI ∈ R

I×j containing for item an attribute vector with
j ∈ N attribute values each.

One calls the problem having context, if each interaction has ad-
ditional attributes, i.e., D := ((u1, i1, c1), . . . , (u|D|, i|D|, c|D|)) ∈ (U ×
I × R

l)∗ (with l ∈ N) is a sample from an unknown distribution on
user/item/context triples and the goal is to őnd a model p̂ : U×Rl → (R+

0 )
I

for the unknown conditional density p(i | u, c), i.e., given a loss function L
with minimal expected loss

E(u,i,c)∼p L(i, p̂(u, c))

The most frequently encountered context is an absolute time-stamp at
which the user interacted with an item (for example measured as a real
number in Unix Time).
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Many papers simplify the problem, dropping the sequential nature of
the problem. Consequently, they model the data as a set of user/item
interactions (instead of as a sequence) and also evaluate on non-sequential

splits, i.e., take out items at random positions (instead of only at the end).
While this allows simpler models, it has the signiőcant disadvantage that
these splits cannot occur in reality. We will therefore look only at the
sequential problem as stated above.

Sequential approaches on the other hand usually consider all users to
have proőles P u

t that contain the sequence of their previously interacted
items P u

t := {iP1 , i
P
2 , ..., i

P
|Pu

t |} along with their attributes Aut ∈ R
|Pu

t |×j and

their interactions’ contextual features Cu
t ∈ R

|Pu
t |×l such as timestamps.

The main goal of the sequential item recommendation task will be to rank
a target list of items Ou

t+1 := {iO1 , i
O
2 , ..., i

O
|Ou

t+1|
} based on their likelihood

of being interacted with by the target user u at time t + 1 while similarly
considering their attributes and contextual features existing at that time
point.

5.3 Methodology

To capture the evolving users’ behaviors existing in their proőles P u
t , the

proposed CARCA model utilizes two analogous multi-head self-attention
based branches. The left branch is a series of self-attention blocks that
extract the user’s proőle’s contextual information and item features. On
the other hand, the right branch consists of a multi-head cross-attention
block that captures the inŕuence of the left branch’s proőle-level features
on the target items Ou

t+1 while taking into consideration the target items’
attributes and contextual features. The second branch is also responsible
for generating the ranking score for each target item in Ou

t+1.

Figure 5.1 illustrates the architecture of the CARCA model, which will
be discussed in detail in the following subsections.

5.3.1 Embedding Layers

The őrst part of the features extraction pipeline in both branches is the
embedding functions that will extract the initial items latent features to
be fed to the self-attention blocks. To achieve that, we utilize two separate
dedicated embedding functions ϕ and ψ. The őrst embedding function
ϕ : RI → R

d is used to extract the őrst half of the item’s latent features
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of the CARCA model, which is composed of two
main branches, namely the proőle-level features extraction branch on the
left and the target items cross-attention scoring branch on the right.

zi ∈ R
d, i ∈ P u

t ∪ O
u
t+1 from the item’s one-hot encoded vectors vi ∈ R

I .
The second function ψ : Rj+l → R

g extracts the second half of the latent
features qi ∈ R

g from the item’s contextual features ci ∈ R
l and attributes

ai ∈ R
j. After extracting the two partial latent feature vectors, both of

them are concatenated and fed into a third embedding layer ω : Rg+d → R
d

to generate the őnal item’s latent features ei ∈ R
d as follows:

zi = ϕ(vi) = viW
ϕ + bϕ, W ϕ ∈ R

I×d, bϕ ∈ R
d (5.1)

qi = ψ(ai, ci) = concatcol(ai, ci)W
ψ + bψ, Wψ ∈ R

(j+l)×g, bψ ∈ R
g (5.2)

ei = ω(zi, qi) = concatcol(zi, qi)W
ω + bω, W ω ∈ R

(g+d)×d, bω ∈ R
d (5.3)

where W ϕ, Wψ, W ω are the weight matrices of the embedding functions,
and bϕ, bψ, bω are their bias vectors. concatcol represents column-wise
concatenation of vectors.
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Finally, since both the user proőle P u
t and the target items Ou

t+1 have the
same structure and format, we utilize the same embedding pipeline on both
of them while sharing the network’s weights. It is worthy to note that we
also tried to use a single embedding layer for all input features concatenated
into one long vector concatcol(vi, ai, ci). However, the performance was
inferior to this setup.

5.3.2 Self-Attention Blocks

After extracting the embeddings of all items in the user proőle EP :=
{eP1 , e

P
2 , ..., e

P
|Pu

t |} and the embeddings of the target items EO :=

{eO1 , e
O
2 , ..., e

O
|Ou

t+1|
}, we use two separate self-attention components to ex-

tract proőle-level features and ranking the target items.

5.3.2.1 Proőle-Level Self-Attention Blocks

To extract the proőle-level features, we feed the item embeddings EP into a
series of multi-head self-attention blocks. We őrst feed the item embeddings
into the őrst part of a block, which is a multi-head self-attention layer that
utilizes the scaled dot product. [Vaswani et al., 2017]

Attention(Q,K,V) = softmax





QKT

√

d
H



V (5.4)

SP = SA(EP )

= concatcol

(

Attention(EPWQ
h ,E

PWK
h ,E

PWV
h )
)

h=1:H

(5.5)

where Q, K and V represents the queries, keys and values respectively.
WQ

h , WK
h , WV

h ∈ R
d× d

H represent the linear projection matrices of the
head at index h andH represents the total number of heads in the attention

block. Additionally, concatcol concatenates vectors column-wise and
√

d
H

is a scaling factor that controls the values of the inner products.

The next step is to feed the output of the self-attention layer into the
second part, which is a point-wise two-layer feed-forward network that is
applied identically to all elements SPr of SP with sharing parameters similar
to the original transformers [Vaswani et al., 2017]
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F P = FFN(SP )

= concatrow
(

Leaky_ReLU(SPr W
(1) + b(1))W (2) + b(2)

)

r=1:|Pu
t |

(5.6)

where W (1), W (2) ∈ R
d×d are the weight matrices of the two feed-forward

layers, and b(1), b(2) ∈ R
d are their bias vectors. Additionally, concatrow

concatenates vectors row-wise. These feed-forward networks introduce es-
sential non-linearity, which allows us to capture higher-order interactions
between the features.

Finally, to capture more expressive proőle-level features, we stack a
series of those self-attention blocks where the b-th (b > 1) blocks are deőned
as follows:

SP,(b) = SA(FP,(b−1)) (5.7)

F P,(b) = FFN(SP,(b)) (5.8)

where the 1-st block is deőned as SP,(1) = SP and F P,(1) = F P Inspired
by [Vaswani et al., 2017, Kang and McAuley, 2018], we utilized residual
connections [He et al., 2016], layer normalization [Ba et al., 2016] and dro-
pout [Srivastava et al., 2014] to alleviate the problems of overőtting and
instability. One slight difference, though, is that we used multiplicative
residual connections instead of additive ones as they provided better per-
formance and CARCA’s architecture is relatively not very deep compared
to the ResNet models. We also omitted the causality constraint to allow
bidirectional representation learning similar to BERT[Devlin et al., 2019]
and S3Rec [Zhou et al., 2020] models. It is also important to note that
we omitted the positional encoding since this information already exists
explicitly in the contextual features such as the interaction’s timestamp.

5.3.2.2 Target-Level Cross-Attention Layer

Following the original transformers architecture and inspired by recent
click-through-rating prediction models [Zhou et al., 2019], and in contrast
to many of the recent ranking-based sequential and context-aware item re-
commendation approaches [Kang and McAuley, 2018, Zhou et al., 2020, Wu
et al., 2020, Wang et al., 2020b, Wang et al., 2020a], we utilize a dedicated
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multi-head cross-attention block to predict the likelihood scores of the tar-
get items. The dedicated block aims to capture the interaction between all
proőle-level features F P,(b) and the targets items instead of the widely used
approach of only using the dot product between the last most recent ele-
ment in F P,(b) and the target items initial embeddings EO. We further shed
light on the comparison between these two approaches in the experimental
section.

To calculate the scores Ŷ O ∈ R
|Ou

t+1| of the target items Ou
t+1, we feed

their embeddings in a multi-head cross-attention block as the query input
while using the normalized proőle features F P,(b) from the left branch’s last
self-attention block as the keys and values

SO = CA(EO,FP,(b))

= concatcol

(

Attention(EOWQ
h ,F

P,(b)WK
h ,F

P,(b)WV
h )
)

h=1:H

(5.9)

Ŷ O = FFN-Out(SO) = concatrow
(

σ(SOr W
O + bO)

)

r=1:|Ou
t+1|

(5.10)

where σ is the sigmoid activation. WO ∈ R
d×1 and bO ∈ R are the weight

matrices and bias vector of the output layer.

Such a setup allows us to generate different latent representations for
the target items that capture the interactions between the full proőle-level
features and their embeddings. It also allows us to have an arbitrarily
sized list of target items as an input Ou

t+1. It is also worth noting that we
omitted the initial multi-head self-attention block that exists on top of the
original transformers architecture’s output tokens because the target items
in our settings are scored independently. However, this component might be
useful in other scenarios where the interactions between the target items are
relevant to the prediction task, such as in the next basket recommendation
task.

5.3.3 Optimizing CARCA

To simplify the training process, we followed the same training protocol pro-
posed by SASRec and TiSASRec [Kang and McAuley, 2018, Li et al., 2020].
For each user we exclude his last interaction and we convert the user proőle
sequence into a őxed-length input list of items P u = {iP1 , i

P
2 , ..., i

P
|Pu

t |−1} via
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truncation or padding items. On the other hand, the list of target items
that represents the expected output at time step t is constructed by gener-
ating a list of positive items Ou(+) and another list of negative items Ou(−)

with equal length. The positive items list is constructed by right shifting the
input list P u to include the user’s last interaction Ou(+) = {iP2 , i

P
3 , ..., i

P
|Pu

t |}
while the negative items list is generated by selecting random negative
items i /∈ P u and they are given the same contextual features as their
corresponding positive ones. It worth noting that we also tried using the
last interaction as the only positive target in Ou(+) = {iP|Pu

t |}, however, the
performance was inferior to the list-wise setup. We further shed the light
on the comparison between the two splitting approaches in Section 5.4.5.

Finally, we optimize the CARCA model by minimizing the binary cross-
entropy loss using an ADAM optimizer, and the padded items are masked
to prevent them from contributing to the loss function.

L = −
∑

u∈U

∑

r∈Ou(+)∪Ou(−)

(

Y O
r log(Ŷ O

r ) + (1− Y O
r ) log(1− Ŷ O

r )
)

(5.11)

Table 5.1: Datasets Statistics

Dataset Users Items Interactions Item Attributes Context

Men 34,244 110,636 254,870 2048 6
Fashion 45,184 166,270 358,003 2048 6
Games 31,013 23,715 287,107 506 6
Beauty 52,204 57,289 394,908 6507 6

5.4 Experiments

In this section, we conduct multiple experiments to evaluate the perform-
ance of CARCA and to answer the following research questions.

RQ1 How well does CARCA perform compared to the state-of-the-art
recommender system models on item recommendation tasks?

RQ2 How well does CARCA perform compared to the state-of-the-
art image-based recommender system models while only using pre-
computed item’s image attributes?
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RQ3 What is the impact of adding the item’s attributes and contextual
features?

RQ4 What are the impacts of the different components and design choices
of the CARCA architecture?

5.4.1 Datasets

To evaluate the performance of CARCA and compare its performance
against published results, we used the following four diverse and widely
used real-world datasets extracted from products’ reviews crawled from
Amazon.com [Kang and McAuley, 2018, Wu et al., 2020, Steck, 2019, Zhou
et al., 2020, He and McAuley, 2016, Hou et al., 2019]. All datasets’ contex-
tual features were extracted from the interactions’ timestamps (i.e., day,
month, year, day of week, day of year and week).

1. Men [He and McAuley, 2016]: This dataset contains all items that
belong to men’s clothing including all subcategories (gloves, scarves,
sunglasses, etc.). The item attributes in this dataset are image based
features extracted by using the output of the last fully connected layer
of a pre-trained ResNet50 [He et al., 2016] on the ImageNet dataset
[Deng et al., 2009].

2. Fashion[Hou et al., 2019, He and McAuley, 2016]: This dataset con-
tains six fashion categories (men/women’s tops, bottoms and shoes).
This dataset’s item attributes are also image-based features extracted
by the same pre-trained ResNet50 as the Men dataset.

3. Games [Kang and McAuley, 2018, Wu et al., 2020]: This dataset
contains all items that belong to video games category. The item
attributes in this dataset are the price, őne-grained categories, and
the item’s brand. Most of the items’ attributes are discrete and cat-
egorical in contrast to the őrst two datasets.

4. Beauty [Kang and McAuley, 2018, Wu et al., 2020, Zhou et al., 2020]:
This dataset contains all items that belong to beauty category. The
item attributes in this dataset are the őne-grained categories and
the item’s brand. All of the items’ attributes are also discrete and
categorical.

To have a fair comparison against S3Rec [Zhou et al., 2020] that uses
only categorical attributes, we discretized all real-valued input features
(attributes) into different levels. The number of levels was selected as the
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maximum number after which the S3Rec fails to run because of exceeding
the total available memory of the GPU (1080Ti: 11 GB) or the system
RAM (64GB). According to this, the maximum number of the selected
equally spaced discretization levels were 10, 10, and 50 for the Men, Fash-
ion, and Games datasets, respectively. Table 5.1 presents a summary of
the most important statistics of the datasets.

5.4.2 Performance comparison with state-of-the-art
item recommendation models (RQ1)

In this section, we compare the performance of the CARCA model against
multiple state-of-the-art ranking-based next-item recommendation models
with different capabilities.
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Table 5.2: Performance comparison of the CARCA against state-of-the-art sequential (SEQ), context (CXT) and attribute-
aware (ATT) recommendation models.

Games Beauty
Model ATT CXT SEQ HR@10 NDCG@10 HR@10 NDCG@10

Random 0.100 0.045 0.099 0.045
TopPop 0.519 0.314 0.451 0.261
EASE [Steck, 2019] 0.623 0.465 0.299 0.222
GraphRec [Rashed et al., 2019] ✓ 0.613 0.400 0.435 0.273
DeepFM [Guo et al., 2017] ✓ ✓ 0.736 0.494 0.464 0.266
SASRec [Kang and McAuley, 2018] ✓ 0.742 0.541 0.485 0.322
OAR [Wang et al., 2020b] ✓ ✓ 0.704 0.496 0.485 0.329
TiSASRec [Li et al., 2020] ✓ ✓ 0.748 0.533 0.492 0.333
BERT4Rec [Sun et al., 2019] ✓ 0.705 0.509 0.478 0.318
SSE-SASRec [Wu et al., 2019] ✓ 0.754 0.549 0.481 0.330
SSE-PT [Wu et al., 2020] ✓ 0.748(0.775) 0.545(0.566) 0.443(0.502) 0.302(0.337)
S3Rec [Zhou et al., 2020] ✓ ✓ 0.765 0.549 0.538 0.371

SASRec++ (Ours) ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.752 0.533 0.545 0.351

CARCA (w/o CA) (Ours) ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.738 0.517 0.556 0.358
CARCA (Ours) ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.782* 0.573* 0.579* 0.396

Imprv. vs best published baseline (%) 2.20 4.38 7.70 6.74
Imprv. vs SASRec++ (%) 3.96 7.64 6.31 12.95

(*) Significantly outperforms the best baseline at the 0.01 levels.
Published results of SSE-PT are indicated in parentheses.
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Table 5.3: Performance comparison of the CARCA against state-of-the-art sequential (SEQ), context (CXT) and attribute-
aware (ATT) recommendation models.

Men Fashion
Model ATT CXT SEQ HR@10 NDCG@10 HR@10 NDCG@10

Random 0.098 0.044 0.099 0.045
TopPop 0.415 0.269 0.407 0.262
EASE [Steck, 2019] 0.193 0.133 0.213 0.146
GraphRec [Rashed et al., 2019] ✓ 0.374 0.219 0.419 0.244
DeepFM [Guo et al., 2017] ✓ ✓ 0.334 0.237 0.283 0.185
SASRec [Kang and McAuley, 2018] ✓ 0.397 0.259 0.381 0.245
OAR [Wang et al., 2020b] ✓ ✓ 0.355 0.225 0.340 0.214
TiSASRec [Li et al., 2020] ✓ ✓ 0.333 0.194 0.384 0.234
BERT4Rec [Sun et al., 2019] ✓ 0.315 0.193 0.328 0.209
SSE-SASRec [Wu et al., 2019] ✓ 0.397 0.257 0.385 0.248
SSE-PT [Wu et al., 2020] ✓ 0.397 0.258 0.381 0.246
S3Rec [Zhou et al., 2020] ✓ ✓ 0.365 0.238 0.367 0.239

SASRec++ (Ours) ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.500 0.315 0.546 0.344

CARCA (w/o CA) (Ours) ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.521 0.322 0.568 0.359
CARCA (Ours) ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.550* 0.349* 0.591* 0.381*

Imprv. vs best published baseline (%) 38.65 35.87 53.71 53.24
Imprv. vs SASRec++ (%) 10.09 10.79 8.25 10.67

(*) Significantly outperforms the best baseline at the 0.01 levels.
Published results of SSE-PT are indicated in parentheses.
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5.4.2.1 Evaluation Protocol

To evaluate CARCA and other baseline models’ performance, we used the
widely adopted leave-one-out protocol [Kang and McAuley, 2018, Wu et al.,
2020, Zhou et al., 2020, He and McAuley, 2016, Hou et al., 2019, Wang
et al., 2020b]. In this protocol, the two last interactions of each user are
held out for validation and test while the rest of the interactions are used
for training. To evaluate the model’s performance, we sample 100 negative
items that were not interacted with by the user, give them all the same
context as their corresponding positive test item, and rank the positive
test item among them. Lastly, for each user, we truncate the ranked list at
a threshold value of 10. We measure the overall quality using the average
Hit-Ratio (HR) and the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG)
across users.

To ensure the statistical signiőcance of the reported results, we report
the average metrics across őve different runs on the test set, each with
a different set of random negative items, and we used a paired t-test for
measuring the signiőcance. The hyper-parameters of all models were tuned
on the validation set using grid search. We also tried the best hyper-
parameters reported in the baselines’ original papers if they were available.

More details about the hyper-parameters, run-times and the experi-
ments’ reproducibility are discussed in Section 5.4.7.

5.4.2.2 Models

1. Random: A simple baseline model that ranks items randomly.

2. TopPopular: A naive baseline model that ranks items based on their
popularity.

3. EASE [Steck, 2019]: A shallow auto-encoder based model that utilize
the closed-form solution of the Frobenius norm objective function in
highly sparse settings.

4. GraphRec [Rashed et al., 2019]: This is an extended version of
the state-of-the-art attribute-aware GraphRec model for item recom-
mendation in implicit feedback settings. We replaced the means
squared error (MSE) loss function with a logistic loss function, and
we trained the model by sampling positive and negative items.

5. DeepFM [Guo et al., 2017]: A widely used model for click-through
rate prediction that relies on learning high order feature interactions
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using an ensemble of Factorization Machines and deep neural net-
works. We modiőed this model for next-item recommendation by
optimizing it using negative sampling and minimizing a logistic loss
function.

6. SASRec [Kang and McAuley, 2018]: A state-of-the-art sequential re-
commendation model that utilizes self-attention blocks to predict the
next item to be recommended. It also uses the dot-product between
the most recent item’s sequential latent features and the target item’s
embeddings as the scoring function.

7. TiSASRec [Li et al., 2020]: An improved version of SASRec that
utilizes time-aware positional embeddings for modeling time intervals
between interactions.

8. OAR [Wang et al., 2020b]: A state-of-the-art sequential recommend-
ation model that utilizes recurrent memory networks and gating lay-
ers. This model also utilizes the timestamp as contextual features.

9. SSE-SASRec [Wu et al., 2019]: An improved version of SASRec
that utilizes stochastic shared embeddings for regularization.

10. BERT4Rec [Sun et al., 2019]: A state-of-the-art model that utlizes
bidirectional transformers for next item recommendations.

11. SSE-PT [Wu et al., 2020]: A state-of-the-art extended version of
SASRec that utilizes the latent user vectors along with their historical
interactions.

12. S3Rec [Zhou et al., 2020]: A state-of-the-art attribute-aware sequen-
tial recommendation model that utilizes multiple self-supervised mu-
tual information maximization loss components for better represent-
ation learning of item attributes. This model can handle categorical
attributes only, and real-valued attributes will require discretization
in order to be applicable.

13. SASRec++(Ours) [Kang and McAuley, 2018]: This is our con-
text and attribute-aware extended version of SASRec. We used the
same initial feature extraction pipeline used by CARCA, and we re-
placed the one-hot encoded input vectors of SASRec with the extrac-
ted items’ embedding vectors.

14. CARCA (w/o CA) (Ours): A version of our proposed model
CARCA that does not utilize the cross-attention component and only
utilize the dot-product scoring function between the sequential fea-
tures of the most recent item and target items similar to other se-
quential recommendation models.
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15. CARCA (Ours): This is our proposed method with cross-attention
between all proőle-level features and the target items’ embeddings.

It is worth noting that we could not reproduce the original results of
the SSE-PT model on the Beauty and Games datasets, although we used
the authors’ implementation because best hyper-parameters were neither
mentioned in the paper nor the code. The authors are also no longer able
to recover the best hyper-parameters as per the following GitHub issue 1

that other community members raised. To mitigate this issue, we report
both our results and published results on those respective datasets.

5.4.2.3 Results

Results in Tables 5.2 and 5.3 show that CARCA with cross attention signi-
őcantly outperforms all state-of-the-art context, sequential and attribute-
aware models on various settings and with different item attribute types.
CARCA is also able to achieve improvements up to 53% when compared
against SSE-PT as it utilizes the full pre-computed item’s image features
on the Men and Fashion datasets without needing any data discretization,
unlike the S3Rec that only handle categorical attributes. Additionally,
CARCA was also able to signiőcantly outperform S3Rec in speed (≈ 22
times faster) and accuracy on settings with categorical attributes such as
the Games and Beauty datasets despite the competitive performance of
S3Rec on them.

Results also show that the CARCA without the cross-attention branch,
which utilizes the same dot-product scoring approach adopted by many
recent sequential models, can outperform all baselines, including the SAS-
Rec++ extended version on three out of the four datasets. However, this
version is still outperformed by the cross-attention version, which provides
a further lift of 2% to 6% in NDCG and HitRatio. This difference between
the two CARCA versions shows that older items in the user proőle have
a signiőcant inŕuence on the next items to be interacted with, and such
inŕuence should not be ignored.

One interesting őnding is that S3Rec was found to be slightly inferior
to SASRec on the Men and Fashion datasets. This is mainly because of
the features discretization step that S3Rec needs which leads to a negative
impact on its performance due to the unavoidable information loss. On
the other hand, this also explains why S3Rec is superior on the Games and
Beauty datasets, which has mostly categorical features. Another interesting

1https://github.com/wuliwei9278/SSE-PT/issues/1
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őnding is that BERT4Rec was also inferior to SASRec although it is a more
recent approach. These őndings match similar results in recently published
comparative studies [Zhou et al., 2020].

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the TopPopular model was found
to be very competitive on the Men, Fashion, and Beauty datasets due to
unevenly distributed items popularities in these datasets similar to the Epi-
nion dataset in the famous study by [Dacrema et al., 2019]. We conducted
a similar analysis on our test sets items, and we found out that the Gini
indexes of the item’s popularity in the Fashion and Men datasets (Gini
indexes = 0.71 and 0.72) are signiőcantly high, which explains the compet-
itive performance of TopPopular model. Also, the Gini index on Beauty
is slightly higher than Games (Beauty = 0.67 and Games = 0.63), which
explains why the TopPopular achieved a very competitive performance on
that dataset compared to its performance on the games dataset.

5.4.3 Performance comparison with state-of-the-art
dedicated image-based item recommendation
models (RQ2)

In this section, we compare the performance of the CARCA model against
multiple state-of-the-art image-based item recommendation models on the
Fashion dataset. Regarding the evaluation protocol, we used the same as
the one proposed by SAERS [Hou et al., 2019] with sampling 500 negative
items instead of 100 and using the area under the curve (AUC) score instead
of the HitRatio. This allows us to compare CARCA’s performance against
their published results directly.

5.4.3.1 Baselines

1. VBPR [He and McAuley, 2016]: Image-based attribute aware model
that utilizes a pre-trained CaffeNet network for extracting item’s im-
age features and a BPR model for item recommendation

2. JRL [Zhang et al., 2017b]: A State-of-the-art neural recommender
system that leverages the item’s image features for Top-N recom-
mendation.

3. SAERS [Hou et al., 2019]: State-of-the-art image-based item re-
commendation model that utilizes two CNN networks ensembled to
extract global and local image features from different regions of in-
terest.
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5.4.3.2 Results

Results in Table 5.4 shows that CARCA is able to outperform SAERS and
all other image-based models while merely utilizing pre-computed features
and without any őne-tuned image-based deep neural network components.
These őndings show that even őne-tuned image-based features are not suffi-
cient for capturing user interests, but we also need to include the contextual
features of the interactions.

Table 5.4: Performance comparison of the CARCA against state-of-the-art
image-based models on the Fashion dataset.

Model NDCG@10 AUC

Random 0.012 0.501
TopPop 0.125 0.595
VBPR [He and McAuley, 2016] 0.085 0.771
JRL [Zhang et al., 2017b] 0.127 0.771
SAERS [Hou et al., 2019] 0.171 0.816

CARCA 0.184 0.841

Improvement over best baseline (%) 7.54 3.03
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Figure 5.2: Impact of the item’s attributes and the contextual features on
CARCA’s performance.
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5.4.4 Impact of item attributes and contextual fea-
tures (RQ3)

To measure the impact of the item attributes and the contextual features
on CARCA’s performance, we conducted a comparative study between dif-
ferent CARCA versions that utilize different combinations of attributes and
features. Figure 5.2 shows that the impact of item attributes and contex-
tual features are different across the datasets. On the Men and Fashion
datasets, item attributes such as their image features have a signiőcant im-
pact on the performance compared to the interactions contexts that had a
lower impact. On the other hand, contextual features have a higher impact
on CARCA’s performance on the Games dataset than item attributes be-
cause video games are much more volatile than clothes and fashion-based
products as they are susceptible to critics and the satisfaction of their
player-bases.

5.4.5 Ablation Study (RQ4)

To measure the impact of each of the model components, multiple experi-
ments on the Men dataset were conducted to compare the different possible
conőgurations of the CARCA architecture. The hyper-parameters of each
conőguration were optimized separately on the validation set using grid
search.

5.4.5.1 Conőgurations

1. Default: This the default conőguration of CARCA that was de-
scribed in Section 5.3

2. Additive residual connections : CARCA with additive residual
connections in the multi-head attention blocks instead of multiplic-
ative ones.

3. Concat. all features : CARCA with all input vectors concatenated
in one long feature vector that goes through one embedding layer.

4. Concat. item features : CARCA with ŕipped feature extraction
pipeline where item attributes are concatenated with the item’s one-
hot vectors instead of the contextual features.

5. Positional Encoding : CARCA with positional encoding instead
of contextual features.
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6. Additional self-attention blocks on output : CARCA with an
additional multi-head attention block on top of the latent output
vectors.

7. CARCA with single target split ; CARCA model trained with
only one target item in the target items lists Ou(+) = {iP|Pu

t |} and

Ou(−) = {i /∈ P u}.

8. CARCA with transformer architecture : CARCA with a similar
architecture to the original transformers, which is a combination of
conőgurations (2), (3), (5), and (7).

5.4.5.2 Results

Table 5.5 shows that replacing the context features with traditional posi-
tional encodings has a slight negative effect on the performance, indicating
that the positional encoding can be used as a substitute for contextual fea-
tures of the interaction if timestamps are missing. Results also show that
the multiplicative residual connection in the multi-head attention blocks
provides better prediction performance as they can recover the element-
wise multiplicative interactions between the latent features similar to the
matrix factorization techniques. Additionally, results show that using a
single target for training the CARCA model is signiőcantly inferior to us-
ing list-wise target items because the model failed to capture the sequential
correlation between the inputs and target lists during training as this sup-
presses its bidirectional auto-regressive capability. However, this can be
solved by splitting the whole user’s history into sequences with different
lengths in a rolling window fashion. Moreover, in Table 5.5, we can see
that the combination strategy of the item attributes and contextual fea-
tures has different impacts on the overall performance, with the default
conőguration being slightly better but within the same margin of error.
Finally, results also showed that using the transformer architecture or us-
ing additional attention blocks on top of the cross-attention block has a
signiőcant negative effect on the overall performance.

5.4.6 Runtime Comparison

We compared the average run-time of a batch of size 128 between the
proposed CARCA models and the most recent state-of-the-art sequential
baseline models on the Games dataset using 1080Ti GPU, and E5-1660v4
CPU with 64GB of RAM. Results in table 5.7 show that the average batch
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Table 5.5: Ablation analysis between different CARCA conőgurations on
the Men dataset.

Conőguration HR@10 NDCG@10

Default (1) 0.550 0.349
Additive residual connections (2) 0.513 0.325
Concat. all features (3) 0.543 0.340
Concat. item features (4) 0.540 0.339
Positional encoding (5) 0.544 0.345
Additional self-attention blocks on output (6) 0.427 0.231
CARCA with single target split (7) 0.394 0.233
CARCA with transformer architecture (8) 0.459 0.276

run-time of CARCA is very close to other sequential models with very little
overhead due to adding the cross-attention component and the additional
features. Results also show that CARCA is about 22 times faster than
S3Rec, which is the closest competitor because of S3Rec’s computationally
expensive mutual information maximization procedure.
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Table 5.6: Hyper-parameters conőgurations and search space of the proposed models.

Model param
Dataset Best Parameters

Search Space
Men Fashion Games Beauty

SASRec++

Learning Rate 0.00001 0.00001 0.0001 0.00002 {0.001, 0.0001, 0.00002, 0.00001}
Max Seq. Length 50 35 50 50 [10, 200], Step = 5
Number of attention blocks 3 3 1 3 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
Number of attention heads 3 1 1 1 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
Dropout Rate 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.5 [0.0, 1.0], Step = 0.1
L2 reg. weight 0 0 0.001 0.001 {0, 1e-1, 1e-2, 1e-3, 1e-4, 5e-5, 1e-5}
Embeding Dimension d 60 30 50 90 [10, 500], Step = 10
Embeding Dimension g 300 150 250 450 [50, 500], Step = 50

CARCA

Learning Rate 0.000006 0.00001 0.0001 0.0001
{0.001, 0.0001, 0.00001,
0.000006, 0.000002, 0.000001}

Max Seq. Length 35 35 50 75 [10, 200], Step = 5
Number of attention blocks 3 3 3 3 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
Number of attention heads 3 3 3 1 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
Dropout Rate 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.5 [0.0, 1.0], Step = 0.1
L2 reg. weight 0.0001 0.0001 0 0.0001 {0, 1e-1, 1e-2, 1e-3, 1e-4, 5e-5, 1e-5}
Embeding Dimension d 390 390 90 90 [10, 500], Step = 10
Embeding Dimension g 1950 1950 450 450 [50, 2000], Step = 50
Residual connection
in the cross-attention block

No No Yes Yes {No, Yes}
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Table 5.7: Runtime Comparison on Games Dataset

Model Average batch runtime in seconds

S3Rec 0.580
SSE-PT 0.008
SASRec 0.013
TiSASRec 0.075
SSE-SASRec 0.015
OAR 0.018

SASRec++ 0.028

CARCA (w/o CA) 0.015
CARCA 0.026

5.4.7 Reproducibility of the Experiments

The source code of CARCA2 is available on Github. Regarding the hyper-
parameters, all models were tuned using a grid search except the EASE
model as it was optimized using a Bayesian optimization procedure existed
in its source code3 by Dacrema et al. [Dacrema et al., 2019]. The best-
found hyper-parameters and the grid search spaces of all baseline models
are indicated in Table 5.8. On the other hand, our proposed models’ hyper-
parameters conőgurations are indicated in Table 5.6.

The source codes of all baseline models are available at their authors’
GitHub repositories 4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12.

2https://github.com/ahmedrashed-ml/CARCA
3https://github.com/MaurizioFD/RecSys2019_DeepLearning_Evaluation
4https://github.com/ahmedrashed-ml/GraphRec
5https://github.com/ChenglongChen/tensorflow-DeepFM
6https://github.com/kang205/SASRec
7https://github.com/wangjlgz/Occasion-Aware-Recommenation
8https://github.com/wuliwei9278/SSE-PT/tree/master/SSE-SASrec
9https://github.com/wuliwei9278/SSE-PT

10https://github.com/RUCAIBox/CIKM2020-S3Rec
11https://github.com/FeiSun/BERT4Rec
12https://github.com/JiachengLi1995/TiSASRec
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Table 5.8: Hyper-parameters conőgurations and search space of the baseline models.

Model param
Dataset Best Parameters

Search Space
Men Fashion Games Beauty

GraphRec
Learning Rate 0.0001 0.0001 0.0005 0.0003

{0.001, 0.0005, 0.0003,
0.0001, 0.00005, 0.00001}

Embbedding Size 10 10 50 50 {10, 25, 50, 75, 100}
L2 reg. weight 0.1 0.1 0.00001 0.00001 {0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001, 0.00001}

DeepFM

Embedding Size 8 8 8 8 {8, 16, 32}
MLP Layers Sizes [32,32] [32,32] [32,32] [32,32] {16, 32, 64}
MLP Layers Numbers 2 2 2 2 {1, 2, 3}
Learning Rate 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 {0.001, 0.0001, 0.00001, 0.000001}

EASE L2 Norm 13338.87 584.9612 3090.899 6381.922 BayesianOpt

SASRec

Learning Rate 0.00001 0.00001 0.001 0.001 {1e-2, 1e-3, 1e-4, 1e-5, 6e-6, 2e-6, 1e-6}
Max Seq. Length 50 35 50 50 [10, 200], Step = 5
Hidden Units 60 30 50 50 [10, 500], Step = 10
Number of attention blocks 3 3 1 2 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
Number of attention heads 3 1 1 1 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
Dropout Rate 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.5 [0.0, 1.0], Step = 0.1
L2 reg. weight 0 0 0 0 {0, 1e-1, 1e-2, 1e-3, 1e-4, 5e-5, 1e-5}

TiSASRec

Learning Rate 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 {1e-2, 1e-3, 1e-4, 1e-5, 6e-6, 2e-6, 1e-6}
Max Seq. Length 50 50 50 50 [10, 200], Step = 5
Hidden Units 50 50 100 100 [10, 500], Step = 10
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Number of attention blocks 2 2 2 2 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
Number of attention heads 1 1 1 1 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
Dropout Rate 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.7 [0.0, 1.0], Step = 0.1
L2 reg. weight 0.00005 0.00005 0.00005 0 {0, 1e-1, 1e-2, 1e-3, 1e-4, 5e-5, 1e-5}
Time Span 256 256 256 128 {64, 128, 256, 512}

BERT4Rec

Learning Rate 0.00001 0.00001 0.001 0.001 {1e-2, 1e-3, 1e-4, 1e-5, 6e-6, 2e-6, 1e-6}
Max Seq. Length 50 50 50 50 [10, 200], Step = 5
Max Pred. Per Seq. 30 30 20 30 [10, 200], Step = 5
Masked lm prob. 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.6 [0.1, 0.9], Step = 0.1
Hidden Units 64 64 64 64 [10, 500], Step = 10
Prop. Sliding Window 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.1 [0.1, 0.9], Step = 0.1

OAR

Learning Rate 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 {1e-2, 1e-3, 1e-4, 1e-5, 6e-6, 2e-6, 1e-6}
Max Seq. Length 50 50 50 50 [10, 200], Step = 5
Hidden Units 50 50 50 50 [10, 500], Step = 10
Number of attention blocks 2 2 2 2 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
Number of attention heads 1 1 1 1 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
Dropout Rate 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.5 [0.0, 1.0], Step = 0.1
L2 reg. weight 0 0 0 0 {0, 1e-1, 1e-2, 1e-3, 1e-4, 5e-5, 1e-5}

SSE-SASRec

Learning Rate 0.00001 0.00001 0.001 0.001 {1e-2, 1e-3, 1e-4, 1e-5, 6e-6, 2e-6, 1e-6}
Max Seq. Length 50 35 50 50 [10, 200], Step = 5
Hidden Units 60 30 50 50 [10, 500], Step = 10
Number of attention blocks 3 3 1 2 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
Number of attention heads 3 1 1 1 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
Dropout Rate 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.5 [0.0, 1.0], Step = 0.1
L2 reg. weight 0 0 0 0 {0, 1e-1, 1e-2, 1e-3, 1e-4, 5e-5, 1e-5}
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SSE Threshold 1 1 0.9 0.9 [0.5, 1.0], Step =0.05

S3Rec

Learning Rate 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 {0.01, 0.001, 0.0001}
Max Seq. Length 50 50 50 50 [50, 200], Step = 50
Hidden Units 8 8 64 64 [4, 200], Step = 4
Number of attention blocks 2 2 2 2 {1, 2, 3, 4}
Number of attention heads 2 2 2 2 {1, 2, 3, 4}
Dropout Rate 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 [0.0, 1.0], Step = 0.1
mask_p 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 [0.0, 1.0], Step = 0.1
aap_weight 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 [0.0, 1.0], Step = 0.1
mip_weight 1 1 1 1 [0.0, 1.0], Step = 0.1
map_weight 1 1 1 1 [0.0, 1.0], Step = 0.1
sp_weight 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 [0.0, 1.0], Step = 0.1

SSE-PT

Learning Rate 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.001 {1e-2, 1e-3, 1e-4, 1e-5, 6e-6, 2e-6, 1e-6}
Max Seq. Length 50 50 50 50 [10, 200], Step = 5
Hidden Units 60 50 50 50 [10, 500], Step = 10
Number of attention blocks 3 3 1 1 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
Number of attention heads 3 1 1 1 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
Dropout Rate 0.8 0.2 0.5 0.5 [0.0, 1.0], Step = 0.1

User SSE Threshold 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08
{0.0, 0.02, 0.1, 0.5, 0.90,
0.92, 0.99, 1.0}

Item SSE Threshold 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
{0.0, 0.02, 0.1, 0.5, 0.90,
0.92, 0.99, 1.0}
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5.5 Summary and Outlook

In this chapter, we presented CARCA, a context and attribute-aware model
that captures user proőles’ dynamic nature and contextual changes seam-
lessly alongside leveraging any available item attributes. CARCA also uses
a cross-attention component for scoring items by capturing the correlation
between old and recent items in the user proőle and their inŕuence on de-
ciding which item to recommend next. Experimental results on four diverse
datasets show that CARCA signiőcantly outperforms multiple state-of-the-
art models on the task of item recommendation.

CARCA can be extended for next-basket recommendation scenarios by
utilizing hierarchical attention blocks in future works. We can also extend
the model capacity by exploring different regularization techniques, such as
stochastic shared embeddings, or recent sequential embedding techniques,
such as the Informer [Zhou et al., 2021] model.
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Chapter 6

Improving Next-Item

Recommendation via Surrogate

Loss Learning

Recommender systems aim to provide a personalized ranked list of items
to users that they are likely to interact with through clicks, views, or pur-
chases. To achieve this goal, two crucial design choices have to be deőned,
which are the type of feedback setting on which the model will be deployed
and the ranking quality measure for which we want to optimize the model.
One famous and widely used example of such measures is the Normalized
Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2002, He
et al., 2017]; however, since NDCG is non-differentiable, most of the models
are usually optimized by different proxy loss functions depending on the
used feedback setting.

In implicit feedback settings, models are usually optimized for maximiz-
ing the ranking measure, such as the NDCG by maximizing the difference
between the likelihood scores of positive (observed) and negative (unob-
served) pairs of users and items. To solve this task, point-wise logistic loss
function (log loss) [He et al., 2017] or pair-wise loss functions such as BPR
[Rendle et al., 2009] are usually selected for the training procedure. Also,
given the absence of multi-level relevance feedback in such settings, point-
wise and pair-wise losses are generally preferred over other proxy list-wise
ranking losses, such as the smoothly approximated NDCG [Bruch et al.,
2019, Qin et al., 2010], Gumbel approximated NDCG [Bruch et al., 2020]
and sorting networks [Grover et al., 2019], even though they can not capture
the list-wise nature of the target ranking measure for which the model to
be optimized. This preference is mainly because the proxy list-wise losses
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mostly rely on having explicit multi-level relevance feedback, and they were
not evaluated on implicit binary relevance settings.

In this chapter, we present a comparative study between different proxy
loss functions for optimizing the NDCG measure. We also present a guided
learning step-wise approach (GuidedRec) that allows recommender system
models to directly optimize the NDCG instead of using proxy loss func-
tions by adapting, stabilizing and extending the Learning Surrogate Losses
approach by (Grabocka et al. 2019)[Grabocka et al., 2019] for optimizing
the NDCG measure. The proposed GuidedRec approach can be used to
optimize any recommender model that utilizes a point-wise logistic loss
function seamlessly and without requiring any modiőcations to the model
itself. To optimize the true NDCG function, GuidedRec uses an independ-
ent surrogate loss model that is trained in parallel to learn and maximize
the NDCG loss using the output scores of the recommender model. The
GuidedRec approach also utilizes the original logistic loss function as a
secondary task to stabilize the optimization phase of the surrogate model.
Our contributions in this chapter can be summarized as follows :

• We show that learning a surrogate loss for NDCG with the Learning
Surrogate Losses approach is unstable and does not yield competitive
results.

• We propose an alternative guided learning approach for surrogate losses
that learns the surrogate loss in parallel to learning the recommender
model using the original logistic loss to stabilize the learning phase.

• We apply learning surrogate losses and guided learning surrogate losses
for the őrst time to NDCG.

• In experiments on three recommendation datasets we show that our
guided surrogate learning approach yields models better optimized
for NDCG than recent state-of-the-art engineered surrogate losses.

6.1 Related Work

Deciding on which optimization strategy to use in the task of item re-
commendation depends on two main factors. The őrst one is the target
feedback setting on which the model will be deployed; this can be expli-
cit, implicit, or a hybrid setting. The second factor is the target ranking
measure that we will want to optimize and use for performance evaluation.
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In implicit feedback settings there exist only observed and unobserved
interactions and multiple types of proxy loss functions have been used to
optimize the őnal non-differentiable NDCG ranking measure. Two widely
used functions are the point-wise logistic loss [He et al., 2017] and the pair-
wise BPR loss [Rendle et al., 2009]. These functions rely on maximizing
the difference between the likelihood scores of positive and negative interac-
tions. They are also mostly used in models that output a single likelihood
score for any user-item pair fed as an input, such as matrix factorization
[Rendle et al., 2009] and deep learning models [He et al., 2017]. Another
candidate proxy loss function is the multinomial logistic loss, which can
be used in auto-encoder based models [Liang et al., 2018]. Although these
proxy functions are used in most of the recent state-of-the-art models, they
still cannot capture the list-wise nature of the target NDCG ranking meas-
ure in terms of the relative preference between items in the same list and
the relative position of the positive items in the őnal ranked list. A possible
appealing solution to such limitations is using list-wise loss functions that
mathematically approximate the NDCG measure, such as the smoothly
approximated NDCG [Bruch et al., 2019, Qin et al., 2010], Gumbel ap-
proximated NDCG [Bruch et al., 2020] or using a differentiable sorting
network [Grover et al., 2019] that can address the non-differentiable sort-
ing operation in the NDCG metric. However, these functions mainly rely
on having explicit multi-level relevance feedback values, and they were not
evaluated on binary relevance feedback settings before. We further shed
light on these state-of-the-art loss functions in the experiments section,
as we propose to use them as baselines. Our empirical results on multiple
datasets also showed that they sometimes perform slightly better than other
point-wise proxy functions in binary-relevance settings.

A possible approach to solve the different limitations of these different
proxy functions is to directly learn and optimize the őnal target measure
through surrogate loss learning [Grabocka et al., 2019]. However, this ap-
proach suffers from stability issues similar to Generative Adversarial Net-
works (GANs), and it needs to be further extended to be applicable for
list-wise measures such as the NDCG.

In this work, we extend and address the stability problem of the surrog-
ate loss learning approach for item recommendation tasks by proposing a
guided learning approach (GuidedRec) for directly optimizing the NDCG
measure in implicit feedback settings. To mitigate the stability issue, we
propose using the point-wise logistic loss function as a stabilizer for the
guidance procedures, which achieves a signiőcant improvement over mul-
tiple state-of-the-art proxy loss functions for ranking items. We also limit
our focus on the logistic loss function as a stabilizing function; however,
we note that following the same notation, other loss functions can also be
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subsequently derived and exploited as alternatives.

6.2 Problem Definition

In item recommendation tasks, there exist a set of users U :=
{u1, u2, ..., uN}, a set of items I := {i1, i2, ..., iM}, and a sparse binary
interaction matrix R ∈ R

N×M that indicate user’s implicit preferences on
items. The main goal of the item recommendation task is to őll the missing
entries in R using a recommender system model r̂ : U × I → R in order to
present users with short personalized ranked lists of relevant items based
on their likelihood scores. To do so, models have to be optimized with
respect to maximizing the ranked list’s NDCG quality measure

DCG@k =
k

∑

p=1

relp
log2(p+ 1)

(6.1)

NDCG@k =
DCGk

IDCGk

(6.2)

where relp is the relevance of the item at position p. IDCGk is the best
possible value for DCG for the best possible ranking of relevant items at
threshold k.

6.3 Proposed Method

The proposed GuidedRec approach can be divided into two main compon-
ents. The őrst component is the wrapper that reshapes the list-wise inputs
required for optimizing the NDCG ranking measure into pair-wise inputs
suitable for recommender models that utilize point-wise logistic loss func-
tions. The wrapper also converts the point-wise predicted relevance scores
into list-wise relevance scores suitable for calculating the NDCG measure.
The second component is the surrogate loss model that is trained in parallel
to simultaneously approximate the true NDCG function and to maximize
the prediction performance through maximizing the NDCG measure of the
predicted lists of items.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the architecture of the GuidedRec and each com-
ponent will be discussed in detail in the following subsections.
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Figure 6.1: GuidedRec Architecture

6.3.1 GuidedRec Wrapper

To optimize the list-wise NDCG loss through GuidedRec, we have to op-
timize the recommender system model using a list-wise batch of inputs
(U , T ,Y) := {(u1, t1, y1), ..., (uBL

, tBL
, yBL

)} where BL is the list-wise batch

size, uj is the target user, tj is a list of K items tj := {i(j)1 , ..., i
(j)
K }, and

yj := {r(j)1 , ..., r
(j)
K } is the list of ground truth binary relevance scores for

items in tj with respect to user uj.

On the other hand, recommender models that utilize a point-wise loss
function such as the log loss usually inputted with a pair-wise batch of
BP inputs (U , I,R) := {(u1, i1, r1), ..., (uBP

, iBP
, rBP

)} to predicts a single
likelihood score r̂ui for each user-item pair as follows:

r̂ui = f(u, i; θf ) (6.3)

where f is the recommender system model with parameters θf , u represents
a user’s one-hot encoded input vector, and i represents an item’s one-hot
encoded input vector.

To apply GuidedRec to such models without having to modify them,
we simply reshape the sampled list-wise batch (U , T ,Y) into a pair-wise
batch of size BL × K by repeating uj for each item in tj and utilizing

their ground-truth scores r
(j)
k in yj. We denote this preprocessing function

as Qin : (U , T ,Y) → (U , I,R). Similarly, we reshape back the output
scores R̂ ∈ R

(BL×K)×1 into Ŷ ∈ R
(BL×K) to recover the list-wise shape of

the predicted scores using the postprocessing function Qout : R
(BL×K)×1 →

R
BL×K .
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6.3.2 Surrogate Loss Model

Given the list-wise predicted scores ŷ ∈ Ŷ and ground-truth scores y ∈ Y ,
we deőne the add-on surrogate loss model that estimate the NDCG of the
predicted scores as follows:

x = zip(y, ŷ) = {(r1, r̂1), ..., (rK , r̂K)}, x ∈ R
K×2 (6.4)

ϕMLP(x) = o(Flatten(x); θo) (6.5)

z = g(x; θg) (6.6)

ϕNFM(x) = e

(

1

K
zzT1; θe

)

(6.7)

ˆNDCG(y, ŷ) = h(ϕNFM(x)⊙ ϕMLP(x); θh) (6.8)

where g, o, e, and h are a series of non-linear fully connected layers with
weights θg, θo, θe, and θh respectively, and ⊙ denotes the element-wise
product of two vectors. Flatten(x) is a function that ŕatten the input
tensor x to a one-dimensional array. ϕNFM(x) is a non-linear factorization
machine component inspired by the architecture of the NFM model [He
and Chua, 2017] that capture the bi-linear interactions between the lat-
ent features of the predicted and ground-truth scores pairs in x. Finally,

ˆNDCG(y, ŷ) represents the őnal predicted NDCG score that is calculated
by having an ensemble of a multi-layer perception component ϕMLP(x) and
the non-linear factorization machine component ϕNFM(x). Both compon-
ents are inputted with the series of predicted and ground-truth scores pairs
x and their output latent features are multiplied together element-wise be-
fore being fed to the őnal NDCG scoring function h. Figure 6.3d illustrates
the őnal architecture of the surrogate loss model. It is worthy to note that
we tried different architectures that are shown in Figure 6.3, however, we
found out that ensemble version performed best on all datasets. Comparis-
ons between different architectures of the surrogate model will be discussed
in detail in Section 6.4.4
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6.3.3 Optimizing GuidedRec

In this section we explain the end-to-end learning procedure of GuidedRec.
Given the recommender system model f and the surrogate loss model

ˆNDCG(Y , Ŷ) with weights Θ := {θg, θo, θe, θh}, we deőne a two step op-
timization procedure that is applied to every input batch (U , T ,Y).

In the őrst step we optimize the recommender model f by minimizing
its original log loss function in Equation 6.9 while őxing the surrogate
model weights Θ. We also utilize a weighting parameter β that controls the
importance of the log loss function to the overall learning procedure. After
optimizing the original log loss function, we retrieve the reshaped predicted
relevance scores Ŷ to calculate the true NDCG score NDCG(Y , Ŷ) [He
et al., 2017] using the ground-truth scores Y .

Llogloss(U , I,R) =

− β





∑

(u,i)∈(U ,I,R)

rui log(r̂ui) + (1− rui) log(1− r̂ui)





(6.9)

In the second step, we follow a similar bi-level optimization approach to
the one proposed by [Grabocka et al., 2019]. Once the true NDCG score is
calculated, we őrst optimize the surrogate model to approximate the true
NDCG score by minimizing Equation 6.10 while őxing the model weights
θf of the recommender system. After that, we optimize the recommender
system model f to maximize the predicted NDCG score of the surrogate loss
model ˆNDCG(Y , Ŷ) by minimizing Equation 6.11 while őxing the surrogate
model weights Θ.

LSurrogate(Y , Ŷ) =
∑

(y,ŷ)∈zip(Y,Ŷ)

(

NDCG(y, ŷ)− ˆNDCG(y, ŷ)
)2 (6.10)

LNDCG(Y , Ŷ) =
∑

(y,ŷ)∈zip(Y,Ŷ)

− ˆNDCG(y, ŷ) (6.11)

The full pseudo-code of GuidedRec is described in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3: GuidedRec (U , I,R)

input : A set of users U , a set of items I and their ground-truth
relevance scores R

output: The predicted items scores Ŷ
1 Initialize the surrogate model and the recommender system model

parameters Θ and θf
2 for E epochs do
3 Draw a list-wise batch (U , T ,Y)
4 Convert the list-wise batch to pair-wise batch using Qin

5 Predict items scores R̂ using Eq. (3)
6 Update θf by mnimizing Eq. (9)

7 Convert the pair-wise predicted scores R̂ to list-wise scores Ŷ
using Qout

8 Calculate the average true NDCG value using Eq. (1) and (2)
9 Predict the surrogate NDCG value using Eq. (8)

10 Update Θ by minimizing Eq. (10) while őxing θf
11 Update θf by maximizing Eq. (11) while őxing Θ

12 end

6.4 Experiments

In this section, multiple experiments were conducted to evaluate the per-
formance of the GuidedRec approach and to answer the following research
questions.

RQ1 How well does GuidedRec perform compared to the state-of-the-art
ranking-based surrogate loss functions?

RQ2 What is the best candidate architecture for the surrogate loss model?

RQ3 Can we learn the NDCG measure from scratch without using a sta-
bilizing loss function?

6.4.1 Datasets

In order to evaluate the performance of GuidedRec, we used the following
real-world datasets:

1. MovieLens 100K1: This is a well-known dataset for movies rating

1https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/
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prediction which contains 100,000 ratings.

2. MovieLens 1M: This is a larger version of the MovieLens 100K with
1,000,209 interactions.

3. MovieTweeting [Dooms et al., 2013]: This dataset consists of movies
ratings that were collected from a stream of tweets on Twitter. This
dataset is extremely sparse and it is much more challenging to learn
useful patterns from it, hence a simple naive TopPopular model usu-
ally outperforms all other baselines on it. We use this dataset not just
for performance comparison but also for checking the loss functions
robustness against overőtting.

We transformed all the datasets into implicit feedback binary interactions
that indicate whether the user has rated the item or not similar to [He
et al., 2017]. Datasets statistics are shown in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Datasets Statistics

Dataset Items Users Interactions

MovieLens 100k 1,682 943 100,000
MovieLens 1M 3,952 6,040 1,000,209
MovieTweeting 7,505 10,455 50,000

6.4.2 Evaluation Protocol

To evaluate the GuidedRec performance on the item recommendation task,
we utilize the widely used leave-one-out evaluation protocol [He et al.,
2017]. In this protocol, we hold out the last two positive interactions for
every user for validation and testing while using the rest for training. For
evaluation, we rank the positive test item among different 99 negatively
sample items that were not interacted by the user. Finally, for each user,
we truncate the ranked list at a threshold value of 10 to match our training
sampling strategy indicated in Section 6.3.3, and we measure the overall
quality using the average Hit-Ratio (HR) and the Normalized Discounted
Cumulative Gain (NDCG) across all users.

To measure the statistical signiőcance of the results, we repeat this
process őve times, and we report the average metrics across all runs along
with their statistical signiőcance using the p-values of a paired t-test. The
optimal hyper-parameters for the GuidedRec approach have been estimated
via grid search on the validation set. The best hyper-parameter settings
and the utilized grid search space are discussed in Section 6.4.7.
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Table 6.2: Performance comparison of the GuidedRec learning approach

MovieLens 100k MovieLens 1M MovieTweeting
Loss Function HR@10 NDCG@10 HR@10 NDCG@10 HR@10 NDCG@10

Logloss 0.628 0.368 0.681 0.413 0.723 0.567
Gumbel-NDCG [Bruch et al., 2020] 0.633 0.372 0.684 0.410 0.722 0.567
Approx-NDCG [Bruch et al., 2019, Qin et al., 2010] 0.618 0.355 0.684 0.409 0.714 0.559
ListMLE [Xia et al., 2008] 0.618 0.366 0.675 0.401 0.723 0.567
Softmax [Pasumarthi et al., 2019] 0.620 0.346 0.656 0.374 0.724 0.568
Pair-wise logloss [Pasumarthi et al., 2019] 0.645 0.377 0.688 0.409 0.724 0.568
Neural-Sort [Grover et al., 2019] 0.645 0.379 0.663 0.385 0.726 0.567

GuidedRec w/o logloss 0.437 0.241 0.292 0.170 0.724 0.567
GuidedRec w/ logloss 0.661** 0.386** 0.695* 0.422** 0.732** 0.571**

Benchmark Models

TopPopular 0.406 0.219 0.467 0.260 0.724 0.565
NeuMF [He et al., 2017] 0.621 0.356 0.660 0.393 0.724 0.567

Significantly outperforms the best baseline at the: ** 0.01 and * 0.05 levels.
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Figure 6.2: Training Losses Curves

6.4.3 Performance comparison with state-of-the-art
ranking-based loss functions (RQ1)

In this section we conduct multiple experiments to compare the perform-
ance of using the GuidedRec learning procedure against the widely used log
loss function and a battery of state-of-the-art ranking loss functions from
the TensorFlow TFRanking library [Pasumarthi et al., 2019].

To have a fair comparison, we utilized the same batch sampling strategy
for training and a őxed state-of-the-art GraphRec model [Rashed et al.,
2019] as a base recommender system model for all loss functions. The op-
timal hyper-parameters for the őxed GraphRec model have been estimated
via grid search on the validation set using the log loss function. It is worth
noting that we also tried to estimate the optimal model hyper-parameters
separately for each loss function, but no differences were found. The best
hyper-parameter settings and the utilized grid search space will be discussed
in Section 6.4.7. Regarding the sampling strategy, we sample 10 items for
each user in the batch with an equal ratio of positive and negative items.
All loss functions were optimized with the ADAM optimizer.

6.4.3.1 Baselines Loss Functions

1. Logloss [Pasumarthi et al., 2019, He et al., 2017]: This is the widely
used logistic loss function for binary classiőcation.
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2. ListMLE [Xia et al., 2008]: A famous and widely used list-wise
likelihood loss function for learning-to-rank tasks.

3. Softmax [Pasumarthi et al., 2019]: A list-wise Softmax Cross-
Entropy loss function for learning-to-rank with binary relevance
scores.

4. Pair-wise Logistic Loss [Pasumarthi et al., 2019]: A pair-wise lo-
gistic for learning-to-rank with binary relevance scores.

5. Approx-NDCG [Bruch et al., 2019, Qin et al., 2010]: A state-of-
the-art list-wise ranking loss that represents a smooth approximation
of the NDCG measure.

6. Gumbel-NDCG [Bruch et al., 2020]: A state-of-the-art list-wise
ranking loss that further extends and improves the Approx-NDCG
approach using stochastic sampling with Gumbel-Max method [Mad-
dison et al., 2016, Luce, 2012, Maddison et al., 2014]

7. NeuralSort [Grover et al., 2019]: A state-of-the-art list-wise ranking
loss that applies a softmax cross entropy loss on the true and pre-
dicted items ranks which are calculated through differentiable sorting
networks.

To measure the loss functions robustness against overőtting and to com-
pare it against recent benchmark results, we compare their performance
against a non-personalized TopPopular model that recommends the most
popular items to everyone and against the NeuMF model [He et al., 2017].
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(a) MLP (b) NFM-Based D=2

(c) NFM-Based D=1

(d) Ensemble

Figure 6.3: Different candidate architectures for the surrogate loss model
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Table 6.3: Performance comparison between surrogate loss models with leaky and non-leaky gradients on the MovieLens
datasets

MovieLens 100k MovieLens 1M
Loss Function Gradients HR@10 NDCG@10 HR@10 NDCG@10

Logloss - 0.628 0.368 0.681 0.413
GuidedRec w/o logloss Non-Leaky 0.437 0.241 0.292 0.170
GuidedRec w/o logloss Leaky 0.643 0.369 0.676 0.405
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6.4.3.2 Results

Results in Table 6.2, show that optimizing the base GraphRec model with
GuidedRec while maintaining the logistic loss as a stabilizing loss func-
tion achieves statistically signiőcant improvements in the NDCG measure
across the three datasets. Interestingly the results also show signiőcant
improvements in the secondary HitRatio measure even though we only
optimized the NDCG measure. This effect is mainly due to the high cor-
relation between the two measures. Results on the MovieTweeting dataset
also shows that nearly all baseline loss functions overőtted on the training
set, and they were outperformed by the simple TopPopular model as ex-
pected. However, this was not the case with GuidedRec, which indicates
that it was more robust, and this allows it to outperform all baselines loss
functions and the benchmark baseline models.

On the other hand, results show that optimizing the GuidedRec’s sur-
rogate loss model without using a stabilizing loss function as proposed by
[Grabocka et al., 2019] suffers a severe instability on the MovieLens data-
sets and the optimization procedure always gets stuck in local optima. This
is because using log loss as a stabilizing function allows the surrogate loss
model to start learning the true NDCG measure from a relatively good
and close starting point to the true loss curve. While without using the
log loss as a stabilizing function, the surrogate loss model will start from
a possible unfavored random point to the true loss curve, which increases
the probability of being stuck in local optima.

These stabilizing effect of using the log loss function in the GuidedRec
approach can also be seen clearly in the training loss curves in Figure 6.2.
On the MovieLens datasets, the log loss function őrst starts to increases in
order to counteract the decrease in the surrogate model’s squared-error loss
until both losses reach a stable point. Once they reach a stable point, both
functions start to decrease simultaneously while the true and surrogate
NDCGs increase. This counteracting behavior induces a regularizing effect
on the surrogate loss model, which allows it to overcome the local optima
and achieve higher NDCG values compared to the model version that does
not use a log loss functions that are indicated in the second row of Figure
6.2. The same őgure also shows that the counteracting effect is signiőc-
antly higher on the MovieLens datasets compared with the MovieTweeting
dataset, which indicates that the MovieTweeting has a smoother NDCG
loss surface.

Further experimental results using different evaluation metrics and
threshold values are shown and discussed in Section 6.4.6.
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Table 6.4: Performance comparison between different architectures for the
surrogate loss on the MovieLens 100K

Model HR@10 NDCG@10

MLP 0.641 0.375
NFM-Based D=1 0.647 0.377
NFM-Based D=2 0.646 0.378
Ensemble 0.661** 0.386**

Significantly outperforms the best baseline at the: ** 0.01 and * 0.05 levels.

6.4.4 Surrogate Loss Model Architecture (RQ2)

To select the best candidate architecture for the surrogate loss model; we
conducted a comparative study between performance of the different can-
didates on the MovieLens 100K dataset. We compared four possible ar-
chitecture candidates in this study; a simple MLP-based fully connected
approach, a permutation invariant neural factorization machine based ap-
proach with second-degree bi-linear interactions between latent features, a
permutation invariant neural factorization machine based approach with
őrst-degree feature interactions, and an ensemble of the őrst two candid-
ates. All architecture candidates are shown in Figure 6.3

Results in Table 6.4 show that the permutation invariant NFM-based
architectures are slightly better than the MLP-based architecture in terms
of HitRatio and NDCG. Results also show that using an ensemble of the
MLP architecture and the NFM architecture with second degree features
interactions provide the best results across most of the evaluation metrics.

6.4.5 Learning NDCG measure from scratch using
leaky-gradients (RQ3)

To answer the third research question, we compared the performance of
using GuidedRec to optimize a GraphRec model with and without altern-
atively őxing the models’ weights in the bi-level optimization phase. We
also omitted the log loss from GuidedRec to eliminate any side effects from
the stabilizing function. To differentiate between the two options, we in-
dicate the one without őxing models’ weights as having a leaky-gradients
during the bi-level optimization compared with non-leaky gradients for the
one with weights őxation.

Table 6.3 shows performance comparison on the MovieLens datasets
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between the two GuidedRec versions and the standard log loss function.
Results show that the surrogate loss model with Leaky-gradients is much
more stable than the non-leaky version, and it is even slightly better than
the log loss function on the MovieLens 100k. On the other hand, it is only
slightly worse than the log loss on the MovieLens 1M.

These results indicate that the surrogate loss model of GuidedRec ap-
proach can be stabilized by just leaking the gradients in the bi-level op-
timization. However, the achieved performance is still inferior compared
to using a dedicated stabilizing function, such as a log loss along with the
non-leaky version. On the other hand, these őndings suggest the possibility
of using the leaky surrogate loss model for modeling evaluation metrics that
are non-differentiable and having no proxy loss functions for stabilizing.

6.4.6 Supplementary Results and Evaluation Metrics

In this section, we present complete experimental results for the comparat-
ive experiment discussed in Section 6.4.3 using different evaluation metrics
and threshold values. Results in Tables 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9, show that optim-
izing the base GraphRec model with GuidedRec while maintaining the log
loss as a stabilizing loss function achieves statistically signiőcant improve-
ments in the NDCG measure across the three datasets regardless of the
threshold value K even though we only trained the model on lists of size
10.
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Table 6.5: Best found hyper-parameters for GuidedRec

Dataset o g e h Llogloss LNDCG LSurrogate Epochs
λ lr λ lr λ lr

ML 100K [20,20] [20] [20] [8] 1× 10−5 1× 10−3 1× 10−6 1.3× 10−3 8× 10−5 2× 10−3 440
ML 1M [20,20] [20] [20] [8] 1× 10−5 5× 10−4 1× 10−5 6.5× 10−4 7× 10−7 1.2× 10−3 430
MVT [20,20] [20] [20] [8] 1× 10−5 1× 10−4 2× 10−6 2× 10−4 7× 10−7 1.2× 10−3 111

Table 6.6: Runtime comparison between GuidedRec and other proxy loss functions

Loss Function Average batch runtime in seconds

Logloss 4.185
Gumbel-NDCG [Bruch et al., 2020] 12.451
Approx-NDCG [Bruch et al., 2019, Qin et al., 2010] 4.709
ListMLE [Xia et al., 2008] 4.557
Softmax [Pasumarthi et al., 2019] 4.680
Pair-wise logloss [Pasumarthi et al., 2019] 5.567
Neural-Sort [Grover et al., 2019] 4.812

GuidedRec w/ logloss 16.525
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Table 6.7: Performance comparison on the MovieLens 100k dataset

Loss Function Main Metrics Supplementary Metrics
HR@10 NDCG@10 HR@5 HR@20 NDCG@5 NDCG@20

Logloss 0.628 0.368 0.449 0.781 0.310 0.407
Gumbel-NDCG [Bruch et al., 2020] 0.633 0.372 0.456 0.794 0.315 0.413
Approx-NDCG [Bruch et al., 2019, Qin et al., 2010] 0.618 0.355 0.443 0.782 0.299 0.397
ListMLE [Xia et al., 2008] 0.618 0.366 0.454 0.772 0.313 0.405
Softmax [Pasumarthi et al., 2019] 0.620 0.346 0.440 0.796 0.288 0.391
Pair-wise logloss [Pasumarthi et al., 2019] 0.645 0.377 0.460 0.813 0.318 0.420
Neural-Sort [Grover et al., 2019] 0.645 0.379 0.459 0.815 0.318 0.422

GuidedRec w/o logloss 0.437 0.241 0.290 0.628 0.193 0.289
GuidedRec w/ logloss 0.661** 0.386** 0.476* 0.803 0.326* 0.422

Benchmark Models

TopPopular 0.406 0.219 0.257 0.601 0.170 0.268
NeuMF [He et al., 2017] 0.621 0.356 0.446 0.790 0.299 0.398

Significantly outperforms the best baseline at the: ** 0.01 and * 0.05 levels.
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Table 6.8: Performance comparison on the MovieLens 1M dataset

Loss Function Main Metrics Supplementary Metrics
HR@10 NDCG@10 HR@5 HR@20 NDCG@5 NDCG@20

Logloss 0.681 0.413 0.514 0.824 0.359 0.450
Gumbel-NDCG [Bruch et al., 2020] 0.684 0.410 0.510 0.838 0.354 0.449
Approx-NDCG [Bruch et al., 2019, Qin et al., 2010] 0.684 0.409 0.511 0.837 0.352 0.448
ListMLE [Xia et al., 2008] 0.675 0.401 0.504 0.825 0.345 0.439
Softmax [Pasumarthi et al., 2019] 0.656 0.374 0.473 0.822 0.314 0.416
Pair-wise logloss [Pasumarthi et al., 2019] 0.688 0.409 0.512 0.845 0.352 0.449
Neural-Sort [Grover et al., 2019] 0.663 0.385 0.489 0.815 0.329 0.424

GuidedRec w/o logloss 0.292 0.170 0.212 0.363 0.144 0.188
GuidedRec w/ logloss 0.695* 0.422** 0.524** 0.842 0.366** 0.459**

Benchmark Models

TopPopular 0.467 0.260 0.322 0.650 0.214 0.306
NeuMF [He et al., 2017] 0.660 0.393 0.490 0.824 0.338 0.435

Significantly outperforms the best baseline at the: ** 0.01 and * 0.05 levels.
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Table 6.9: Performance comparison on the extremely sparse MovieTweeting dataset

Loss Function Main Metrics Supplementary Metrics
HR@10 NDCG@10 HR@5 HR@20 NDCG@5 NDCG@20

Logloss 0.723 0.567 0.647 0.795 0.542 0.585
Gumbel-NDCG [Bruch et al., 2020] 0.722 0.567 0.646 0.795 0.542 0.585
Approx-NDCG [Bruch et al., 2019, Qin et al., 2010] 0.714 0.559 0.641 0.789 0.535 0.578
ListMLE [Xia et al., 2008] 0.723 0.567 0.646 0.796 0.542 0.586
Softmax [Pasumarthi et al., 2019] 0.724 0.568 0.646 0.796 0.542 0.586
Pair-wise logloss [Pasumarthi et al., 2019] 0.724 0.568 0.647 0.797 0.543 0.586
Neural-Sort [Grover et al., 2019] 0.726 0.567 0.647 0.798 0.541 0.585

GuidedRec w/o logloss 0.724 0.567 0.645 0.795 0.542 0.585
GuidedRec w/ logloss 0.732** 0.571** 0.649** 0.809** 0.544** 0.590**

Benchmark Models

TopPopular 0.724 0.565 0.643 0.800 0.539 0.585
NeuMF [He et al., 2017] 0.724 0.567 0.646 0.798 0.542 0.586

Significantly outperforms the best baseline at the: ** 0.01 and * 0.05 levels.
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6.4.7 Reproducibility of the Experiments

The source code of GuidedRec is available at our GitHub repository2. Re-
garding the base recommender system models, we used ADAM optimizer
with weight decay λ [Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017]. The batch sizes were
250, 250, 1000 for MovieLens 100K, MovieLens 1M, and MovieTweeting re-
spectively. We tuned the hyper-parameters of all models using a grid-search
on the log loss as follows:

• NeuMF: We tested prediction factors of [8, 16, 32, 64], layers numbers of
[1, 2, 3, 4], ADAM weight decays λlogloss that range from 0.00000001
to 0001, and learning rates that range from 0.0001 to 0.002. The
best hyper-parameters were prediction layers = [16, 16, 8, 8], learn
rate =1 × 10−3, and weight decay λlogloss = 1 × 10−5 for MovieLens
100K; prediction layers = [64, 64, 32, 16], learn rate =5 × 10−4, and
weight decay λlogloss = 1 × 10−5 for MovieLens 1M; and prediction
layers = [16, 16, 8, 8], learn rate =1×10−4, and weight decay λlogloss =
1× 10−5 for MovieTweeting

• GraphRec:We tested different embedding sizes that range from 5 to 150,
ADAM weight decays λlogloss that range from 0.00000001 to 0001,
and learning rates that range from 0.0001 to 0.002. The best hyper-
parameters were embedding size = 20, learn rate =1 × 10−3, and
weight decay λlogloss = 1× 10−5 for MovieLens 100K; embedding size
= 45, learn rate =5 × 10−4, and weight decay λlogloss = 1 × 10−5 for
MovieLens 1M; and embedding size = 10, learn rate =1× 10−4, and
weight decay λlogloss = 1× 10−5 for MovieTweeting

On the other hand, for tuning the GuidedRec surrogate loss model we
tested a different number of layers numbers of [1, 2, 3, 4], with sizes that
range from 5 to 150, learning rates that range from 0.0001 to 0.002, β that
range from 10 to 1 × 10−12, ADAM weight decays λNDCG and λSurrogate
that range from 0.00000001 to 0001, and activation functions of [Linear,
Leaky_ReLU, Sigmoid, Relu, Tanh, and CReLU]. The best-found hyper-
parameters for the GuidedRec approach are indicated in Tables 6.5. We
also used β = 1.0 and Tanh activation on all datasets.

Finally, regarding the baseline loss functions, we used the best-found
hyper-parameters of the base models to optimize them, and their best num-
ber of epochs were as follows:

2https://github.com/ahmedrashed-ml/GuidedRec
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• Logloss: The best number of epochs were 320, 156, and 43 for GraphRec
on MovieLens 100K, MovieLens 1M and MovieTweeting respectively.

• Gumbel-NDCG: The best number of epochs were 464, 190, and 37 for
GraphRec on MovieLens 100K, MovieLens 1M, and MovieTweeting
respectively.

• Approx-NDCG: The best number of epochs were 320, 191, and 18 for
GraphRec on MovieLens 100K, MovieLens 1M and MovieTweeting
respectively.

• ListMLE: The best number of epochs were 44, 9, and 41 for GraphRec
on MovieLens 100K, MovieLens 1M, and MovieTweeting respectively.

• Softmax: The best number of epochs were 266, 17, and 57 for GraphRec
model on MovieLens 100K, MovieLens 1M, and MovieTweeting re-
spectively.

• Pair-wise logloss: The best number of epochs were 65, 29, and 100
for GraphRec model on MovieLens 100K, MovieLens 1M, and Movi-
eTweeting respectively.

• Neural-Sort: The best number of epochs were 151, 53, and 29 for
GraphRec model on MovieLens 100K, MovieLens 1M, and Movi-
eTweeting respectively.

6.4.8 Run-time Comparison

Training an independent surrogate loss model and calculating the true
NDCG ground truth values for each batch induce some runtime overhead
on top of the average batch runtime. To measure such overhead we com-
pared the average runtime of a batch using all loss functions against the
GuidedRec approach on the MovieLens 1M dataset. Results in table 6.6
show that the average batch runtime using GuidedRec is around 3 to 4
times slower than the proxy loss functions which means there will be a
slight trade-off between accuracy and average runtime when considering
the GuidedRec approach. This experiment was done on a machine with
two E5-2670v2 Xeon CPUs and 128 GB of RAM.

6.5 Summary and Outlook

In this chapter, we presented GuidedRec, a guided learning approach that
can be applied to any recommender system model that outputs point-wise
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likelihood scores for user-item pairs. The proposed approach aims to guide
the recommender system model to optimize the true NDCG measure by
training and optimizing a parallel independent surrogate loss model that
is trained to learn the true NDCG measure. We also proposed using the
original logistic point-wise loss function to stabilize the learning procedure.
Experiments on three real-world recommender system datasets show that
optimizing recommender models through the GuidedRec can signiőcantly
outperform the state-of-the-art and the widely used proxy loss functions
for optimizing the NDCG measure.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Summary

In this book, we presented four different item recommendation approaches
that can leverage a wide range of auxiliary information and can be ap-
plied to various settings, including but not limited to explicit and implicit
feedback settings, multi-relational settings, and unique item recommenda-
tion settings. We also presented a guided learning step-wise approach for
directly optimizing the NDCG metric using surrogate loss models.

In Chapter 2, we discussed the different recommendation tasks and the
used approaches for solving them. Additionally we discuss the different
evaluation protocols and settings that are used to compare and measure
the performance these different approaches.

In Chapter 3, we presented our attribute-aware model GraphRec that
can utilize side attributes by utilizing their numerical vector. Further-
more, to address the problem of potential scarce external side attributes,
GraphRec uses the Laplacian information of the users-items co-occurrence
graph as generic internal attributes which only require the mere rating
matrix.

In Chapter 4, we proposed two attribute-aware multi-relational models
that can leverage auxiliary relations for item recommendation and node
classiőcation tasks. Firstly, we presented the BRNLE model that utilizes
item-item and user-user relations for recommending the correct classiőca-
tion labels for graph nodes. Then we presented an extended version of that
model called MultiRec that can utilize several user-item relations simul-
taneously for item recommendation in auction systems.
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In Chapter 5, we presented CARCA, a context, and attribute-aware
sequential recommendation model. CARCA utilizes several multi-head at-
tention blocks to capture the evolving patterns in the user proőle and util-
izes a separate dedicated cross-attention block to capture the inŕuence of
all previous historical interactions on the target items to be recommended.

Finally, in Chapter 6, we presented the guided learning step-wise ap-
proach GuidedRec that allows recommender system models to directly op-
timize the NDCG instead of using proxy loss functions by adapting, sta-
bilizing, and extending the Learning Surrogate Losses approach. We also
compared the GuidedRec approach against various proposed proxy losses
for optimizing the NDCG measure.

7.2 Future Directions

Besides possible extensions of the proposed techniques we described
throughout this thesis at the end of the respective chapters, multiple open
questions and limitations still need to be answered and mitigated. For
example, one major question is what would be the best way of building a
uniőed model for the next item recommendation that can leverage not only
attributes and contextual information but also any existing multi-relational
information between existing entities. A possible candidate could be cre-
ated by extending the CARCA model to leverage multi-relational inter-
actions by treating all historical user interactions as a time series where
the interaction type would be treated as contextual information. Another
challenge and current limitation is the need for a uniőed performance eval-
uation protocol that yields consistent benchmark results in the offline and
online evaluation stages to allow better model selection and comparisons.

Additional directions of future work could potentially include emerging
domains such as next-basket and bundle recommendations and online re-
commendations with reinforcement learning where auxiliary information
about users and items and real-time feedback play crucial roles.

7.3 Source code and Reproducibility

To ensure the reproducibility of many of our experiments discussed
throughout this thesis, we have created Paperswithcode web pages and Git-
Hub repositories to host the source code and preserve the benchmarking
results for future reference and comparative studies. The source codes of
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the different models are available in their respective GitHub repositories
1,2,3,4.

On the other hand, the benchmarking results of the CARCA and the
GraphRec models are available on Paperswithcode 5,6.

1https://github.com/ahmedrashed-ml/GraphRec
2https://github.com/ahmedrashed-ml/MultiRec
3https://github.com/ahmedrashed-ml/GuidedRec
4https://github.com/ahmedrashed-ml/CARCA
5https://paperswithcode.com/paper/attribute-aware-non-linear-co-embeddings-of
6https://paperswithcode.com/paper/carca-context-and-attribute-aware-next-item
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